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Abstract 

The purpose of this work is to fashion an approach to model theory for general 
first-order languages without equality which is aimed at providing a unified vantage 
point for sorne concepts and results common in sorne other fruitful areas, so far 
independently developed from classical model tbeorYi namely, universal algebra 
and general sentential logic. Tbe approach has its most recent precedents in two 
programs, not simultaneously developed but quite similar in spirit: the model theory 
01 Universal Hom Logic with equality developed by Mal'cev, and the model theory 
01 sententiallogic based on the concept of logical matrix, initiated in Poland. Tbe 
novelty of the approach mainly lies in the importanee that we attach to the double 
semantics available for languages without equality (full and reduced semantics) and 
the parallel development we make oftheir model theories on tbe base oftbe reduction 
opemtor. We put forward the purpose of generalizing as much as possible of tbe 
theory 01 varieties and quasivarieties to the model theory of first-order logic without 
equality. For this, we make a widespread use of the Leibniz opemtor, a mapping 
between structures and congruenees in terms of whieh several elementary theories 
can be distinguished by the different algebraic character of their model classes. 

The main results of the work cover three topies: (1) tbe cbaracterization in tbe 
style of Birkhoff's Variety Theorem of sorne classes axiomatized by different sorts 
of first-order sentenees without equalitYi (2) tbe eonditions under wbieh a redueed 
class of general structures (either reduced or nonreduced) can retain or acquire 
tbe different algebraic properties of a quasivariety of algebrasj (3) tbe extension 
to general structures without equality of properties typical of certain classes of 
algebras, like structure theorems, freeness and Mal'cev conditions. We also discuss 
in a final Chapter the way in which the developed theory relates to modern algebraic 
logie. 
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"Jo deixo als qui estimo les petites coses; 
les grans coses són per a tothom". 

R. Tagore 

Dedicat al Dídac i l'Iris, 
amb els quals he deixat de compartir moltes 

hores a causa d 'aquest treball, i als meus pares, 
que d' alguna manera 1 'han Jet possible. 



RESUM DE LA TESI 

Raimon Elgueta 

El proposit és desenvolupar alguns aspectes basics d'una teoría alge

braica de models per a llenguatges de primer ordre sense igualtat que exten
gui el programa de A.I. Mal'cev (veure Tbe metamatbematics of algebraic 
systems, North-Holland, Amsterdam, 1971, i Algebraic systems, Springer
Verlag, Berlin, 1973), on desenvolupa basicament la teoria de models de 
la logica universal de Horn amb igualtat, i el programa iniciat per l'escola 
polonesa sobre la teoria de models de la logica sentencial (veure, per exem
pIe, el treball recent de W. Blok, D. Pigozzi Algebraic semantics for universal 
Horn logic without equality, in "Universal AIgebra and Quasigroup Theory" , 
Heldermann-Verlag, Berlin, 1992, pp. 1-56). Principalment, es tracta d'anar 
més enlla en la generalització d'una part de l'algebra universal, la teoría de 

varíetats í quasívaríetats, a estructures amb relacions arbitraries i sense igual
tato 

El treball compren 10 capítols. Els tres primers contenen material basic. 
El Capítol 1 introdueix alguna terminologia i notació basiques, i presenta 
alguns resultats fonamentals de la teoria classica de models que són també 
valids per a llenguatges sense igualtat. 

El Capítol 2 proporciana el concepte basic d'igualtat de Leibniz, de 
la qual se'n troba una caracterització algebraica. S'enceta el capítol amb 
una definició de congruencia en estructures de primer ordre i es prova que 
el conjunt de congruencies en una estructura donada contitueix un reticle 
complet, l'element maxim del qual es precisament la igualtat de Leibniz. Es 
proven extensions deIs teoremes d'isomorfia de l'algebra universal i s'investiga 
la noció d'estructura quocient, en particular la noció de quocient de Leibniz. 

Al Capítol 3 es discuteixen les conseqüencies semantiques de factoritzar 
una estructura per una congruencia i es prova que la logica de primer ordre 
sense igualtat admet dues semantiques completes, la semitntica plena i la 
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semantica reduí·da. En endavant, l'objectiu és basicament estudiar les propi
etats algebraiques que mostren les classes plena i reduida de models d'una 
teoria de primer ordre (sense igualtat). 

El Capítol 4 conté caracteritzacions a l'estil del Teorema de Birkhoff 
sobre varietats d'algebres de diferents tipus de classes d'estructures: elemen
tals, universals, universals de Horn (quasivarietats) i universals atomiques 
( varietats). Les demostracions es basen en una tecnica classica de la teoria 
de models, el metode deIs diagrames. És per aixo que al capítol anterior 
s'introdueix el diagrama de Leibniz d'una estructura com a generalització 
per a llenguatges sense igualtat del concepte usual de diagrama. S'inclou 
també l'estudi de les corresponents classes redtÜdes, el qual es centra en la 
investigació de les propietats que l' operador de reducció té en composar-Io 
amb els diferents procediments de construcció d'estructures. 

El Capítol 5 és central; examina les conseqüencies basiques de considerar 
la part relacional d'una estructura com a extensió de la noció de congruencia 
d'una algebra. S'introdueix 1'0perador de Leibniz (una correspondencia entre 
estructures -o la seva part relacional- i congruencies sobre una algebra) com a 
criteri principal per distingir propietats de la igualtat de Leibniz en els models 
d'una classe d'estructures, les quals es comprova a posteriori que determinen 
caracters algebraics diferents. Utilitzant aquest operador, s'arriba a establir 
una jerarquia de classes, protoalgebraiques, semialgebraiques, algebraiques i 
purament algebraiques, i es comen<;a l'estudi de les diferents propietats que 
tenen les classes de cadascuna d'aquestes categories. S'obtenen resultats que 
mostren que les categories de classes protoalgebraiques i semialgebraiques 
són les més amplies mostrant un mínim cari> .. cter algebraico 

El Capítol 7 estudia com poden millorar-se les caracteritzacions obtin
gudes al capítol 4 de les classes redtÜdes de models en el cas de tractar-se 
de classes d'alguna de les categories anteriors. S'arriben a obtenir, per via 
purament semantica, noves caracteritzacions de les diferents categories de 
classes d'estructures introduldes al capítol anterior. 

Finalment, els Capítols 6, 8 i 9 contenen generalitzacions explícites de 
resultats ben coneguts de l'algebra universal. Concretament, al Capítol 6 
es desenvolupa la teoria de la representació subdirecta per a estructures de 
primer ordre sense igualtat, posant un emfasi especial en l'obtencio de formes 
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més generals del teorema de Jónsson per a varietats d'a1gebres congruent
distributives (veure B. Jónsson, Algebras wbose congruence lattices are dis
tributive, Math. Scand. 21, 1967, pp. 110-121). El Capítol 8 s'ocupa 
d'investigar el concepte d'estructura lliure. Es prova una condició necessaria 

i suficient per a l'exist€mcia d'estructures lliures en elasses plenes, i condicions 
necessaries i suficients, expressades en termes de les propietats de l'operador 

de Leibniz, per a l'existencia d'estructures lliures (en sentit feble) en elasses 
reduides de models. El capítol inelou també demostracions alternatives, 

basades en propietats de les estructures lliures, de results ja provats al capítol 
4, i generalitza la correspondencia entre varietats d'algebras i congruencies 
plenament invariants sobre l'algebra de termes. Al Capítol 9 es planteja el 
problema de trobar condicions de tipus Mal'cev per a les propietats deIs reti
eles de congruencies relatives (les obtingudes aplicant l'operador de Leibniz) 
i se'n proven alguns resultats. 

Finalment, el CapítollO es una breu discussió sobre ellligam que existeix 
entre la teoria desenvolupada als capítols anteriors i algunes tendencies de la 
logica algebraica moderna. 
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Introduction 

In our opinion, it is fair to distinguish two séparate branches in the origins of 
model theory. The first one, the model theory 01 firsi-oroer logic, can be traced 
back to the pioneering work of L. Lowenheim [77], T. Skolem [107], K. Godel [54], 
A. Tarski [113] and A.I. Mal'cev [83], published before the mid 30's. This branch 
was put forward during the 40's and 50's by several authors, including A. Tarski, 
L. Henkin, A. Robinson, J. Los; see [61], [62], [73], [102], [103], [116], [117]. Their 
contribution, however, was rather influenced by modern algebra, a discipline whose 
development was being truly fast at the time. Largely due to this influence, it was a 
very common usage among these authors to take the equality symbol as belonging 
to the language. Even when a few years later the algebraic methods started to be 
supplanted to a large extent by the set-theoretical techniques that mark present-day 
model theory, the consideration of the equality as a logical constant in the language 
still subsisted. 

The second branch is the model theory 01 equational logic. It was born with 
the seminal papers of G. Birkhoff [2], [3], which established the first basic tools 
and results of what later developed into the part of universal algebra known as the 
theory 01 varieties and quasivarieties. The algebraic character of this other branch 
of model theory was clearer and stronger, for it simply emerged as the last step in 
the continuous process of abstraction in algebra. 

Amid these two branches of model theory, which suffered a rapid growth at the 
time, there appeared the work done by Mal'cev in between the early 1950's and 
the late 60's, which early gained sorne influence in the future development of the 
discipline, at least in the old Soviet Union. During the period mentioned aboye, 
he developed a first-order model theory that retained much of the algebraic spirit 
of the early period and diverged openly from the model theory developed in the 
West1 • In particular, in a series of papers [84], [85], [86], [87], he put forward the 
model theory 01 universal Bom logic2 with equality along the lines of Birkhoff's 
theory of varieties, and showed that such logic forms a right setting for a large part 

1 Most of his work on this topie was eollected in two books [88], [89]i especially this last issue 
eontains a fairly niee systematie exposition. 

2For us, universal Hom logie (UHL for short) will mean the fragment of first-order logie that 
deals with the so-ealled striet universal Hom sentenees, Le., universal sentenees in prenex normal 
form whosematrix is a finite disjunetion of negated atonúe formulas and just one atonúe formula. 
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of universal algebra, including the theory of presentations and free structures. The 
most worth-mentioning peculiarities of Mal'cev's program were the following: first, 
he kept on dealing with first-order languages with cquality3 j second, he adopted 
notions of homomorphism and congruence that had little to do with the relational 
part of the language. 

This well-rooted tradition of developing model theory in the presence of an equal
ity symbol to express the identity relation, which goes back to its very origin, was 
finally broken when logicians from the Polish School started a program similar to 
that of Mal'cev for another type of UHL, viz. general sentential logic. Indeed, in 
spite of the fact that the algebraic character of sententiallogic was evident early 
in its development (chiefly because classical sentential calculus could be completely 
reduced to the quasi-equational theory of boolean algebras), the natural models of 
an arbitrary sentential calculus quickly took the form of logical matrices, that is, 
algebras endowed with a unary relation on their universe. This matrix semantics so 
became the first attempt of starting a systematic development of a model theory for 
first-order languages without equality4. Begining with the publication of a paper by 
Los [72] in 1949, matrix semantics was successful1y developed over the next three 
decades by a number of different authors in Poland, including J. Los himself, R. 
Suszko, R. Wojcicki and J. Zygmuntj see [17], [74], [122], [127]. 

The present evolution of these issues points towards an effort of encompassing 
the theory of varieties and quasivarieties and the model theory of sententiallogic, 
by means of the development of a program similar to Mal'cev's for UHL without 
equality. We recognize that this evolution has been fast and notorious in the last 
decade, thanks mainly to the work done by J. Czelakowski, W. Blok and D. Pigozzi 
among others. For example, in a series of papers [29], [30], [31], [32], [33], [34], 
[35], [36], the first author has been developing a model theory of sentential logic 
that inherits a lot of the algebraic character of Mal'cev's ideas and the theory of 
varieties originated by Birkhoff. On the other hand, Blok and Pigozzi, in their 
very recent paper [12], have succeeded in the development of a model theory -based 
on the Leibniz opemtor introduced by them in [8]- that does comprise for the first 
time both equational logic and sentential logic, and so strengthens Czelakowski's 
programo What enables such a simultaneous treatment in their approach is the 
observation that equational logic can be viewed as an example of a 2-dimensional 
sentential calculus [11] and thus admits a matrix semantics, this time a matrix 
being an algebra together with a congruence on the algebra. 

A characteristic of decisive importance in Blok and Pigozzi's approach is their 
apparent conviction that only reduced models real1y possess the algebraic character 
of the models of quasi-equational theories. We give up such a conviction and the 
restriction to particular types of languages. 

31n some oC his original papen. there is a certain ambiguity concerning this point. in the sense 
that he seeros to allow the interpretation oC the equality aymbol in a atructure which were llot 
the identity relation; see e.g. his disCU5sion about the notion oC con3i3tent configuration in [83. 
§3]. However. there is no doubt that in his posthumous book [89] the equality symbol is always 
intended to mean the identity. 

4 An isolated but worth-mentioning incursio11 011 this topic was [126]. a short paper published 
in 1957 but practically unknown. I 
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The main purpose of this paper is to outline sorne basie aspects of the model 
theory for first-order languages that definitively do not include the equality symbol 
and which takes account of both the lull and the reduced semantics. The theory 
is intended to follow as much as possible of the Mal'cev's tradition by giving it a 
pronounced algebraic character and mainly covering topies fairly well studied in 
universal algebra (that is the reason for giving the ter m "algebraic" to our model 
theory). Most of the work, that extends to general languages and fairly clarifies 
sorne recent trends in algebraic logic, constitutes the foundations of a model the
ory 01 UHL without equality. An important number of the results in the paper 
run si de by side with sorne well-known results of either classieal model theory or 
universal algebra; so, we make an effort to highlight the concepts and techniques 
only applied in these contexts although, in sorne sense, they find a more general 
setting in ours. The outgrowth of the current interest in the model theory of UHL 
without equality is the emergen ce of several applications mainly in algebraic logic 
and computer science. Therefore we also discuss the way that the developed theory 
relates to algebraic logic. Actually, we maintain that our approach provides an ap
propiate context to investigate the availability of nice algebraic semantics, not only 
for the traditional deductive systems that arise in sententiallogic, but also for sorne 
other types of deductive systems that are attracting an increasing attention at the 
time; see, e.g., [101], [119]. The reason is that all of them admit an interpretation 
as universal Horn theories without equality [13], [46]. We finally mention that a 
distinct program that also attempts to generalize the theory of varieties to general 
first-order structures has been initiated very recently by N. Weaver [120]. 

Outline of the work 

As we said before, the absence of a symbol in the language to mean the identity 
relation is central to this work. Traditionally, the equality in classical model theory 
has had a representation in the formal language and has been understood in an 
absolute sense, i.e., for any interpretation of the language, the interest of model
theorists has been put on the relation according to which two members of the 
universe are the same or has no other logical relation. We break this tradition 
by introducing a weak form of equality predicate and not presupposing its formal 
representation by a symbol of the language5• Then the main problem consists, 
broadly speaking, in the investigation of the relationship between the features of 
this weaker equality in a given class of structures and the fulfillment of certain 
properties by this class. 

This is not at all a recent treatment of the equality; for instance, it underlies 

5The idea of defining the identity relation in seeond order logie as x::::: y ..... VP(P(x) ..... P(y», 
where P is a variable ranging over al1 properties, goes back to Leibniz. A natural relativized 
first-order analogue of tbis definition is exaetly what we mean by el/va lit, in the .enle oJ Leibniz 
al1 over the papero On the other hand, we Bhould Bay that the eventual presence of a Bymbol in 
the language to express the eommon identity relation would not be restrictive; we can also define 
the equality in the sense of Leibniz regardless of it. as it is done in Weaver [120). The point is 
that we do want to distinguish equality from other predieates. 
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the old notion of Lindenbaum- Tarski algebra in the model theory of sententiallogic 
[108], and more recently sorne contributions to the study of algebraic semantics for 
sententiallogics. Our contribution amounts to no more than providing a broader 
framework for the investigation of this question in the domain of first-order logic, 
especially the universal Horn fragmento 

Several points stand out for they govern all our approach. First, the extended 
use we make of two unlike notions of homomorphism, whose difference relies on 
the importance each one attaches to relations; this is a distinction that no longer 
exists in universal algebra but does exist in classical model theory. Secondly, the 
availability of two distinct adequate semantics easily connected through an alge
braic operation, which consists in factorizing the structures in such a way that the 
Leibniz equality and the usual identity relation coincide. We believe this double 
semantics is what is mainly responsible for the interest of the model theory for 
languages without equality as a research topic; in spite of their equivalence from a 
semantical point of view, they furnish several stimulating problems regarding their 
comparability from an algebraic perspective (Theorems 8.1.6, 8.1.7, 8.1.8 illustrate 
this point thoroughly). Thirdly, the two extensions that the notion of congruence 
on an algebra admits when dealing with general structures over languages without 
equality, namely, as a special sort of binary relation associated to a structure, here 
called congruence, and as the relational part of a structure, which is embodied in 
the concept of filter extension. Finally, and not because of this less important, 
the nice algebraic description that our weak equality predicate has as the greatest 
one of the congruences on a structure. This fact allows to replace the fundamental 
(logical) concept of Leibniz equality by an entirely algebraic notion, and to put the 
main emphasis on the algebraic methods. Actually, it seems to us that other forms 
of equality without such a property hardly give rise to model theories that work 
out so beautifully. 

The paper is organized in 10 chapters. The first three contain basic material 
that is essential to overcome the sma)) inadequacies of sorne approaches to the 
topic formerly provided by other authors. Chapter 1 reviews sorne terminology 
and notation that will appear repeteadly thereafter, and presents sorne elemen
tary notions and results of classical model theory that remain equal for languages 
without equality. Chapter 2 states and characterizes algebraically the fundamental 
concept of equality in the sense of Leibniz which we deal with all over the paper. 
Starting with the extension of the concept of congruence from algebras to gen
eral structures, we then show that the greatest one of these congruences on each 
structure (Leibniz congruence) amounts to the equality in the sense of Leibniz that 
is inherent in every interpretation of the language (Corollary 2.1.3). The devel
opment of the corresponding basic Isomorphism Theorems and the fundamental 
notion of Leibniz quotient, which in sorne sense is an extension of the aboye men
tioned Lindenbaum- Tarski algebras, are also included here. Finally, in Chapter 3 
we discuss the semantical consequences of factorizing a structure by a congruence 
and show that first-order logic without equality has two complete semantics related 
by a reduction operator (Theorem 3.2.1). Right here we pose one of the central 
problems to which most of the subsequent work is devoted, Le., the investigation of 
the algebraic properties that the full and reduced model classes of an elementary 
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theory exhibit. 

Chapter 4 contains the first difficult results in the work. By a rather obvious 
generalization of proofs known frorn classical rnodel theory, we obtain Birkhoff
type characterizations of full classes of structures axiornatized by certain sorts of 
first-order sentences without equality, and apply these results to derive analogue 
characterizations for the corresponding reduced classes. In particular, the Chapter 
provides a proof of a generalized Birkhoff's Variety Theorern entirely based in ele
mentary model-theoretic techniques that do not involve free structures in the same 
way as in Birkhoff's original proof (rernark to Theorern 4.5.1). 

Chapter 5 is a central one; it examines the prirnary consequences of dealing 
with the relational part of a structure as the natural extension of congruences 
when passing from algebraie to general first-order languages without equality. A 
key observation in this case is that we rnust often restrict our attention to classes 
that satisfy the fi/ter-Iattice condition, i.e., su eh that the sets of struetures on a 
given under1ying algebra exhibit the structure of an algebraic complete lattice. It 
is proved that this classes are just the quasivarieties of structures (Theorem 5.1.1). 
The Leibniz operator is defined right here as a prirnary criterion to distinguish 
properties of the Leibniz equality in a class of models. Using this operator, a 
fundamental hierarchy of classes -protoalgebraic, semialgebraic, algebraic and purely 
algebraic classes- is deseribed (Definitions 5.3.1, 5.4.1, 5.4.6 and 5.4.7). The rest of 
the work is almost entirely devoted to investigate the distinct algebraic character 
of these classes. Parcicularly, protoalgebraic classes and semialgebraic classes seem 
to be the more generie classes for which the corresponding reduced semantics have 
a reasonable algebraic character; at least this seems to be the case after their 
characterizations and properties are obtained here (Theorems 5.3.8, 5.3.9 and 5.4.5) 
and in subsequent chapters. The eoncept of relative congruence on a strueture is 
also included in this Chapter, and the close relation between the properties of the 
Leibniz operator and the fact that the set of relative congruénces have sorne lattice 
structure is pointed out. 

Chapter 7 examines how the eharacterizations of reduced quasivarieties (relative 
varieties) obtained in Chapter 4 can be improved when we deal with the special 
types of dasses introduced forrnerly. In order to aehieve this, we prove charaeteriza
tions of protoalgebraic, semialgebraic and algebraic classes in terms of the dosure 
under sorne operators of the corresponding redueed class (Theorems 7.2.1, 7.2.4 
and 7.2.7). AIso, in this Chapter it is posed the problem of relating the lattice
hornornorphisrn properties of the Leibniz operator and the formal representability 
of the Leibniz equality in a class of structures. This is still an open problem at 
this level of generality, though sorne results are known for sorne particular types of 
languages; See [12]. 

Chapters 6, 8 and 9 provide explicit generalizations of well-known results from 
universal algebra. Coneretely, in Chapter 6 we present the main tools of a Subdireet 
Representation Theory for general first-order structures without equality, certifying 
the validity of sorne Mal'cev's results in this wider context (cf. e.g. Proposition 
6.1.1 and Theorems 6.1.8 and 6.2.2) and proving general forms of Jónsson's The
orem for quasivarieties and relative subvarieties (Theorems 6.2.4 and 6.3.2). We 
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also introduce here the concept of jilter-distributive c1ass as a natural extension of 
congruence-distributivity in universal algebra. Chapter 8 deals with the existence 
of free structures both in full and reduced elasses. Begining with the former, we 
characterize quasivarieties as those elasses that admit. free structures in a very pre
cise sense (Theorem 8.1.6). We then pay attention to one of the central problems 
in the Chapter: to find out necessary and sufficient conditions on a quasivariety 
so that the corresponding reduced class admits free structures in exactly the same 
way (Theorems 8.1.7 and 8.1.8). The basic tools for this purposes are the Herbrand 
structures, i.e., the models built up out of tbe same language that are minimal in 
tbe posets of filter extensions. We precisely use these structures and their relative 
filter extensions, the so-called tenn-structures, to supply new proofs of the cbarac
terization of the variety and quasivariety generated by a given elass, proofs tbat 
are eloser in spirit to the proof of Birkhoff's Variety Tbeorem. Such proofs rely 
on cbaracterizations, in tbe style of Jónsson's Tbeorem on finitely subdirectly irre
ducible algebras, of tbe relative filter extensions of Herbrand structures (Theorem 
8.2.2). This Cbapter also ineludes tbe investigation of a correspondence between 
(quasi)varieties and sorne lattice structures associated with tbe Herbrand struc
tures, corresponden ce tbat offers the possibility ofturning tbe logical methods used 
in tbe tbeory of varieties and quasivarieties into purely algebraic ones (Theorems 
8.3.3 and 8.3.6). In Chapter 9 we set tbe problem of finding Mal'cev-type condi
tions for sorne properties concerning posets of relative congruences or relative filter 
extensions of members of quasivarieties. We just pay attention to relative congru
ences and sbow tbat, in tbis case, the problem bas a purely universal algebraic 
interpretation (Proposition 9.1.1). We prove a stronger form of Mal'cev's Tbeorem 
on congruence permutable varieties of algebras (Tbeorem 9.1.4) and examine the 
possibility of getting similar extensions of otber Mal'cev-Type tbeorems. 

Finally, Chapter 10 discusses briefly tbe relation between algebraic logic and tbe 
approach to model theory outlined in the previous chapters, providing thus sorne 
vindication to it. Of course, we cannot say whether tbis work will ultimately bave 
a bearing on the resolution of any of the problems of algebraic logic, but for us, it 
could at least provide fresh insights in this exciting branch of logic. 
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1. Preliminaries 

Let the triple C = (F, R, p) be a first order language; F and R denote par
wise disjoint sets of function and relation symbols of e respectively (R must be 
nonempty), and p is the arity function from FUR into the set ofnatural numbers. 
We use capital Gothic letters 21, !S, Q:, ••• , with appropriate subscripts, to range 
over structures on e, also caBed e-structures. In order to be consistent with the 
notation, we denote by A the universe of 21, and by F~ and R~ tbe interpretations 
on 21 of the collections of function and relation symbols of C, respectively, i.e., 
F~ = {f~ : f E F} and R~ = {r~ : r E R}. Tbe corresponding boldface letter 
A is used to understand tbe underlying algebra (A, F~) of 21, and we very often 
write lA to mean tbe interpretation of I in 21. Lowercase boldface letters a,b, ... 
are used to indicate members of a cartesian product of sorne family of sets. If 21 
is an C-structure, a = (al, ... ,an ) belongs to An, f E F and r E R, and h is any 
mapping with domain A, then I~a, a E r 21 and ha are short-hand notations for 
f~al .. . an , (al, ... ,an ) E r~ and (ha¡, ... ,han), respectively. 

By an C-algebra we mean the underlying algebra of an C-structure; of course, 
if the set of function symbols is empty, an C-algebra means simply an arbitrary 
seto Tbe absolutely free C-algebra over a set of Q' variables, i.e., tbe algebra of all 
C-terms over Q' variables, is denoted Te.c,a. When Q' = W we simply write Te.c. A 
language C' = (F/, R /, pi) is caBed an expansion ole provided tbat F ~ F /, R ~ R' 
and p = pi r F u R. In tbis case, tbe C-reduct of an structure 21 over C' is defined 
as usual, 21 r C = (A, F21, R21). 

Sorne more notation of cornmon usage is tbe following: Str C to mean the class 
of C-structures, ForaC the set of C-formulas and AtmaC tbe set of atomic C
formulas over Q' variables, for every cardinal Q'. Formulas are represented by means 
of lowercase greek letters /{J,,p, tJ, ... , and uppercase ones are used to denote sets 
of formulas. We write /{J(Xl' ••• ,xn ) to mean tbat tbe free variables tbat occur in 
/{J are among X¡, ... ,Xn. Unless otherwise indicated, all C-formulas are assumed 
to be over the set of w variables Var = {xc, X¡, X2, ... }; in this case, the preceding 
notations are abbreviated by For C and Atm C. We deal with a special type of 
C-formulas very often: quantifier-free formulas in prenex form whose matrix is the 
disjunction of a finite set (maybe empty) ofnegated atomic formulas and exactly one 
atomic formula. Tbe most common name for them is "strict basic Horn formulas"; 
nevertheless, for the sake of simplicity, we call tbem implicative formulas and denote 

7 
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by ImpaC the corresponding subset of ForaC, or simply Imp C if Q = w. 

Given an C-structure m, an algebra homomorphism 9 : Te.c,a -A (called assign
ment) and an C-formcla :p, we use the notation m F ep[g] to refer to the satisfaction 
relation defined in the usual way. Following the standard convention, 21 F ep ex
presses that m satisfies the universal closure of ep. When we write 

we mean 21 satisfies ep with respect to any assigment 9 : Te.c -A such that gz¡ = a¡, 
for all 1 $ i $ k. The notation m F ep [g(z/a)] expresses that m satisfies ep with 
respect to the assignment that sends the variable z to a and coincides with 9 
otherwise. Given a class K of C-structures, ThaK denote the set of all C-formulas 
over Q variables which hold in every member ofK, i.e., ifep E ForaC then ep E ThaK 
iff 2l F ep for a11 21 E K. When we only want to refer to the quantifier-free formulas, 
the implicative formulas and the atomic formulas that hold in K we put respectively 
UnaK, ImpaK and AtmaK (Un stands for "universal"). Once more, the subscript 
is omitted if Q = w. 

We say C is a language with equality, or simply C has equality, to mean that 
e contains a binary relation symbol ~ which is always interpreted as the identitYi 
in other terms, only the structures m for which ~21 is the diagonal relation, i.e., 
the set ~A = {(a,a) : a E A}, count as C-structures. On the contrary, we say 
C is a language without equality, or l, has no equality, provided that l, does not 
contain any such binary relation symbol. Thus, if C is without equality and r is 
sorne binary relation symbol of C, then r can be interpreted in the C-structures as 
any binary relation whatsoever6• 

1.1. Substructures and Filter Extensions 

Let m = (A, R21) and 23 = (D, Rr.B) be two C-structures. 21 is a substructure of 
23, in symbols 21 ~ 23, if A is a subalgebra of D and r21 = r!B n AP(r) for a11 rE R. 
Likewise, 23 is a fi/ter extension of 21, and in this case we write 21 ~ 23, provided the 
underlying algebras of 21 and 23 coincide and r21 ~ r!B for every r E R. 

As is we11 known, the class of substructures of a given structure 21 defines an 
inductive closure system as follows. Let {21¡ : i E I} be a family of substructures 
of 21, and define 

where niEl A¡ means the intersection of the algebras A¡, i E 1, as it is usually 
defined in universal algebra; in particular, the intersection of the empty family is 

IIUsually the distinction bet~n a language with or without equality relies on the presence 
or not oC the equality Bymbol among the logical constants. For convenience, we do not follow 
tbis widely accepted convention in the preceding definition; the reason is that in tbis way all the 
results we state in the Bequel amount to well·known results in the case the Ianguage has equality. 
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taken to be the whole structure 21. If, moreover, {21¡ : i E I} is a directed family, 
set 

where UiEI Ai is the union of the algebras Ai, i E l. Then, it can be easily proved 
that niEI 21i and UiEI21i are again substructures of 21. 

The same is true for the class of aH the filter extensions of 21j in this case, when 
referring to the associated (algebraic) complete lattice we shaH write Fe21. Given 
a subset X of A, we use the notation 21 r X to understand the substructure 0121 
generated by X, i.e., 

21 r X = ([X), {/21 f[X) : fE F}, {r21 n [X)p(,.) : rE R}), 

where [Xl denotes the universe of the subalgebra of A generated by X. 

1.2. Homomorphisms between Structures 

A mapping h : A - B is said to be a homomorphism from 21 into !B if h is an 
algebra homomorphism from A into B and the condition 

(1.1) 

holds for all n-ary relation symbol r E R and all al, ... ,an E A; we write h : 21-!B 
to mean that h is such a homomorphism. It is an embedding or an epimorphism 
provided it is as a homomorphism between the underlying algebras; in these cases 
we put h : 21-!B and h : 21-!B, respectively. When h is onto we also say that 
!B is a homomorphic image of 21. Finally, h is an isomorphism between 21 and 
!B, in symbols h : 21 ~ !B, if h is one-one and onto and the inverse of h is also a 
homomorphism. 

We call h : 21- 23 a strong homomorphism from 21 into !B, and we write h : 
21-,!B, if h is a homomorphism from 21 into !B for which the reverse implication 
of (1.1) also holds7; so for aH n-ary relation symbol r E R and all al, ... ,an E A, 

(1.2) 

Strong homomorphisms that are one-one are called strong embeddings, whereas 
those that are surjective are referred to as reductive homomorphismsj we write, 
respectively, h : 21 ......... ,!B and h : 21-,!B. If there is a reductive homomorphism 
from 21 onto !B we also say that !B is a reduction of 21 and 21 an expansion of !B. 
Note that a bijective strong homomorphism is simply an isomorphism as it is defined 
before and that reductive homomorphisms are the same as isomorphisms when the 
language has equality. Botb assertions are easy consequences of the following resulto 

7Compare this notion oC .Iron, AomomorpAi,m with the one given by Chang and Keisler in 
[25, p.242]; they coincide whenever h is an onto mapping. 
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LEMMA 1.2.1. The {olJowing holds {or every algebra homomorphism h : A -B. 
(i) h : 21-!B iff r'J. ~ h-lr'B, {or alJ r E R. 

(ii) h : 21-,!B iffr'J. = h-lr'B, {or all r E R. 
(iii) h : 21-,!B implies r'J. = h-lr'B and hr'J. = r'B, {or all r E R .• 

For each h : 21-!B, we define the image of 21 through h as the structure h21 = 
(hA, hR'J.} , where hR'J. = {hr'J. : r E R} and hr'J. = {(hal"" ,han) E B n : 
(al,'" ,an) E r'J.}. Conversely, we define h-l!B = (h-lB,h-lR'B), with h-lR'B = 
{h-lr'B : r E R} and h-lr'B = {(al, ... ,an) E An : (hal,"" han) E r'B}, 
and call h-l!B the inverse image o/!B through h. Both h21 and h-l!B are again 
structures over C, even though h21 is not in general a substructure of!B nor h-l!B a 
substructure of 21. This is true, however, in case that h is a strong homomorphism. 
The next proposition states a generalized form of this property. 

LEMMA 1.2.2. Let h : 21-,!B. For each substructure 21' oE 21 we have that 
h21' ~ !B. Conversely, i{!B' is a substructure o{!B then h-l!B' ~ 21 .• 

Observe that every surjective homomorphism from 21 onto !B can be canonically 
decomposed through a reductive homomorphism. Concretely, if h : 21-!B, then 
h maps strong homomorphically h-l!B onto !B (h-l!B is in fact the least filter 
extension of 21 satisfying this property!). So, the composition of the identity id : 
21)-+>h- l!B and h : h-l!B_,!B (ha = ha) coincides with h : 21-!B. As a result, 
every homomorphism h : 21- !B factorizes according to the following diagram: 

h 
21 - !B 

(*) id 1 Ij 

h-l!B ~ch21 
h 

This decomposition explains why homomorphisms will not play quite as important 
a role in the algebraic model theory we try to develop as they do in universal 
algebra. As we shall see later on, such a role in this case is performed by strong 
homomorphisms. 

1.3. Products of Structures 

Assume that 21i = (Ai, R'J.¡), with i E J, is a family of C-structures. We define 
the direct product of {21i : i E I} by setting 

DiE] 21i := (DiO A¡, DiE] R'J.;), 

where DiE] Ai is the usual direct product of the underlying algebras {Ai : i E I} 
and DiE] R'J.¡ denotes the interpretations on DiE] 2l¡ of the symbols of R defined 
in the obvious way: if r E R is an n-ary relation symbol and aij means the ith 
component of aj, for each 1:5 j :5 n, 

rn¡Er 'J.¡ := {(al,'" ,an) E (DiO Ai)n: (aH, ... ,ain) E r'J.¡ for all i E I}. 
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We allow 1 to be emptyj in this case, niE] 2li is thc trivial structure with a one 
element underlying algebra and all relations holding. 

The direct product ·:I)nstruction can be extended in several ways, three of which 
are useful for our purposes. The first one is the following. Suppose that :F is a 
proper filter of Sb(1) and define 

As is well known, e,T is a congruence relation on the algebra niE] Ai, so that we 
can put 

where nre] R<J., denotes the family of relations 

for re R (actually, for each r, the set nre] r<J., isjust the least relation that contains 
rn'El <J., and is compatible with S,T). Then, the filtered product of {2l¡ : i E l} by 
:F is defined as the structure 

which coincide with the direct product in the case :F = {l}. For simplicity, if 
8 E niE] Ai, the equivalence class of 8 modulo S,T is denoted by 8/:F. 

We point out that in general the direct product does not map strong homomor
phically by the natural projection neither onto its components nor onto the quotient 
modulo S,T. Actually, if 7r,T means the projection from niE] 2li onto niE] 2l¡f:F, 
the inverse image of niE] 2l¡f:F through 7r,T is 

This fact is illustrated by the following diagram. 

------..... niE/ 2l¡f:F 
'1fT 

It is easy to show that, if C has equality, the filtered product niE/2l¡f:F is again 
an C-structure for any proper filter :F, i.e., the interpretation of~ on niE/2l¡f:F 
is again the identity relation on niEI A;jS,T. This is in fact a consequence of the 
following result, whose proof can be found in almost every model theory textbookj 
see e.g. [25]. . 
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THEOREM 1.3.1. Let cp = cp(,xl, ... ,,xn) be an arbitrary Horn formula and let 2l¡, 
i E l, be a family of e-structures over a nonempty index set l. Let:F be a proper 
fi/ter of Sb(l). Ir 9 : Te.c -+ TIiE/ Ai is any assignmellt, then 

{iEI: 2l¡Fcp[7riognET implies TIiEl2l¡fTFCP[7r".og]. 

Moreover, this implication becomes an equivalence ir cp is atomic. _ 

A filtered product TI¡E/ 21¡fU is called an ultraproduci if U is an ultrafilter on the 
index set l. The following, due to Los [73], is the main property of ultraproducts; 
it shows that for ultraproducts the last implication becomes an equivalen ce which 
holds for any first-order formula. Its proof can also be found, for example, in [25]; 
see also [127] for a treatment of ultraproducts of structures over a special type of 
languages without equality. 

THEOREM 1.3.2. (Los Theorem) Let l be a nonempty seto Assume 2li, i E 1, 
are e-structures and let U be an ultrafilter or Sb(I). Ir 9 : Te.c -+ TIiE/ Ai and 
cp = cp(Xl, ... ,Xn ) is an arbitrary first-order formula over e, then 

{i El: 2l¡ F cp [7ri o gn E u iff TIiE/2l¡fU F cp [7ru o g]. _ 

The second generalization of the direct product construction we are interested in 
comes from Birkhoff's work in universal algebra. A structure 21 is called a subdireci 
product of the system {2l¡ : i E l}, in symbols 2l ~,d TI¡E/21¡, if21 is a substructure 
of TI¡E/2l¡ and the restriction of the projection map 7r¡ to A is surjective for every 
i E li>. An embedding h : 2l - TI¡E/ 2l¡ is subdireci if h2l ~,d TIiE/2{¡; we write 
h : 2l-,d TI¡E/2l¡ to mean h is a subdirect embedding. Note that every subdirect 
embedding is strong; indeed, if h : 2l-,d n¡E/2li, then hr'J. = rTIiEl 'J.i n (hA)n 
for every n-ary relation symbol r; so, being h one-one, (hal,'" ,han) E rTIiEl 'J.i 
implies (al"" ,an ) E r'J., for all al, ... ,an EA. 

Finally, a last generalization of direct products that combines filtered and sub
direct products has been recently introduced by Czelakowski [37]; we also use it 
in subsequent sections. Let 2l be a subdirect product of a system {21¡ : i E l} of 
e-structures, and let :F be a proper filter on l. It is an easy matter to check that 
the restriction of 8". to A, 

6".,A := 6". n A2
, 

is a congruence on the algebra A. So we define the filtered subdirect product of 2l 
by :F as the structure 

where 

r'J.,'" := nre/ r'J., n AI'(r l • for all rE R, 

R{ := {r'J.,,,. : rE R}. 

8Tlús way of extending the notion of lIubdirKI product from algebras to arbitrary IItructures is 
due to Tarski [117], even though it were Mal'c~\' (86) and a bit later Lyndon [79] who investigated 
its properties. A distinct nontrivial generalization of lhe concept can be found in [18] with the 
notion of Jull IUbdirect producto 
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Let us notice that, by the definition, 21/:F is isomorphic to a substructure of the 
filtered product TIiEl21i/:F, for in fact the quotient algebra A/aF,A can be em
bedded into TIiE1 A;f:F¡ the embedding is established by the mapping that assigns 
the equivalence class a/:F of a (modulo aF) to each element a/aF,A E A/aF,A. 
AIso, observe that the projection from 21 to 21/:F given by a.....- a/aF,A need not 
be strong¡ the inverse image of 21 through it is the structure 21F := (A, R~). 



2. Congruences on Structures 

The theory of congruence lattices of universal algebras is one of the most rich 
and developed parts of contemporary algebra, but unfortunately the rather special 
and purely internal definition of the congruence relation does not seem to extend 
in a unique successful manner to structures other than sets with operations. This 
explains why the notion of congruence on an algebra has been extended to general 
first-order structures in at least two different ways. The first one of these extensions 
can be found, for instance, in [76], [89], and gives rise to a theory already put forward 
by Mal'cev and not very different from the theory of algebras. In sorne sense, this 
first definition is not quite satisfactory, sin ce it has relatively little to do with the 
relations of a structure; for example, the quotient modulo a non trivial congruence 
in this sense of the linearly ordered additive group íZ of integers is a finite group 
íZn which cannot be linearly ordered. 

The second extension also appears in the literature though implicitly and in 
different contexts; e.g. [14], [126] and more recently [7], [29], [120]. This second 
notion is the one adopted here and plays a central role in -the present work; the 
way to deal with relations in this case is based on the notion of compatibility. 
A fundamental result in the Chapter is to show that this notion leads just to an 
algebraic description of a weak form of equality predicate, viz. the equality in the 
sense 01 Leibniz outlined in the introduction (Corollary 2.1.3). The very definition 
of this new equality predicate is given right here, and we point out the importan ce 
oí relating this logical concept of equality and the algebraic concept of congruence.9 • 

2.1. The Lattice of Congruences 

Let 21 = (A, R<J.) be any C-structure. A binary relation () on A is said to be a 
congruence on 21 if () is a congruence on the underlying algebra which is compatible 

9 A tlúrd notion oC congruence on an arbitrary first-order structure, wlúch strictly speaking 
differs Crom the preceding ones, can also be Cound in the literature; it results Crom pasting together 
the second notion and the concept oC filter extension [56]. We come back to tlús point later in 
Section 6.1. Also, other notions oC congruence Cor particular types oC structures have been used 
with interesting resulta, specially Cor (quasi)ordered algebras; lIee, e.g., [27], [70]. 
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with all the relations belonging to R~, i.e., for every r E R of arity n, 

For simplicity, if a = (al, ... ,an ), b = (b1, ••. ,bn) E An we write a == b (O) to 
mean a¡ == b¡(O) for all 1 :5 i:5 n. The compatibility property of O with an arbitary 
n-subset D of A can then be expressed as follows: if a E D then b E D for every 
b E An such that a == b (O). In this case, 

Clearly the set of all congruences on 21, denoted Co21, is a subset of Co A. The 
following proposition provides a full description of this subset. 

PROPOSITION 2.1.1. For every .c-structure 21, the poset Co21 = (Co21,~) is a 
principal ideal ofCo A. 

Proof. Clearly ,p ~ O and O E Co21 implies that ,p E Co21. Hence, it suffices to 
show that for each family {O¡ : i E I} of congruences on 21, V¡EIO¡ belongs to 
C02L Let a= (al, ... ,an ), b = (b1, ... ,bn ) E An • From universal algebra, we 
know a == b (V¡EIO¡) iff there exists a sequen ce of elements C1, ... ,CA: E An and 
i 1 , ••• ,iA:-1 El such that a = C1, CA: = b and 

Cj == Cj+l (O¡j)' 1:5 j :5 k-1. 

Thus, the compatibility of V¡El Oí follows immediately. _ 

We call Co 21 the lattice of congruences of21 and, extending the terminology and 
notation introduced in [8], we denote by 021 its maximum element and call it the 
Leibniz congruence of21. So, by the previous lemma, 

Co21 = {O E CoA: O ~ 021}. 

Notice that 021 :f. V A whenever r~ :f. AP(r) and r 21 :f. 0 for sorne relation symbol 
r E R (\7' A denotes the set of all ordered pairs of members of A, and is called 
the all relation). Also, if 21 contains a binary relation that satisfies the axioms 
of equality, 021 coincides with this relation. In fact, a structure 21 is said to be 
reduced if Co21 = {aAl or, equivalently, if 021 = aA. So if .c has equality, then 
any structure over .c is reduced. 

Examples. Let .c be a language with sorne (possibly none) function symbols and a 
sole relation symbol, of arity 2. We are going to describe the Leibniz congruence 
of four types of structures over .c which we use frequently in the sequel. For this, 
assume A is an .c-algebra. We claim that a congruence ,p on A is compatible with 
a binary relation Ron A iff ,p. R·,p ~ R, where . denotes the relative product of any 
two binary relations; the proof is straigbtforward and is provided for instance in 
[12, Prop.5.7]. Using this fact, it is easy to conclude the following: for any binary 
relation O on A, the Leibniz congruence of 21 = (A, O) is 
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(1) V{</J E CoA: </J ~ O}, ifO is an equivalence relation on A; 
(2) V {</J E Co A : </J. O . </J ~ O}, if O is a reflexive, symmetric relation compatible 

with the functions on A, Le., such that for any funtion symbol f and any a, b E 
Ap(J), fAa == fAb (O) whenever a == b (0)10; 

(3) O n 0- 1, if O is a quasi-order on A, i.e., a reflexive, transitive relation com
patible with the functions on 21; 

(4) O, if O is a congrunece on A. -l 

The next purpose is to see that the notion of Leibniz congruence of a structure 
is just the algebraic counterpart of a purely logical concept, viz. the concept of 
equality in the sen se of Leibniz. To this goal, let us calJ Leibniz formula over .c 
any formula ,p(:c,y) with two free variables su eh that, for sorne atomic e-formula 
cp = cp(:c, ZI, ... , ZI.:) with at least one free variable :c, 

Then we have 

THEOREM 2.1.2. If21 is an .c-structure, then a == b (021) iff211= ,p(:c, y) [a, b] for all 
a,b E A and all Leibniz formulas ,p(:c, y) over e. 

Proof. Let O be the set ofalJ pairs (a,b) such that 2l1=,p(:c,y) [a,b] for alJ Leibniz 
formulas,p. One easily verifies that O is an equivalen ce relation. In order to see that 
it is actualJy a congruence, Jet f be any n-ary function symbol. We have to show 
that, if a == b (O), where a, bE An, then f'J.a == f'J.b (O). Since O is transitive, it 
suffices to prove the condition 

for all i ~ 1. Let ,p(:c, y) be any Leibniz formula alld select any parwise distinct 
variables W1, ... , Wn-1 not in,p. Let t'J be the formula that results of simultaneously 
substituting fW1 .•. W¡_1:CW¡ ... Wn_1 for:c and fW1 ... W¡-IYW¡ ... Wn-l for y in 
,p(:c, y). Then 

211=,p(:c,y) [f!11b1 •.• b¡_la¡a¡+I •.. an,f!11b1 .. . b¡-lb¡ai+l . .. an] iff 

21 1= t'J(:c, y, w}, .•. , Wn-l) [a¡, b¡, b1, .•. , b¡-l, a¡+1, • .. ,an]. 

Rence, since 't/W1 ... 't/wn_1t'J(:c,y,Wl, ... ,Wn_1) is again a Leibniz formula over e 
and a¡ == b¡(O), the second condition holds and (2.1) is proved. 

Assume now that r is an n-ary relation symbol of e and that a E r'J., a == b (O) 
hold for sorne members a = (al, ... ,an), b = (b1 , ••• , bn) of An. Take cp to be the 
atomic formula rZ1 ... z¡_IXZ¡ ... Zn-1. Then 2lF,p(:r:,y) [a¡,b¡] and, consequently, 
we have the equivalence (b1 ... b¡_la¡a¡+1 ... an) E r'J. iff (b1 ... b¡-lb¡a¡+1 ••. an) E 
r'J.. This is true for all i ~ 1; so that a E r!11 implies b E r'J., and O is a congruence 
on 21. 

lOSudt relations are known in the literature as toleTllnce ,·ellltion8. Introduced by Zelinlla in 
his 1970 paper (125], they have attracted sorne aUention in the last decade; lor exernple, see 
(21,22,23,104] and other references there. 
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Finally, suppose 4> is another congruence on 21, a == b (4)) and c}, ••• , CA: EA. If 
tI,' .. ,tn are terms over e whose free variables are among x, Zl, ••• ,ZA: then 

Thus, if r is any n-ary relation symbol, the compatibility of 4> with relations implies 

where i = (Zl,'" ,ZA:). As a result, 211= tJ¡(x, y) [a,b] for each Leibniz formula tJ¡ 
and a == b(O). This shows that O is the greatest element of Co21 and completes the 
proof. _ 

An easy induction on the complexity of the formulas allows to prove that the 
atomic predicate cp in the Leibniz formulas can be replaced by arbitrary elementary 
predicates. Therefore, we actually have the following logical description of the 
Leibniz congruence on a structure. 

COROLLARY 2.1.3. Let 21 be an 'c-structure and Jet a,b E A. Then a == b (021) jff 

for any first-order formula cp := cp( x, Zl, ••• ,ZA:) over e and any Cl, ••• ,CA: E A, 

In light of the previous result, the binary relation 021 has a double meaning; 
from an algebraic viewpoint, it is the greatest congruence on 21, whereas for its 
logical content it represents a weak form of equality in the model 21. So, we shall 
use indistinctly the expressions Leibniz congruence of 21 and Leibniz equality in 21 
to mean the relation 02111 • 

The following result is quite simple but it will be used later on. 

PROPOSITION 2.1.4. Let 1:,' be an expansion ofthe language e obtained byadding 
some new constants and relation symbols, and Jet 21' be any structure over e'. Ifthe 
interpretations in 21' of all the new relation symbols in 1:,' are elementary definible 
in e, then 021' = 0(21' te). 

ProoJ. The inclusion 0(21' t e) ~ 021' is clear. To see the converse we use that any 
atomic formula ep over e' has associated a first-order e-formula ep', in the same free 
variables, such that 

21' 1= VZl ... VZA:(cp(x, Zlt . .. ,ZA:) - cp(y, Zl,'" ,ZA:» [a, b] 
iff 21' re 1= VZl ... VZA:(cp'(x, Zl, ••• ,ZA:) - cp'(y, Zl, ••• , ZA:» [a, b]. 

110bserve that the Leibniz equality in 21 does not coincide with another Conn oC equality 
relation that naturally Collows Crom the Leibniz Principie, namely, the relation aeeording to whieh 
two members a, b oC the universe oC 21 are equivalent iC Cor every .c-Connula with exaetly one Cree 
variable, ,p := ,p(x), the Collowing holds: 211= ,p(x) [a] iff 211= ,p(x) [b]. As it was pointed out to 
the author by Czelakowski, the Iatter is not in general a congruenee on the algebra A, and 021 is 
just the least eongruenee on A that ineludes it. 
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So the inclusion follows trivially. _ 

There is an interesting relationship between strong homomorphisms and congru
ences that arises from a further notion. For any homomorphism h : 21-~, define 
the kernel o/ h as the set I< er h = h-1 D..B. Then we have the next result, which is 
the first step to provide an external (categorical) characterization of the notion of 
congruence. 

LEMMA 2.1.5. Let 21,!B be two .c-structures and let h : A -B. If h : 21-,~ 
then J(erh E C021. Conversely, j[ I<erh E C021 and r!B = hr'J. for alJ rE R, then 
h: 21-,~. 

Proo/. Clearly ](erh E CoA. Let r be any relation symbol and let a,a' E AP(r) 

be such that a E r'J. and a == a' (I<erh). Since h is strong, ha' = ha E r!B implies 
a' E r'J., and so Kerh belongs to C021. Assume now that Kerh E Co21 and 
r!B = hr'J. for all r E R. If ha E r!B, there is an element a' E r'J. such that ha = ha'. 
Thus a == a' (K er h) and, consequently, a E r'J. is equivalent to ha E r!B. _ 

Sorne natural questions concerning the relation between the lattice of congru
ences of certain structures and those of their substructures, homomorphic images 
and products may arise. We shall not enter into this subject, but merely state two 
results that tell us something in this sense and that will become useful later on. 

LEMMA 2.1.6. Let 21 be an .c-structure and !B ~ 21. For every binary reJation 
O ~ A2, define OB = O n B2. Then, O E Co21 implies OB E Co!B. 

Proo/. Clearly OB is a congruence on the underlying algebra of~. The fact that 
OB is compatible with the relations of !B follows directly from the definition of 
substructure. _ 

LEMMA 2.1.7. For a11 h : 21-,!B, 4> E Co!B implies h- l 4> E Co21. lE, moreover, h 
is a reductive homomorphism, then O E Co21 and 02 Kerh implies h(} E Co~. 

Proof Suppose that h is strong and 4> is a congruence on !B. Obviously, h- l 4> is an 
equivalence relation on A. Let a = (al, ... , an ), a' = (aí, ... , a~) E An be such that 
a == a' (h-l4». Then ha == ha' (4)), so that f'13hal,'" , han == f'13haí ... ha~ (4)) for 
all n-ary function symbol f and, consequently, f'J. a1 , ... , an == f'J.aí ... a~ (h- l 4». 
Rence, h- l 4> is a congruence on A. Moreover, ifr is an n-ary relation symbol, a E r'J. 
and a == a' (h- l 4» imply ha E r'13 and ha == ha' (4)). Then, since 4> is compatible 
with relations, ha' E r!B, which entails a' E r'J. by the strongness condition on h. 
As a result, h- l 4> is compatible with relations and hence a congruence on 21. 

The proof of the converse is also a straighforward consequence from the assump
tions. Now the fact that h is surjective and K er h ~ O is used to show that h(} 

is still an equivalence relation. Let us see that hO is transitive as example. Take 
b1, b2, b3 E B such that 

b1 ==h9 b2 ==h9 b3. 

Then ha1 = b¡, ha2 = b2 = haí and ha3 = b3 for sorne a1,a2,aí,a3 E A satisfying 
that (a¡,a2),{aí,a3) E O; hence, as (a2,aí) E ](er k ~ O, we have al == a3 (O) and 
consequently (b1 , h3 ) E hO. So, hO is transitive. To prove that hO is a congruence, 
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suppose b = (b1, ... ,bn), b' = (b'1, ... ,b'n) E B" are such that b == b' (M). This 
means that for all 1 $ i $ n there exist a¡, aí E A satisfying 

a¡ == a~ (9), ha¡ = b¡, ha~ = b~. 

And from here we conclude the desired compatibility condition of M with the 
functions and relations of!n. _ 

The following is an interesting consequence from the last lemma. 

THEOREM 2.1.8. Let 21,!n be two C-structures. lf h : 21-,!n, the following holds. 
(i) h- 10!n = 021; 

(ii) h021 = O!n. 

Proo/. Evidently h-10!n E Co21. Assume 9 E Co2l and let 9' = 9 V I<erh, where 
the supremum is taken in the lattice Co21. By Lemma 2.1.7, M' E Co!n, so that 
M ~ O!n. Rence, 9 ~ h-1M ~ h-10!n, which proves that h-10!n is the greatest 
congruence on 2l. On the other hand, since h is surjective, </J E Co!n implies 
</J = hh- 1</J ~ h021. Thus, using 2.1.7, (ii) is also proved. _ 

2.2. Quotient Structures and the Isomorphisms Theorems 

Let 21 be an C-structure and O a congruence 011 21. We construct a new C
structure 21/0 on the quotient set A/O = {a/O : a E A} as follows. For each n-ary 
function symbol / in F and each al, ..• ,an E A, we put 

similarly, for each n-ary relation symbol r in R, let 

Evidently, the interpretations of the symbols as defined aboye do not depend on 
the choosen representatives, since O is supposed to be compatible with functions 
and relations of 21. Thus 21/9 is well defined; it is caBed the quotient 0/21 modulo 
O. From now on, the notations FIJ./9 and RIJ./9 will mean the interpretations of the 
symbols of F and R in 21/0, respectively. 

The following result provides a converse of Lemma 2.1.5; it shows that every 
congruence is the kernel of a reductive homomorphism and thus completes the 
external characterization of congruences on a structure announced before. 

PROPOSITION 2.2.1. Assume 21 is an C-structureand O E Co21. Then the natural 
mapping 7r9 from 21 into 21/0 given by 7r9a = a/9 is a reductive homomorphism 
such that I< er 7r9 = 9. _ 

The last proposition can also be used to conclude that quotient structures are 
reductions. The converse is true again and allows us to state a homomorphism 
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theorem similar to the one that holds in universal algebra when we extend the 
notion of congruence from algebras to general struct.ures. We base its proof on a 
new lemma that is important by itself. 

LEMMA 2.2.2. Let 2l,!:S, Q: be 'c-struetures and assume that h : 2l-!:s and 9 : 
2l-,Q: satisfy ¡<erg ~ Kerh. Then there exists a homomorphism k: Q:-!:s sueh 
that h = k o g. Moreover, h is strong iff k is strong. 

Proo! Given C E e, choose a E A such that g(a) = C and define k(c) = h(a). The 
condition ¡<er 9 ~ ¡úr h says that k is an algebra homomorphism from Cinto B. 
Indeed, let Cl! ... ,Cn E e and a, al,'" ,an E A satisfying that g(a) = f~CI ••• Cn 
and g(aj) = Cj, 1:$ i:$ n. Then (a,f~al ... an) E Kerg ~ Kerh, so that k is an 
algebra homomorphism. Finally, if e = (CI, ... ,en) E r~ for sorne n-ary relation 
symbol r E R, we have that a = (al, .. ' ,an) E r~ and hence ha = kc E r!.B. Ir, in 
addition, h is strong, then kc E r!.B implies a E r~ and consequently e E r~. _ 

THEOREM 2.2.3. (Homomorphism Theorem) Given any two .c-structures 2l and 
!:S, ifh: 2l-,!:S then 2ljKerh ~ !:S. 

Proof. The proof is a straighforward consequence of Proposition 2.2.1 and the pre
ceding lemma. _ 

COROLLARY 2.12. Let 2l,!:S be two.c-structures, and let h : 2l-!:S. There exists 
a descomposition of h, 

h = jh'1rid, 

where id is the identity function from 2l ontoh- 1!:S, 1r denotes the natural projeetion 
{rom h-1!:S onto the quotient h-1fJ3j Ker h, j is the inclusion mapping h2l-!:S and 
h' : h-1!:Sj K er h -h2l is an isomorphism given by aj K er h .-- ha. _ 

The situation may be ilJustrated by the commutative diagram 

2l 
h 

--------, !:S 

(**) 

h-1!:S h2l 

"1 h-1!:SjKer h / 

which completes the decomposition of an arbitrary homomorphism deseribed in 
diagram (*). As a result of such decomposition, homomorphic images are best 
thought of as quotients of filter extensions. 

The following are model-theoretic versions of the First and Second Isomorphism 
Theorems in universal algebra; they will be used occasionally in the sequel. 

THEOREM 2.2.5. (First Isomorphism Theorem) Let 2l be an .c-structure, !:S a 
substructure and O a congruence on 2l. Define B 9 = {a E A: B n ajO:f; 0}. Then 
B 9 is the univers of a substructure 23 9 of2l and 
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by the rnapping b/OB 1--+ b/OB •. 

Proo/. Clearly the mapping b/OB 1--+ b/OB• is an isomorphism between the under
Iying algebras. MOreO\H, from the definition of quotient structure, if (b 1 , ••• , bn ) E 
Bn then (bI!OB, ... ,bn/OB) E r~/8B iff (b1, ... ,bn) E r~. Similarly, 

(bI!0B., ... ,bn/OB.) Er~'18B' iff(b1 , ••• ,b,,) Er~' =r21 n(b8 )". 

Hence, (b¡fOB, . .. , bn /OB) E r~/8B is equivalent to (b¡fO B', ... , bn /OB') E r~'18 B' 
and the theorem is proved. _ 

THEOREM 2.2.6. (Second Isomorphism Theorem) Assume 21 is an C-structure and 
tP, O E Co 21 with O ~ tP. Let tP/O denote the congruence 7r8tP on 21/0. Then 

(21/0)/(tP/O) ::! 21N 

by the rnapping a/O / tP/O 1--+ aNo 

Prool. It is also an easy consequence oC the definition oC quotient structure. _ 

COROLLARY 2.2.7. (Correspondence Theorem) Let 21 be an C-structure and O 
a congruence on 21. Let [0,021] denote the sublattice of Co 21 whose carrier is 
{tP E Co21 : O ~ tP}. Then [O,021]::! Co21/8 by the rnapping tP 1--+ tP/O. _ 

2.3. Leibniz Quotient of a Structure 

For any C-structure 21 = (A, R21), the quotient of 21 modulo 021 is called the 
Leibniz quotient 0/21. For simplicity, we write 21· to mean 21/021; A· denotes the 
underlying algebra: of 21· and a· is used sometimes to mean the equivalence class 
a/021, for each a E A. Given two C-structures 21,23 and a mapping h : A -B, we 
denote by h· the correspondence a· 1--+ (hat induced by h between the quotient 
sets A· and B·; it is not in general a well-defined mapping. 

By Proposition 2.2.1, 21* is a reduction oC 21. Moreover, according to the Cor
respondence Theorem stated in 2.2.7, 21* is a reduced structure so that 21·* ::! 21*. 
The next results show that actually the Leibniz quotient 21* is minimal in the sense 
that it is a reduction of any other reduction of 2L 

PROPOSITION 2.3.1. For each h : 21-.~, the correspondence h* defines an isornor
phisrn between 21* and ~*. More generally, jf h : 21-23 then h* : (h-l~)* ::! ~*. 

Proo/. Assume h : 21-.~. By 2.1.8, a == a' (021) iff ha == ha' (023), so that h* 
is well defined and one-one. Moreover, for any a= (al,,,, ,an) E An, if a· = 
(ai, ... , a~) then . 

AIso, since h is strong, a* E r 21" iff h*a* E r~". Hence h* is an isomorphism. 
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To see that h- : (h- 1!:8)" :! !:8- if h is an onto homomorphism, it suffices to 
apply the decomposition stated in diagram (*) .• 

COROLLARY 2.3.2. Let!:8 an C-structure. If 23 is a reduction of 21, the Leibniz 
quotient 21- is a reduction of!:8. 

Also, if21 :! 23, then 21- :! 23-. • 

The importance of the Leibniz quotients rests on the fact that the Leibniz equal
ity in them coincides with the common equality relation. 



3. Semantics for First-Order Logic 
without Equality 

The development in the last Chapter shows that the quotient of a structure 
modulo a congruence as defined former1y entails a process of identifying sorne of 
the elements of its carrier when they have exactly the same elementary properties 
expressable in .c. In particular, this identification is carried out as far as possible 
in the Leibniz quotient: any two elements in this case are going to be the same 
in the quotient if and only if they are "equal" in the aboye sense, i.e., they can 
be mutually replaced in any elementary predicate with no change on truth (see 
Corollary 2.1.3). 

All this suggests that the class of reduced structures is enough to give a complete 
semantics for first-order logic. And certainly this is the case. In this Chapter we 
discuss the semantical meaning of reductions and expansions and state both reduced 
and nonreduced structures as building blocks oftwo distinct complete semantics for 
languages without equality. AIso, we supply sorne examples of elementary theories 
that serve to motivate the ultimate issue that underlies the present work, and which 
is posed at the end oí the Chapter. 

3.1. Elementary Homomorphisms and Reductions 

The basic logical relation between structures is provided by the notion of elemen
tary equivalence¡ remember from classical model theory that two structures 21,!S 
over .c are e1ementary equivalent iff every .e-sentence true in 21 is also true in !S, 
and viceversa. This relationship is usually denoted by == and it can be easily proved 
that 21 e! !S entails 21 == !S. ror our purposes, however, we need a stronger form 
of elementary equivalen ce, which also comes from classical model theory. We say 
that 21 is an elementary 3Ub!tructure of !S, in symbols 21 ~e !S, iff 21 ~ !S and for 
any formula ep and any assignment 9 of elements of A to .e-terms, the equivalence 
21 F ep [g] iff!S F ep [g] holds. Still extending this notion, a homomorphism h : 21-!s 
is said to be elementary, in symbols h : 2l-e!S, iff for any formula ep and any 
assignment g, 21Fep [g] iff !SFcp [h og]. Evidently, if h: 21-e!s then 21 == !S and, 
as a result, 21 ~e !S implies 21 == !S. 

The next proposition will be used several times in the sequel¡ its converse is not 

23 
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true but a weaker implication is contained in Corollary 3.1.4 below. 

PROPOSITION 3.1.1. Every reductive homomorphism is eJementary. 

Proof. Let h be a reductive homomorphism from ~ onto!:S. We claim that 21 ~ Ir' [g] 
iff !B F r.p [h o g) for every formula r.p over e and every assignment g. The proof goes 
by induction on the logical complexity of r.p. 

Clearly the statement is true if r.p is an atomic formula. Moreover, the induction 
step is obvious when r.p is a negation or a conjunction. Hence, suppose that r.p is 
3xyJ>(x) for sorne other formula yJ>. Then 211=3xyJ>(x) [g] iff 211=yJ>(x) [g(a/x)] for 
sorne a E A, which is equivelent, by the induction hypothesis, to the condition 
!B F yJ>(x) [h o g(a/x») for sorne a E A. But 

!BFyJ>(X) [hog(a/x») iff !BFyJ>(X) [(hog)(ha/x»). 

Thus, the fact that h is surjective completes the prooC. _ 

COROLLARY 3.1.2. Let 21,23 be two arbitrary .e-structures. If23 is a reduction of 
21, then 21 == 23. _ 

Note that if the language .e has equality then any elementary homomorphism 
is an embedding, so that our definition may be formulated by saying that a map 
h : 21- 23 is elementary if h is an isomorphism of21 onto an elementary substructure 
of 23. But this is not true if .e does not involve the equality symbol~. We are 
going to examine what happens for languages without equality. To start with we 
need so me preliminaries. 

Let 21 be an .e-structure, and let .eA be an A-expansion of .e, i.e., the language 
obtained from .e by adding new distinct individual constants Ca for all a E A. Fol
lowing a common notation, all over this Section we use a to mean the sequence of 
elements of A according to a certain well order on A, ande to mean the correspond
ing sequen ce of constants. Structures over .eA are denoted (23, ba)aEA, where 23 is 
an structure over .e and ba is a member of B for each a E A. 

As usual, we call diagram 01 21, denoted D21, the set of all atomic sen ten ces 
and negations of atomic sen ten ces over eA which hold in (21, a)aEA. We define the 
Leibniz diagram 0/21, and denote it by D,21, as the set that results from D21 by 
adding all .eA-sentences oC the Corm yJ>(t,t' ), for yJ>(x,y) a Leibniz .e-formula and 
t, t' closed terms of .eA (i.e., terms constructed only from constants and function 
symbols of .eA) such that their interpretations in (21, a)aEA are congruent modulo 
021. This can be expressed as follows: 

D,21 = D21 U N(t, t') E Sen.eA : yJ>(x, y) is a Leibniz e-formula, 

t = t(c) and t' = t'(c), and tA(a) == t'A(a) (021)}. 

Finally, we call e1ementary diagram 0/21, De21, the sct oC all sentences of .eA which 
hold in (21, a)aEA. Note that by 2.1.2, D,21 ~ De21. 

The following theorem shows that, whereas the nature oC elementary diagrams 
does not depend on the presense of the equality symbol in the language, the weaker 
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concept of diagram, as a logical express ion of the notion of substructure when e 
has equality, need to be replaced by that of Leibniz diagram if e has no equality. 
This fad is largely used to prove the main results of Chapter 4. 

THEOREM 3.1.3. (Diagrams' Lemma) The [ollowing llOlds [or all.e-structures 21,!B. 
(i) lf(!:a, ha)oEA is a model o[ D¡21 then h* : 21* -,!:a*. 

(ii) l[ (!:a, ha)oEA is a model o[ De 21 then h* : 21* -e!:a*. 
Moreover, implications become equivalen ces under the assumption that h is a 

homomorphism [rom 21 into!:a. 

Proo/. (i) Assume (!:a, ha)oEA is a model of D¡21 and a* = a'., for sorne a, a' E 
A. By Theorem 2.1.2, '¡'(co,co,) E D¡21, for aH Leibniz .e-formula '¡'(x, y). Thus 
!:a F'¡'(X, y) [ha,ha1 and consequently (ha)* = (ha' )*. This proves that h* is weH 
defined. 

Let us see that h* is a strong homomorphism. For this, let f be an n-ary fundion 
symbol and a = (a1, ... ,an) a member of An. For aH Leibniz formula '¡'(x,y) we 
have '¡'(c/W01 ... O" '¡COl ... co,.) E D¡21. Consequently, since (!:a, ha)oEA is a mode! 
of D,21, 

hf~a1 '" an == f!Bha1 ... han (n!:a) , 

which implies that h* is a homomorphism between the underlying quotient algebras. 
Similarly, if r is an n-ary relation symbol, the condition 

foHows directly from the definition of D,21 and the fad that (!:a, ha)oEA is a model 
of D¡21. So, a E r~o iff (ha)* E r!B° and h* is strong. Finally, Proposition 2.1.5 
implies that Kerh* E Co21*. Hence, Kerh* = oÓ.A o and h* is a strong embedding 
from 21* into !:a •. 

The reverse implication is an easy consequence from the definitions involved. 
Given an n-ary relation symbol r and elements al, ... , an E A, the condition 
(21*,a*)oEAFrcol ",Co" is equivalent to (!:a * , (ha)*)oEAF rCOl ",Co .. , because h* 
is strong. Hence, (21, a)oEAF rCOl ... Co" iff (!:a, ha)oEAF rCOl ... Co .. ' On the other 
hand, let t and t' be terms over .eA whose constants are among COl' ... ,COk for sorne 
al,' .. ,a" E A. If '¡'(t, t') E D¡21 then 

t'3(a1"" ,a,,) == t''3(a1'''' ,a,,)(n21). 

Since h is an homomorphism and h* an embedding, this implies 

t!B(ha1"" ,ha,,) == t'!B(ha1"" ,ha,,)(n!:a), 

so that, by Theorem 2.1.2, (!:a, ha)oEA satisfies '¡'(t, t'). Therefore, (!:a, ha)oEA is a 
model of D,21. This completes the proof of (i). 

(ii) The fact that h* is elementary foHows from CoroIlary 3.1.2. According to 
this corollary, (21*,a*)oEA == (21,a)oEA and (!:a * , (ha)*)oEA == (!:a,ha)oEA, so that 
for all e-formula ",(X1,' •. ,x,,) and aH al, ... ,a" E A, we have 

(21* ,a*)OEAF",(C01 "" ,COk) iff (!:a * ,(ha)*)aEAF",(Co1 ,··· ,COk)' 
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Thus, 

and the only-if part is proved. The converse is obtained by a similar argumento _ 

COROLLARY 3.1.4. Let 21,23 be C-structures. Then: 
(i) h : 21-e23 implies h : 21-,23 and h21 ~e !l3¡ 

(ii) h : 21-e23 implies h- : 21- -e!l3- and h-21- ~e 23-. 

Proof. Using Proposition 1.2.2, part (i)is easy to check. So, let us show (ii). Since h 
is elementary, (23, ha)aEA is a model of De21. Hence, by 3.1.3(ii), h- is an elementary 
embedding. Moreover, 21- :! h-21- and 21- == !l3- irnply that h-21- == 23-. _ 

Observe that, according to the preceding corollary, if h : 21-e23 then sorne 
quotient of 21 is isomorphic to sorne elernentary substructure of 23, whereas the 
Leibniz quotient 21- of 21 is direct1y isornorphic, as it occurs when the language has 
equality, to sorne elementary substructure of the Leibniz quotient 23- of 23. We 
shall see in the next Chapter that much of the difference of the algebraic charac
terization of certain classes of structures as cornpared to the characterization of the 
corresponding classes defined using the equality symbol has to do with this fact. 

3.2. Model Classes and Completeness Theorem 

Given any elernentary theory r over the language C (or more general1y, any set 
of C-formulas), let 

Modr = {21 E Str C: 21~cp for all cp E r}, 
Mocrr = {21 E Modr : 21 is reduced}. 

M od r and M od-r are called, respectively, the ful/ model e/ass and the reduced 
modd e/ass of r. Their relationship can be expressed as follows. If K is any class 
of C-structures, define 

L(K) = {21 : 21 ~ 23- for sorne 23 E K} 

(for simplicity, we orten write K- to mean this dass). Then, since 21- is elementary 
equivalent to 21 by Corollary 3.1.2, we have Mod-r = L(Modr). 

The operator L is called reduction optrator. If K is an arbitrary class of C
structures, we say K is a ful/ e/ass whenever it is dosed under expansions and 
reductions12; also, we say K is a reductd c1ass if it is obtained by applying the 
reduction operator to sorne other arbitrary class. In particular, the whole class of 
reduced C-structures, denoted Str- C, is called reduced semantics to differentiate it 

12This concept oC Cull class Cor the case C. has equalily amounts to what Mal'cev called d,tract 
claue., i.e., classes closed under isomorphims [89]; ~ lhe comments Collowing the definition oC 
expansion and reduction in Section 1.2. 
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from the class Str e, named !ull semantics. Observe that, if every member 21 of K 
satisfies that r 21 = 0 or r 21 = AP(r), for all r E R, then K* is formed of one-element 
algebras endowed with empty and/or all relations. A reduced class whose elements 
are all of this kind is called trivial. 

Fo11owing the standard notation, for any set E of e-formulas and any single e
formula 1() , we write E 1= 1() to mean that for aH 21 E Str e and aH assignment g, 
211= 1() [g] holds whenever 211= E [g] holds. Similarly, E 1=* 1() will mean that for all 
21 E Str* e and a11 assignment g, 211= E [g] implies 211= 1() [g]. At first glance, it can 
seem that 1=* is weaker than 1=, but the foHowing easy result expresses that actually 
both fu11 and reduced semantics are complete for first-order logic without equality. 

THEOREM 3.2.1. (Completeness Theorem) Let E be a set oIfirst-order e-sentences 
and 1() a single first-order e-sentence. Then E f- 1() ilfEl=1() iIfEI=*I(). 

Proo!. The first equivalence is just the contents of Godel's completeness theorem, 
and the second one is a direct consequence from Corollary 3.1.2 .• 

The same is true for fragments of first-order logic. The result for universal Horn 
logic (see [68], [92]) is specially interesting for our purposes, particularly in Chapter 
10. Another remarkable property that is closely related to the content of the aboye 
theorem is the foHowing. 

THEOREM 3.2.2. For all set r oI e-sen ten ces, Th(Mod r) = Th(Mod*r) .• 

In light of these theorems, both the full and the reduced model classes of an 
elementary theory are indistinguishible from a semantical viewpoint. But their 
comparability from an algebraic perspective appears as an interesting problem by 
itself, motivated by the distinctive algebraic character of the model classes of sorne 
special theories arising in algebraic logic. We shall come back to this point in the 
next section. 

3.3. Sorne Exernples 

We have described in Chapter 2 the Leibniz congruence of several structures (see 
the examples following the definition). These structures are, in fact, models of sorne 
elementary theories which have a paradigmatic character, for their model classes 
are amenable to the common universal algebraic methods but to different degrees. 
We are going to define now these theories accurately; they have been picked out for 
their intrinsec mathematical interest and nol (or their logical contento 

Let e be any first-order language with sorne function symbols and asole relation 
symbol r, of arity 2. Let 

(Ref) r(z,z); 

(Sym) r(z, y) -rey, z); 

(Tra) r(z, y)" r(y,:) -r(z, z); 
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(Corn) r(x, y) -r(T(Z1,' .. ,Z¡-1, x, Zi+1," ., Z.I;), 

T(Z1, ... ,Z¡-1, y, Zi+1, ... ,Z.I;», for al! .c-terms T and al! i. 

Our theories consists of sorne of the forecorning axioms: 

Theory 01 equivalence relations, r eq,.c: 

(Ref) + (Syrn) + (Tra). 

Theory 01 tolerance re1ations rto,.c: 

(Ref) + (Sym) + (Com). 

Theory 01 quasiorders r qo,.c: 

(Ref) + (Tra) + (Com). 

Theory 01 congruences, r eo,.c: 

(Ref) + (Sym) + (Tra) + (Com). 

Usual!y, we omit the supscript .c and write sirnply r eq , r to , r qo and reo' The 
full model classes of these theories are denoted respectively by Keq , Kto , Kqo and 
Kco, again omitting the supscript. We rernark that, for the case .c has no function 
symbol, r eq and reo coincide. 

Sorne more general elementary theories (rather, strict universal Horn theories) 
that deserve a special attention are the following ones. Let Q be a quasivariety of 
.c-algebras, and let E be a set of quasi-identities that axiomatizes Q. Let 1:,' be the 
language with the same function syrnbols as .c and asole relation symbol d, of arity 
2, distinct from r, and denote 

Then we define the fol!owing theories: 

Theory 01 tolerance Q-algebras, rto,Q: 

rto,.c + reo..c' + d(E) + {r(x, y) A d(x, u) A d(y, v) -+r(u, v)}. 

Theory 01 quasiordered Q-algebras, r qo,Q: 

rqo,.c + reo,.c' + d(E) + {d(x, y) -r(x, y)}. 

Theory 01 ordered Q-algebras, r po,Q: 

Theory 01 Q-algebras, r Q: 

reo,.c + V\':1 r(Si, ti) -res, t) : fu':1 Si:::::: ti -S:::::: t E E}. 

We fol!ow the same conventions on notation as before; so, notations like Kto,Q and 
K;o,Q are selfexplanatory. 
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By the definition, the theories rto,Q, rpo,Q and rQ are the same as r to , rqo and 
r co, respectively, when Q is taken to be the whole class of C-algebras. AIso, notice 
that if 21 = (A, dlJ., rlJ.) is a member of any one of the full model classes 1<to,Q or 
1<qo,Q, then 

21- = (A/fl21, !::,.A/OIJ., rlJ. /fl21) , 

where now A/fl21 belongs to the quasivariety Q and rlJ. /flfJl is a tolerance relation 
or a quasi-order on A/fl21, respectively. AIso, if 21 = (A, rlJ.) is a member of 1<po,Q, 
then fl21 = rlJ. n (rlJ.)-l and so 

21- = (A/fl21, rlJ. /fl21), 

where A/fl21 E Q and rlJ. /fl21 is a partial order on the algebra. Finally, if 21 = 
(A, rlJ.) is a member of 1<Q, then 

where A/fl21 E Q. As a result, the reduced model classes 1<;o,Q' 1<~o,Q' 1<;o,Q and 
1<Q amount essentially to quasivarieties of tolerance algebras, quasiordered algebras, 
ordered algebras and algebras (or equivalently, ordered algebras with the discrete 
order), respectively. In particular, when Q is a variety, 1<~r,Q is what Bloom calls 
a variety 01 ordered algebras [14]. 

The full model classes 1<po,Q and 1<Q are specially important, for they have sorne, 
or all, of the algebraic properties we are interested in. In this sense, they fall into 
two very nice categories of classes. The problem we announced at the begiIiing of 
the Chapter is suggested by the following question: are there any other types of 
classes of structures that are still amenable of universal algebraic methods and for 
which we can prove general forros of certain universal algebraic results? The rest of 
the work is mainly devoted to answer this question; roughly speaking, we propose 
to identify those full model classes 1< such that 1< and 1<- exhibit a metatheory as 
similar as possible to that of r Q, and to investigate them. We come back to this 
point in Chapter 5, where we also discuss the nature of the assumptions that set 
such kind of classes aparto 



4. Birkhoff-Type Characterization 
of sorne Model Classes 

In Chapter 3 it has been established that first-order logic without equality has 
two complete sernantics, viz., the full and the reduced semantics. Now the airn is 
to state characterizations, in the style of Birkhoff's Variety Theorern (see, e.g., [20, 
Thrn. I1.11.9]), of both the full and the reduced rnouel classes of certain theories; 
narnely, elernentary, universal, universal Bom and universal atornic theories13 . For 
this purpose, we prove algebraic characterizations for the full classes and examine 
the cornrnutativity properties of the reduction operator when cornposed with the 
different constructions described in Chapter 1; these cornrnutativity properties allow 
to derive the analogue results for reduced classes. An irnportant aspect, closely 
related to this problern, is that these latter characterizations can be sharpened by 
assurning sorne properties about the Leibniz equality predicate introduced before, 
but we don not deal with this issue until Chapter 7 below. 

4.1. Operators on Classes of Structure~ 

In order to investigate the algebraic properties of classes of structures, let us 
introduce the operators that correspond to the constructions defined so far and let 
us state sorne technicallernrnas. For any class K of C-structures, define 

S(K) = {21 : 21 ::! Q: and Q: ~ !:B for sorne 23 E K}, 

Se(K) = {21: 21::! Q: and Q: ~e 23 for sorne 23 E K}, 

F(K) = {21 : 21::! Q: and 23~Q: for sorne 23 E K}, 

H(K) = {21 : 21 ::! Q: and h : !:B -Q: for sorne 23 E K and sorne h}, 

R(K) = {21: 21 ~ Q: and h : !:B -,Q: for sorne ~ E K and.sorne h}, 

E(K) = {21: 21 ~ Q: and h : Q:-,23 for sorne 23 E K and sorne h}, 

P(K) = {21 : 21 ~ DiE] 21i and 21i E K for all i E I}, 

13The investigation oC similar characlerizations Cor Borne other theories (e.g" universal-existential 
theories) is an interesting problern but it is outside the purpoBe oC the present work. 

30 
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P,(K) = {2l : 2l:!! TIiEI2l¡fT, 2li E K for all i E I and T is a proper filter on I}, 
Pu (K) = {2l : 2l:!! TIiEI2l¡fU, 2li E K for aH i E 1 and U is an ultrafilter on I}, 

P,a(K) = {2l: 2li E K for all i E I and h: 2l-,a TIiEI2li for sorne h}, 

PI,(K) = {2l : 2l:!! fJ3/T, !B E P,d(K) and T is a proper filter on I}. 

If O and O' are any two of these operators, we write 00' for their composition 
and O :$ O' to mean that O(K) ~ O'(K) for any class K of C-structures. For 
each O, we also use the short notation O· for LO. Note that O(K), for O E 
{P,P"Pu, P,d, PI'}' are always nonempty classes, even if K is empty, since one 
can choose I = 0 and then they contain the trivial, one-element structure with aH 
relations holding. When necessary, we shall wriie O(K) to indicate that we only 
take nomempty index sets in the respective constructions. 

LEMMA 4.1.1. IfO is any one ofthe operators defined aboye, 0 2 =0. 

Proo! The equality is easy to verify except when O is one of the operators that 
corresponds to a product construction. So let us give an idea of the proof for these 
cases. Assume first that O = PI. Obviously, PI :$ PIP,. To prove the reverse 
inclusion, let Tj be a proper filter on Ij, for aH j E J, and T a proper filter on J. 
Define a new index set K = UjEJ (Jj X {j}) and let 

Q = {UjeJ,(Fj x {j}) : J' E T and Fj E Tj for each j E J'}. 

It is easy to see that Q is a proper filter of Sb(K), so it suffices to show that 

for all C-structures 2lij. We shaH give the precise definition of the isomorphism 
and omit the details. Let a = (aij : (i, j) E K) E TI(i,j)EK 2lij. For each j E J, let 

a i := a r Ij x {j}o Clearlyai E TIiE/j 2lij, so that a i /Ti E TIiElj 2lii/Tj. Define h 
to be the function given by 

h(a/Q) := (aj /Tj : j E J)/T. 

Then h is the desired isomorphism. 
The aboye construction specializes triviaHy to the case that the filters Tj and T 

are respectively {Ij} and {J}, so that we also have a proof that P = PP. Moreover, 
if Tj, for j E J, and T are aH ultrafilters, the set Q is again an ultrafilter of Sb(K), 
and thus the equality Pu = PuPu follows. 

Suppose now 0= P,d. Let hj : 2lj -,d TIiElj 2lij and h : 2l-,d TIjeJ 2lj. If K 
denotes again the set UjeJ(Jj x {j}), we already know that 

TIjEJ (TIiE/j 2lij) :!! TI(i,nEK 21ij. 

So it is enough to verify that there exists a subdirect embedding from 2l into the 
proquct TIieJ(TIiElj 2lij). Indeed, the mapping given by a 1-+ (hj7rjha: j E J) 
satisfies the desired condition. 
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Finally, the idempotency of the operator PI' can he derived almost immediately 
from the equalities already stated; we omit the details. _ 

The second of the lemmas describes the behavior of the operators E and R when 
composed with sorne other operator. 

LEMMA 4.1.2. For all O E {S, Se, P, PI, Pu, P'd}, the following is true. 
(i) OE $ EOj 
(ii) OR $ RO, except ifO::f:. P.d. 

Proof. Let K be any class of .c-structures. 
(i) Suppose first 21 E SE(K). Let h : 1t-.23 and 21 ~ It for sorne 23 E 1<. By 1.2.2, 

h21 ~ 23. Moreover, the restriction of h to 21 defines a reductive homomorphism 
from 21 onto h21, as h- l rh '3. = h- l hr'3. by the definition of h21. Hence, 21 E ES(K). 
This gives the statement for 0= S. 

To show that SeE(K) ~ ESe(K), let 21 be such that 21 ~e It and h : 1t-.23 for 
sorne 23 E 1<. The restriction of h to 21 is stiJI an elementary homomorphism, so by 
Corollary 3.1.4, h21 ~e 23. Therefore, 21 E ESe(K). 

Let us consider now the case O = P. Suppose 21 ~ TI¡ 1 21¡ and h¡ : 21¡ -. 23¡ 
with 23¡ E K, for any i E l. Define the mapping h from Itel A¡ into TI¡el B¡ by 
ha = (h¡a¡ : i El), where a = (a¡ : i E 1) is an arbitrary element of TI¡el Ai. We 
already know that h defines a surjective algebra homomorphism, so let us verify the 
strongness condition. For any n-ary relation symbol J' E R, if al, ... ,an E TIiel A¡ 
we have 

(al, ..• ,an) E h- l r rI;E1!!1. iff (h¡a¡¡, ... , h¡a¡n) E r!!l; for all i E l. 

Thus, since h¡ is strong for each i E 1, the definition ofthe product structure implies 
that this is equivalent to (al,"" a n ) E rrI;El '3.;. As a result, there is a reductive 
homomorphism from TIiel21¡ onto TI¡el 23¡, and hence 21 E EP(K). 

The aboye proof extends easily to the cases O = PI, Pu . Now, given any proper 
filter :F (possibly an untrafilter) of Sb (1) we define the canonical mapping hF from 
TI¡el A¡f:F into TI¡el B¡f:F by hF(a/:F) = (ha)/:F and we can verify that hF is 
again a reductive homomorphism from TIiel21¡f:F onto TI¡el 23¡/:F. In particular, 
the strongness condition follows from the equality 

{iEl: (h¡a¡¡, ... ,h¡a¡n) Er!!l;}={iEl: (a¡l, ... ,a¡n) Er'3. i }. 

Finally, assume 21 E P.dE(K). Let h¡ : 21¡ -. 23¡ for 23¡ E K and i E 1, and let 
9 : 21 ......... d TI¡eI 2i¡. Define the map h from 21 into TI¡el!B¡ by letting ha = (h¡og( a) : 
i E 1). So defined h is the composition of two strong homomorphism (remember 
that any subdirect embedding is strong), so it is strong. Hence, 21/1< er h ~ h21 ~ 
TI¡el23¡. On the other hand, the commutativity of the diagram involved implies 
that the composition of h with the projection from TI¡el 23¡ onto 23¡ is surjective, 
for all i. Consequently, h21 is a subdirect product of {23¡ : i E l} and 21 E EP.d(K). 
This completes the proof of part (i). 

(ii) Let 21 ~ It and h : 23 -,It for sorne 23 E 1<. As h is strong, Lemma 1.2.2 says 
that 21' = h- 121 is a substructure of!B and the restriction of h to 21' is a reductive 
homorphism. So 21 belongs to RS(K). 
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Assurne now that 21 is in addition an elernentary substructure of et and let us 
see 21 E RSe(1<). We keep the previous notation up. Let tp = tp(Zl, •.• ,ZA;) 
be any formula over C and let ai, ... ,aj, E A'. As h : 21' -,21, by 3.1.1 we 
have 21'l=tp(z¡, ... ,ZA:) [a~, ... ,aj,l iff21l=tp(zt. ... ,ZA:) [haí, ... ,haj,l. Sirnilar1y, 
!S 1= tp(Zl, •.• ,ZA:) [aL ... ,akl is equivalent to et 1= tp(Zl, ••• ,ZA:) [ha~, ... ,hakl. So, 
as 21 ~e et, we conclude that 21' S;;;e !S and, consequently, 21 E R(21') ~ RSe (1<). 

The proof of the inequalities OR ::; RO, for O E {P, PI, Pul, is again straighfor
ward and it is ornitted. _ 

AIgebraically, filter extensions and hornomorphic irnages do not retain sorne of 
the nice properties of other constructions. This fact will appear obvious in the study 
of elernentary classes axiornatized by atornic formulas. The next lernrna contains 
sorne of the properties of filter extensions that we shall need in the investigation of 
these classes. 

LEMMA 4.1.3. (i) EF::; FE; 
(ii) FR::; RF = H; 
(iii) FS::; SF. 

Proo! (i) Suppose 21 E EF(1<) and let h : 21-,et, where !S ~ et for sorne !S E 1<. 
Then h-1r'B ~ r~ for all r E R, so that 21 is a filter extension of (A, h-1 R'B). 
Moreover, (A,h-1R'B) E E(!S). So we conclude 21 E FE(1<). 

(ii) Let 21 E F R(1<) and let h : !S -,et and et ~ 21 for sorne !S E 1<. The inverse 
irnage of 21 under h is a filter extension of!S and, consequently, 21 E RF(1<). The 
equality RF = H has already be en proved in Sectioll 2.2. 

(iii) Assurne et ~ 21 and et ~ !S for sorne !B E 1< (in fact, we should suppose 21 is 
isornorphic to sorne filter extension of et and et isornorphic to sorne substructure of 
!S, but the sarne argurnent goes through). Define ~ = (B, RB U RA ). Then !S ~!D 
and, as can be easily proved, 21 ~!D. Consequently, 21 E SF(1<). -

LEMMA 4.1.4. (i) EL = ER = RE; 
(ii) LE = LR = RL = L ::; EL. 

Proof. Let 1< be again an arbitrary class of C-structures. 
(i) Assurne 21 E RE(1<) and let et be such that 21,!S E R(et) for sorne !S E 1<. By 

2.3.1, et* ~ 21* and et* ~ !B*. Thus, 21,!B E E(et*) alld hence 21 E ER(K). For the 
converse, let h : 21-,et and 9 : !B -,et, with !B E 1<. Frorn universal algebra we 
know that there exists an absolutely free algebra F and surjective hornornorphisms 
k : F -A and f : F -B such that h o k = 9 o f. Then it suffices to define 3' = 
(F, (h o k)-l R,); the condition 21,!S E R(3') holds and, consequently, 21 E RE(1<). 
This proves the equality ER = RE. 

To show that ER = EL, assurne as before that 21,!S are expansions of sorne et, 
for!S E 1<. Then 21,!S are also expansions of et*, so that 21 E EL(K). The opposite 
inclusion is trivial. 

(ii) It is a direct consequence of the definitions involved. -

The last result of this section states the special cornrnutativity properties of the 
reduction operator L when cornposed with other operators. This sort" of cornrnuta-
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tivity is central to derive in following sections the Birkhoff-type characterizations 
of reduced rnodel c1asses frorn the analogue ones for the full c1asses. 

PROPOSITION 4.1.5. (i) For each operator O E {S, P, P" Pu, P'd}, we have LO = 
LOL, i.e., O· = O· L. 

(H) LSe = LSeL = SeL. 

Proof. (i) Assurne first O = S and let 2l E S· (K). Suppose 2l ~ ~. for sorne ~ such 
that ~ ~ !B and !B E K. We need a sublernrna whose proof is irnrnediate: 

If21 ~ !B and O E Co!B, then the rnapping alOA .-- a/O defines 
a strong ernbedding frorn 2l/0A into fJJ/B, where BA = O nA2. 

In our case, the sublernrna says that there is a strong ernbedding frorn ~/Bc 
into !B., where Oc = nfJJ n C2• So, by virtue of 1.2.2 and the Hornornorphisrn 
Theorern stated in 2.2.3, ~/Oc is isornorphic to sorne substructure of fJJ·. On the 
other hand, Lernrna 2.3.1 irnplies ~ ~ (~/Oc)" and consequentIy 21 ~ (~/Bc)·. 
Thus, 21 E S· L(K). To prove the reverse inclusion, let 21 ~ ~ for sorne ~ such 
that ~ ~ !B. and !B EK. If 1I'!B denotes the projection frorn !B onto !B. then 
~' := 1I'!B1~ is a substructure of fJJ and the restriction of 1I'!B to~' is also a reductive 
hornornorphisrn. Therefore we have 21 E S·(K). 

Let us suppose now that O = P,. We shall show that for each farnily of /:,
structures {2l¡ : i E I} and each proper filter :F over 1, we have 

(4.1) 

Under this assurnption, the desired equality follows trivially, for 21 E Pj(K) iff 
21 ~ (TI¡E121¡f:F)* for sorne 21¡ E K, i El, and 21 E Pj L(K) iff 2l ~ (TI¡EI2li /:F). 
for sorne 21¡ E K, i E 1. So let us proceed to prove (4.1). 

Denote by 2i and 21 respectively the products TI¡EI21i' and TI¡EI2(¡, and define 

a rnapping h frorn 21/:F into (21/:F)· by h(a/:F) = (a/:F)*, for every elernent a = 
(a: : i E 1) E .A. We rnust first of all show that h is well defined. For this, assurne 

a/:F = b/:F, i.e., {i El: aí = bi} E:F, and let us conclude that (a/:F)* = (b/:F)". 
We use Theorern 2.1.2. Given any atornic /:,-forrnula tp := tp(z, Z1, ... , ZA:) and 
elernents a¡f:F, ... ,aA:/:F E A/:F, Theorern 1.3.1 says that 

21/:FFtp(Z,Z¡' ... ,ZA:) [a/:F,a¡f:F, ... ,aA:/fJ 

iff {i El: 21¡ F tp(z, Z1, ... , ZA:) [a¡, aH, ... , an]} E :F. 

On the other hand, 

{i El: aí = bi} n {i El: 21¡ F tp(z, Z1,' .. , ZA:) [a¡, aH, ... , a¡A:]} 

~ {i El: 2l¡Ftp(Z,Zl"" iZA:) [b¡,a¡¡, ... ,aiA:]}. 

Therefore, since:F is a filter, 2l/:FFtp(Z,Z1,'" ,ZA:) [a/:F,a¡f:F, ... ,aA:/fJ and 
a/:F = b/:F irnplies that {i El: 21¡Ftp(Z,Z1'''' ,ZA:) [b¡,a¡¡, ... ,aA:i]} E :F, 
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which is the same as 21/:FF tp(x, Zl,'" ,Zk) [b/:F, a¡f:F, .. . , ak/:Fj, again by 1.3.1. 
Consequently, under the assumption a/:F = b/:F we conclude that 

21/:FF tp(X,Zl,'" ,z¡,) -tp(y,zl,'" ,z¡,) [a/:F, b/:F,a¡f:F, ... ,a¡,/:Fj. 

The same argument proves the reverse implication. So, as tp( x, Zl, ••. ,Zk) and 
a¡f:F, ... ,ak/:F are arbitrary, 2.1.2 gives (a/:F)* = (b/:F)*. To verify that h is a 
strong homomorphism is a direct consequence of the definitions involved and the 
proof is omitted. Finally, sin ce h is surjective, Proposition 2.3.1 says that 

h*: (m/:F)* 5!! (21/:F)* 

and hence h* is the desired isomorphism. This completes the proof of (4.1) and 
consequently the equalities 0* = 0* L for O E {P, PI, Pul. 

Consider finally the case 0= P,d. Let 9 : 2l>-+,d TI.E¡21. with 21. E K, for i E 1, 
so that 21* E P;d(K). We are going to show that 21* E P;d(K*). Indeed, consider 
the map h from 21 into TI.E¡2l; defined as follows: if a E A and ga = (a. : i El), 
let 

ha = (a; : i El). 

Clearly h is a strong homomorphism and its composition with the projection from 
2l¡ into 21; is surjective, for all i. Therefore, 21/Ker h-,dTIieI21;, and hence 
(21/ K er h r E P,*d(K*). Proposition 2.3.1 completes the proof. 

(ii) For O = Se we reason in very much the same manner as for O = S and then 
apply 3.1.2 to obtain S; = S;L. To be more precise, let us keep the same notation 
and assume ct ~e 23. Then, since ct/9 == ct and 23 == 23*, we have ct/9 == 23* 
and consequently the embedding from ct/9 into 23* is elementary. For the converse 
we just need to check that if ct == 23*, the inverse image of ct under 11'1\ is also 
elementary equivalent to 23. And this is a straightforward verification 

Once we have derived the equality S; = S; L, it is easy to see that S; L = SeL. 
Indeed, let us prove that if 21 ~e 23 and 23 is reduced then 21 is reduced. Two 
applications of 2.1.2 give the following: for all a, b E A, 

a == b (02l) iff21Ft/I(X,y) [a,b] for each Leibniz .e-formula t/I 

iff 23 F t/I(x, y) [a, b] for each Leibniz .e-formula t/liff a == b (023). 

So 021 ~ 023, and consequently if 23 is reduced then 21 is reduced as well. -

4.2. Elementary Classes 

Remember that a class K of .e-structures is said to be elementary if there 
exists some set r of sen ten ces over .e such that K= M od r, or equivalently, if 
K = ModTh K. Thus, the following theorem is an extension to general first-order 
languages, with or without equality, of a well known result in classical model theory 
(recall that if.e has equality, expansions andreductions arejust isomorphic images, 
for the reductive homomorphisms are isomorphisms in this case). 
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THEOREM 4.2.1. For any cJass K oE C-structures, the Eollowing statements are 
equivalent. 

(i) K is an elementary class. 
(ii) K is cJosed under E, R, Se and Fu. 
(iii) K = ERSe Pu(K'), [or sorne K'. 

Proo/. The implication from (i) to (ii) fo11ows directIy from Coro11ary 3.1.2 and Los 
Theorem on ultraproducts. Moreover, (ii) implies (iii) is trivial, for let K' = 1<. So 
let us show that (iii) entails (i). We claim that K is axiomatizable by Th K', where 
K' is as in (iii). Note first of a11 that for any class l of C-structures, Th l = Th O(l) 
whenever O E {E,R,Se, Pu}, again by 3.1..2 and 1.3.2. Thus, ThK = ThK' and 
the inclusion K ~ ModTh K' is clear. Assurne 21 E ModTh K' and let us see 
that 2l E K. Let ~ = Sbw (De2l). Given any set ~ of CA-formulas, we write 
4>( cal' ... ,Ca.) to mean that the constants Ca, for a E A, appearing in the elements 
of 4> are among cal' ... ,Ca.' We clairn that if 4> E ~, then there exist sorne !B~ E K' 
and sorne {ba,~ : a EA} ~ B~ such that 

Suppose noto Then, given any !B E K' and any {ba : a E A}, we have 

Consequently, the class K' satisfies the C-sentence 'VX1 ... 'VXI:"" 1\ 4>(X1,"" XI:), 
Le., 

'VX1 ... 'VXI: ..., 1\ ~(X1, .. . ,XI:) E Th K'. 

But this implies that 21 F 'VXl ... 'VXI:"" 1\ el>(X1, ... , XI:), and hence contradicts the 
assurnption 4> E ~. So the clairn does hold. 

As usual, define J~ = {\II E ~ : el> ~ \II} for el> E ~. The family {J~ : 4> E ~} 
has the finite intersection property, so that there is an ultrafilter U on ~ such that 
J~ E U for every 4>. Let !B = TI.E6 r:B~/U. Clearly!B E Pu(K'). Let us show that 
if ba := (ba,~ : 4> E ~) E TI.E6 B~, for each a E A, then 

(4.2) (r:B, ba/U)aEA is a model of De2l. 

Indeed, suppose '1':= tp(cal' ... ,ca.) E De21. The following equivalences hold (the 
second one by Los Theorern): 

(!B, ba/U)aEA F ",(Ca ••.. . , ca.) 

iff !B F tp(Zl' .... XI:) [ba./U, ... , baJU] 

iff {el> E ~ : !B. F tp(X1,'" ,XI:) [bal,~'''' ,ba.,~]} E U 

iff {4> E A : (!B., ba,. )aEA F '1'( Ca .. ... ,Ca.)} E U. 

AIso, J{'P} E U and J{'P} ~ {el> E A: (r:B~,ba,~)aEAFtp(Ca., ... ,ca.)}. Therefore, 
since U is an ultrafilter, the las! condition aboye is satisfied. So (!B,ba/U)aEA is a 
model of tp(ca., .. . , Ca.) and (4.2) is proved. 
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We now apply Diagrams' Lemma. Thell h- : 21- -e93-, where ha = (ba/U), 
and so 3.1.4 gives 21 E ESeR Pu(K'). Lemma 4.1.2(ii) and the assumption that 
K= ERSe Pu(K') complete the proof. _ 

Given a class K of C-structures, we define the !ull elementary class generated 
by K, or simply the elementary class generated by K, as KE = M odTh 1<. AIso, 
we call reduced elementary class generated by K the class (KEr = L(M odTh K)j 
observe that (KE) - is not in general elementary. The next corollary describes the 
way to contruct KE and (KE) - from K by applying certain operators. 

COROLLARY 4.2.2. The following holds for any cJass K of C-structures. 
(i) KE = ERSe Pu (1<). 
(ii) (KE )* = Se P:(K-). 

Proo!. Part (i) follows immediately from the proof of the preceding theorem, for 
the latter states the equality ModTh K = ERSe Pu(K). To see (ii), it suffices to 
show that LERSe P u = Se P:L. Indeed, 

LERSe Pu = LSe Pu , 

= Se P:L, 

by Lernma 4.1.4, 

by Proposition 4.1.5. _ 

COROLLARY 4.2.3. A cJass K of reduced C-structures is a reduced elementary 
cJass (i.e., K=(KE) -) iff it is cJosed under elementary substructures and reduced 
ultraproducts modulo ultrafilters over nonempty sets. 

Proo!. It is an obvious consequence of Corollary 4.2.2(ii). _ 

A reduced elementary dass is not in general dosed under the operator Pu • A 
counterexample is provided by Blok and Pigozzi [12, p.30]j actually, they give a 
universal Horo theory and describe an ulraproduct oC reduced models which is not 
reduced14• 

4.3. Universal Classes 

Reca)) that a dass K oC C-structures is said to be universal iC there exists sorne 
set r oC universal sentences over C such that K = A/od r, or equivalently, if K = 
M od Un 1<. The following is the characterization of universal dasses defined with or 
without equalitYj it simultaneously extends a well known result in classical model 
theory (see, e.g., [20, Thm. \'.2.16]) and a more recent result of Czelakowski [32, 
Thm.I.7]. 

14 An earlier counterexample oC Malinowak.i [90, p.26] shows that the reduced model class oC a 
universal Horn theory is not in general c10sed under direct limita oC directed systems (see e.g. [25, 
p.320] Cor a defuútion oC direct limit), and this actually implies that the class cannot be closed 
under the operator Po.. -
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THEOREM 4.3.1. For any class K of .e-structures, the following staternents are 
equivalent. 

(i) K is a universal class. 
(ii) K is closed under E,R,S and Fu. 

(iii) K = ERS Fu (K'), for sorne K'. 

Proo! The irnplication from (i) to (ii) folIows from 3.1.2, Los Tbeorem and the 
additional welI-known fact that universal sentences are preserved under substruc
tures. (ii) implies (iii) is again trivial. So, let us concentrate on the proof that (iii) 
entails (i). We folIow a similar argument to the one given for Theorem 4.2.1. In this 
case, the aim is to see that K is axiomatizable by Un K'. Note again the inc1usion 
K ~ ModUn K'. Assume 21 E ModUn K' and let us show 21 E K. Let ~ = Sb(D21). 
For every 4> E ~, there exist sorne 23«0 E K' and sorne {bo.«o : a E A} ~ B«o such 
that 

(23«0, bo.«O)oEAF "4>(col , •••• CO.); 

otherwise, we could conc1ude that VZ1 ••• Vz" -." 4>(Zl, ... ,z,,) E Un K', which is 
impossible for 21 F 3z1 ••• 3z" "4>(Zl, ... , z,,). 

Define as before J«o = {'lI E ~ : 4> ~ 'lI} for every 4> E ~, and let U be an 
ultrafilter on ~ containing the fami1y {J«o : 4> E ~}. Let 

~ := TI«OE6 ~«o/U, 
bo := (bo.«o : 4> E ~) E TI«OE6 B«o, for each a E A, 

ct:= ~ r {bo/U : a E A}. 

Clearly ct E S Fu(K'). Let us establish the folIowing lemma: 

(4.3) (ct, bo/U)oEA is a model of D¡21. 

We begin by showing that (ct, bo/U)oEA is a model of OO. Consider anyelement 
t.p := t.p( COI' ••• ,CO.) of OO. We have 

so that, as U is an ultrafilter, the last set belongs to U. So, by virtue of 1.3.2, 

~ F t.p(Zl, • •• , z,,) [boJU, ... , bo.lU] 

and consequently, since t.p is an atomic or negated atomic .e-formula, 

FinalIy, this last condition is equivalent to (ct, bo/U)oEAF t.p( COI' ••• ,CO.). 

Now consider any other element ..p(t, t') of D¡21, where t := t(cot> ... ,CO.) and 
t' := t'( COI' ••• ,CO.) for sorne k > O and sorne al, ... ,a" E A. Our definition of 
Leibniz diagram says that we have 
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Assume t/J(x,y) := 't/z1 ... 't/Zp(<P(X,Zl,'" ,Zp) +-+ <P(y,Zl,'" ,Zp» and take arbi
trary elements bt/U, ... , bp/U of C. We must prove the equivalence 

(It, ba/U)aeAF <p(t(cal , ... ,Ca.), Zl,'" , Zp) [btlU, ... ,bp/U] 

(4.4) iff (It, ba/U)aeAF <p(t'(cal , ... , ca.), Zl, ... , zp) [btlU, ... , bp/U]. 

Since It is generated by {ba/U : a E A}, there exist sorne q ~ 0, sorne a~, ... , a~ E A 
and sorne .e-terms tl, ... , t p in q variables such that 

for 1 $ i $ p. 

Thus we have the following chain of equivalences: 

(It, ba/U)aeA F <p(t(cal , . .. , ca.), Zl,' .. , zp) [btlU, ... , bp/U] 

iff ItF<p(t(X¡, ... ,X,,),Zl"" ,zp) [baJU, ... ,ba./U,btlU, ... ,bp/U] 

iff ItF<p(t(X1, ... ,X,,),t1(Ul,'" ,ug), ... ,tp(U1, .. ' ,ug)) 

[bal/U, .. . , ba./U, ba' /U, ... , ba' fU] 
1 9 

(U1, ... ,Ug are additional variables distinct from Xl, ... ,X,,). Take y to be sorne 
other new variable and let u be the atomic .e-formula given by 

U(y,U1,'" ,ug) :=<p(y,tl(U1,'" ,uq), ... ,tp(u¡, ... ,ug)). 

Then the last condition aboye can be expressed as 

ItF U(t(Xl,'" ,x,,), U¡, ... ,Un) [baJU, ... , ba.jU,ba, /U, ... ,ba' fU]. 
• 1 9 

Hence, since it has already been proved that (It, ba/U)aeA is a model of D21, we 
have 21FU(t(Xl,'" ,X,,),U1, ... ,Uq) [al, ... ,a",a~, ... ,a~], Le., 

2U=U(X,U1,'" ,ug) [t A(a1"" ,a"),a~, ... ,a~]. 

We now apply the assumption tA(al"" ,a,,) ~ t'A(a¡, ... ,a,,)(n21), which says 
that the preceding condition is equivalent to 

(4.5) 21FU(X,U1,'" ,uq) [t'A(a1"" ,a"),a~, ... ,a~], 

Finally, backing the argument just made we derive the equivalence of (4.5) with 
the right-hand side of (4.4): 

(It, ba/U)aeAF <p(t'( Cap' •• , ca.), Zl, ... , zp) [btlU, . .. , bp/U]. 

This completes the proof 0((4.3). 
Apply now part (i) of Diagrams' Lemma to (4.3). We have that the mapping 

a· 1--+ (ba/U)· defines a strong embedding from 21· into It·. Moreover, h is surjec
tive, so that once more the Homomorphism Theorem gives 21· ~ It·. As a result, 
21 E ERS Pu(K') = K and the theorem is proved. -
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Let K be any class of .e-structures. The full universal class generated by K, or 
simply the universal class generated by K, is defined as KU = M od Un K, whereas 
the reduced universal class generated by K is taken to be (KU ). = L(M od Un K). 
Once more, (KU

). need not be even an elementary class. The next result looks like 
Corollary 4.2.2. 

COROLLARY 4.3.2. IEK is any class oE .e-structures, the Eollowing holds. 
. U -(1) K = ERSPu (K). 

(ii) (KUr = S· F;.(K-). 

Proof. We just repeat the argument for the proof of Corollary 4.2.2. _ 

COROLLARY 4.3.3. A class K oE reduced .e-structures is a reduced universal class 
(i.e., K = (Kur) iff it is closed under reduced substructures and reduced ultra
products modulo ultrafilters over nonempty sets. _ 

A reduced universal class is not in general closed under the operators S and jiu. 
For ultraproducts the example given in the preceding Section keeps on working now. 
For substructures we can find simple counterexamples. For instance, consider the 
language of groups together with a unary relation symbol, .e = { " e, r}. The whole 
class Str .e is universal (the sen ten ce 'v'x( rx -rx) provides an axiomatization). Let 
A be a simple group and B a nonsimple subgroup of A. Then, if N is the universe 
of a normal subgroup of B, 2l = (A, N) E Sir-.e, !l3 = (B, N) ~ 2l and 23 is not 
reduced. 

4.4. Quasivarieties 

We say that a class K of .e-structures is a quasivarieiy ifthere exists sorne set r of 
implicative .e-formulas such that K= M od r, or equivalent1y, if K = M od 1 mp K15

• 

Our purpose now is to provide sorne algebraic characterizations of quasivarieties 
that hold for languages with as well as without equality. The results we are going 
to establish generalize the classical theorem of Mal'cev [87] and sorne more recent 
theorems due to Czelakowski [29,37]. The technique of the proof given here differs 
from the one used by Czelakowski, but we shall see in Section 8.2 below that his 
proof can also be extended. 

THEOREM 4.4.1. For any class K oE .e-structures, the Eollowing statements are 
equivalent: 

(i) K is a quasivariety. 

l!>The cornrnon expression among Westem model-theorists to reíer to quasivarieties as defined 
here is "lItrict universal Hom dass". We have chalen the íormer terminology, which goes back to 
Mal'cev and is also pretty usual among Eastern modrl-theorists. The choice purports to show the 
algebraic IIpirit that the model theory we try lo develop (mainly lor UHL) has. Alao, it has been 
picked out lor it is consistent with the more con\'enient terms oC "ariety and relati"e IUbvariety 
used later on. To avoid any possible confusion .. -ilh lhe usual meaning oí the term "quasivariety" 
in the West (a dass oC algebras defined by a S4!l oC quasi-identities) we shall always speale oC 
"quasivariety oC L:-structurcs" as opposed lo Mquuh-ariety oC L:-algebras" • 
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(iii) K= ERSP, (K'), {or sorne K'. 
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Proo!. As for universal classes, (i) implies (ii) is easily checked using Theorem 
1.3.1 instead of Los Theorem. Likewise, (ii) implies (iii) is clear. Let us prove the 
implication from (iii) to (i). For this, we shall see that (iii) entails K is axiomatizable 
by ImpK'. Certainly K ~ ModlmpK' (observe that K must contain the trivial, 
one-element structure). Suppose 2l E ModlmpK'. Let ~ = Sb",(.D21). If we are 
given ~ E ~, ~ := ~(Col , ..• , COk)' then 

We want to show that sorne rnernber of P(K') satisfies this sentence as well. For 
this purpose it suffices to prove 

(4.6) 

We distinguish three cases. If non e of the elernents of ~ is a negated atornic C
formula then (4.6) holds, for P(K') contains the trivial, one-element structure which 
does not satisfy tbe negation of any atomic C-formula. If exactly one element of 
~ is negated atomic then the universal sentence aboye is logically equivalent to 
the universal closure of sorne implicative C-formula which is not true in 21 and, 
consequently, since 21 E M od Imp K', in K'. Tbe last case is tbe most difficult to 
argue. Let ~ := {epI, .. ' , ep'l} and let us suppose at least two elements of ~ are 
negated atomic formulas, say epi for 1 =:; i =:; p, where 2 =:; p =:; q. Then one can 
reason as aboye that 

VXI ... VXIe (....,epi(X¡, ... ,XIe) V....,epp+1(XI, ... ,XIe) V ... V....,ep'l(XI, ... ,XIe)) f/. Th K', 

for 1 $ i $ p. Consequently, for sorne !Si E K' and sorne bi1 , ." •• , bil: E Bi, 1 =:; i =:; p, 

!Sil=epi(X¡, ... ,XIe)I\epP+I(X¡,,,, ,x,JI\ ... I\ep'l(XI, ... ,Xk»)[bi1, ... ,bik]. 

Define 
bj:=(blj, ... ,bpj)ETIl<¡<pB¡, l$i=:;k. 

Then Theorem 1.3.1 implies 

TIl~i~p !Si 1= 1\ ~(Xl, ... , XIe) [bl, ... , bk], 

and hence, since TIl<i<p!Si E P(K'), (4.6) is proved. 
Now, for each ~ E A, consider !S4> E P(K') and {bo.4> : a E A} ~ B4> such that 

(!S 4> ,bo .4> )oEA 1= A ~(Col' ..• , COk)' 

We can now proceed as in the proof of 4.3.1 to obtain an CA-structure (\t, bo/U)oEA 
of S Pu P(K') such that (\t, bo/U)oE A E M od D¡2l. So, a new application of tha 
Diagrams' Lemma gives 21 E ERSPuP(K'). But 

SPuP =:; Sp,P, , 

=SP" 

by definition, 

by Lemma 4.1.1. 
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Henee, 21 E ERSPuP(K') ~ ERSP,(K') and the assumption (iii) says that 21 E K. 
This finishes the proof of the theorem. • 

Given any elass K of .c-struetures, we define the full quasivariety generated by 
K, or simply the quasivariety generated by K, as KQ = M od 1 mp K, and the reduced 
quasivarieiy generated by K as (KQ)* = M od* Imp K. The next result ineludes a 
generalization of [12, Thm. 6.2]. 

COROLLARY 4.4.2. The lollowing is true lor any dass K ol.c-structures. 
(i) KQ = ERSP, (K). 

(ii) (KQ)* = S* Pj(K*) .• 

COROLLARY 4.4.3. A dass K ol reduced .c-structures is a reduced quasivariety 
(i.e., K = (KQ) *) iff it is dosed under both reduced substructures and reduced 
filtered products .• 

We sometimes use the notation Q to abbreviate the composed operator ERSP" 
50 that we have just proved that KQ = Q(K) and Q* = S* Pj L. The next lemmas 
can be used to derive sorne other useful descriptions of these operators Q and Q* 
for generating quasivarieties. 

LEMMA 4.4.4. (Gratzer and Lasker [58, Lemma 2]) SP, = SPPu .• 

LEMMA 4.4.5. (ezelakowski [37]) SP, = P" = P,dSPu' 

Proof. Let us prove first the equality SP, = PI" The inc1usion P" ~ SPI is 
obvious: by definition, a filtered subdirect product of a system of structures is 
always isomorphic to a substructure of a filtered product of the system. AIso, 
PI ~ PI" So Jet us see that S ~ PI" Take an arbitrary elass K of .c-structures, 
and suppose 21 ~ m E K. Define 

(4.7) e:= {b E BW 
: b¡ = a if i ~ m, for sorne a E A and m E w}. 

Note that, for every b E e, the element a in (4.7) is unique¡ Jet us denote it 
bya(b). AIso, e is the universe of a subalgebra of the direct power BW¡ rather, 
it is the universe of a subdirect power of BW, for the projection of e into each 
component is surjeetive. So, Jet <t:= mw re. If 

:F := {X E Sb(w) : X is finite}, 

we c1aim that the mapping h from el:F into A given by bl:F 1-+ a(b) defines 
an isomorphism between the filtered subdirect power <t1:F and the substructure 21. 
Indeed, if b, b' E e, then 

bl:F = b' I:F iff there exists m E w su eh that b¡ = b~ for aH i ~ m 

iff a(b) = a(b'). 

Thus h is weH defined and bijective. Now eh ose elements bIt ... ,bn E e and Jet I 
and r a function and a relation symbol, repectively, of arity n. Since a(fcb1 ..• b n ) = 
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¡Bb1m .. . bnm Cor sorne m E w, we have h(b¡f:F) = a(b) = bim Cor aH1 $ i $ n, 
and consequently 

Moreover, by the definition oC filtered subdirect product, 

(b¡J:F, ... ,bn/:F) Er(./F iff {iEw: (b¡¡, ... ,bni)Er~}E:F 

iff there exists m E w such that (b¡¡, ... ,bni) E r~ Cor aH i ~ m 

iff (a(b1), ... , a(bn» E r21 • 

So h is the desired isomorphism. From the claim we conclude that 2l E P,,(~) and 
hence S(K) ~ P,,(K). This completes the pro oC ofthe equality SP, = PI'. 

To see P" = P,dSPu, we first notice that P,dSPu $ PI', Cor P" is idempotent 
by Lemma 4.1.1 and each one oC the operators P,d, S and Pu is less than PI'. 
For the reverse inclusion, let {2li : i E I} be a system oC structures and let :F 
be a proper filter on 1. Clearly:F may be expressed as the intersection oC sorne 
Camily of ultrafilters on 1; Cor simplicity suppose {Uj : i E J} is such a Camily, i.e., 
:F = njEJ Uj, where Uj is an ultrafilter of Sb(I). Then the congruence 9F is the 
intersection of the family {9uj : i E J}, and so the filtered product TIiE/2l¡f:F is 
subdirectly embeddable in TIjEJ (TIiE/2l¡fUj) (this CoHows Crom a property proved 
below in Chapter 6, Proposition 6.1.1). Let us say h the subdirect embedding. 
Then, if 2l/:F is a filtered subdirect product of the system {2li : i El}, the 
image h(2lj:F) can be easily proved to be isomorphic to a subdirect product of the 
structures 2l/Uj, i E J. In conclusion, Pb $ P,dSPu, which finishes the prooC of 
the second equality and the Lemma. _ 

COROLLARY 4.4.6. The (ollowing equalities hold. 
(i) Q = ERSPPu = ERP" = ERP,dSPu. 

(ii) Q. = S· p. P: = Pi, = P,·dS· P:. 

Proof. Part (i) CoHows directly from 4.4.4 and 4.4.5. To obtain (ii) we can apply 
Proposition 4.1.5(i) and the preceding lemmas. _ 

The examples provided in the previous sections show that reduced quasivarieties 
are not in general cIosed under the operators S and Pu • An easy counterexample 
borrowed from [12] proves that they are neither cIosed under P and hence P,. 
Indeed, if r. consists of one relation symbol, of arity 1, and no function symbol, then 
the reduced .c-structures are oC the form 2l = ({a, b}, {a}) for distinct elements a, b. 
So, 212 is not reduced, since IA21 = 4. 

4.5. Varieties and Relative Subvarieties 

Let K be any cIass of .c-structures. We say K is a variety if K = M od r Cor 
sorne set r of atomic formulas over .c; equivalently, if K = ModAtm K. Next 
result provides a generalization of Birkhoff's Variety Theorem to general first-order 
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languages, with or without equality. The proof is entirely of the same nature as 
the proof of the previous theorems in the Chapter, and so runs far from Birkhoff's 
original proof. 

THEOREM 4.5.1. For any class K of C-structures, the following statements are 
equivalent. 

(i) K is a variety. 
(ii) K Ís closed under H,E,S and P. 

(iii) K= H ESP (K'), for sorne K'. 

Proof. (i) implies (ii) and (ii) implies (iii) are dear. Let us show (iii) implies (i) 
by proving that K is axiomatizable by Atm K'. Once more the indusion K ~ 
M od Atm K' is easy to check. Assume 21 E M od Atm K' and let A be the set 
D-21 of negated atomic CA-sentences which are satisfied by (21, a)aEA. Let cP := 
cp(Call''' ,ca.) E A. We daim there exist 23'1' E K' and {ba.'I' : a E A} ~ B'I' such 
that 

(23'1" ba.'I')aEAI= cp(ca1 ,···, ca.). 

Otherwise, the sentence VZ1 ... VZIt: -'cp(z¡, ... ,ZIt:) is logically equivalent to the uni
versal dosure of sorne member of Atm K', and hence 211= VZ1 ... VZIt: -'CP(Zl,' .. ,ZIt:). 
But this contradicts the assumption cP E A. So let 

~ := TI'I'Ed ~'I" 
ba := (ba.'I' : cP E A) E TI'I'Ed B'I" for each a E A, 
e!::= !B r {ba : a E A}. 

Obviously e!: E SP(K'). Moreover, by 1.3.1, we have 23 1= A and thus e!: 1= A. 
Consider the absolutely free C-algebra Te.c.IAI over IAI-variables {za : a E A}, 

and define h : Te.c.IAI-C by Za t--+ ba. Let 3' = (Te.c.IAI' h-1 Rd be the inverse 
image of e!: under h, so that we have h : 3' - ,e!:. We want the mapping Za t--+ a to be 
a surjective homomorphism from 3' onto 21. Clearly h is an algebra homomorphism. 
AIso, since (e!:, ba)aEA is a model of A = D-21, the following is true for any atomic 
C-formula rt 1 ... tn, where t¡, ... ,tn are terms in k variables: 

(t1(Zal"" ,za.), ... ,tn(zal"" ,za.)} E r~ 

iff (tf(ball'''' ba.), ... ,t~(bal''' ., ba.)} E rl!: 

implies (tt(a1, ... ,alt:), ... ,t~(a¡, ... ,alt:)} Er21
• 

iff (ht1(Zal"" ,za.), ... ,htn(zap'" ,za.)} E r21
• 

Therefore, h : 3' -21. Prom here we conclude that 21 E H(3') and 3' E E(e!:). As a 
result, 21 E H ESP(K') .• 

Remark. Notice that this result specializes to Birkhoff's Variety Theorem, for re
ductive homomorphisms are just isomorphisms when C has equality. In fact, the 
preceding proof simplifies in this case and provides a proof of a general form of 
Birkhoff's Variety Theorem strictly based on model-theoretic techniques. The sim
plification goes as follows. If ~ is a symbol of C, then the CA-sentence -'Ca ~ Ca' 
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belongs to A, for each a, a' E A such that a '1 a'; 1 herefore, ba '1 bal must hold. 
AIso, if (al, ... , an ), (aí, ... , a~) E An, then fAa] '" an '1 fAaí ... a~ implies 
..,fcal .. . ca .. ~ fca: ... ca~ E A, and hence fCbal ... ba .. '1 fCba: ... ba~. In gen-
eral, we can iterate this argument and prove that we can construct directly a sur
jective homomorphism from a: onto 21 such that ba ..- a, and hence we obtain 
21 E H(a:) ~ H SP(1<'). -i 

We define the full variety generated by a class 1<, or simply the variety generated 
by 1<, as 1<v = M od Atm 1<, and the reduced variety generated by 1< as (1<v)* = 
M od* Atm 1<. Then we have: 

COROLLARY 4.5.2. The following is true for any class 1< of C-structures. 
(i) 1<v = H ESP (1<). 

(ii) (1<vr = F* ESP (1<). 

Proof. It follows directIy from Lemmas 4.1.3(ii) and 4.1.4(ii) .• 

As for quasivarieties, we introduce the notation V to express the composed 
\' operator H ESP, so that we have proved the equality 1< = V(1<). In general, 

however, the operators E and F do not commute, IJor F* coincides with F* L as 
it occurs for the remaining operators (cf. Lemma 4.1.5 aboye). There are easy 
counterexamples of that. For instance, let 

21:= (N x N,+,(O,O),-), 23:= (N x N,+,(O,O),-'), 

where - is the binary relation on NxN given by 

(a,b)-(a',b')iffa+b'=a'+b, 

and -' is the relation that results from - by joining the set {(O,1),(1,O»)2. Then 
it is easy to check that the Leibniz congruence on 21 is the relation - (recall the 
construction of the integers by the symmetrization process). AIso, 023 coincides 
with the set of all pairs (a,b),(a',b'» of - that satisfy the following additional 
condition: 

(4.8) 

(a,b) E {(O,O),(I,O),(O,I)} or (a',b') E {(0,0),(1,0),(0,1)} 

implies (a,b) = (a',b'). 

Indeed, denote by 6 such set of pairs. Clearly 6 is an equivalen ce relation and 
() e-. So we have that () is compatible with -'. It remains to show that () 
is ;;:iso compatible with the addition. For this purpose, assume (a, b)8(a', b') and 
(e, d)6(¿, d'). We distinguish three cases. Ir none of the pairs (a, b), (e, d) belongs to 
{(O, O), (1, O), (O, 1)}, then we actually have that (a, b) - (a', b') and 8e, d) - (e', d') 
and hence 

(4.9) (a + c, b + d) 8 (a' + c', b' -+ d'). 

Ir (a, b) is one of the pairs {(O, O), (1, O), (O, 1)}, then (4.8) says that (a, b) = (a', b') 
and consequently (4.9) also holds. Finally, if (a,b), (c,d) are both members of the 
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set {(O, O), (1, O), (O, 1)}, we reason as before and obtain the same conclusion. All 
this proves our claim and therefore we have that 23 E F E(21:) but 23 rt. E F(21.*), 
for no quotient of 23 can have as underlying algebra the additive group of integers. 
A similar counterexample can be found that proves F* ::j:. F* L. 

The previous remark says that the variety generated by a class K cannot be 
obtained by adding ER to the classical operator H SP that generates varieties in 
presence of the equality symbol; so far, this had constituted the only necessary 
modification with respect to the model theory developed by Mal'cev. AIso, since 
F* ::j:. F* L, F* S* P*(K*) does not necessarily coincide with (Kv )*. In view of 
that, two interesting issues arise naturally: to determine sufficient conditions for 
the class K to satisfy the equalities KV = ERHSP(K) and (Kv )* = F*S· P*(K*). 
An answer to these problems is given in the next Chapter, Corollary 5.3.10 and 
Theorem 5.3.11; see also Chapter 7, Corollaries 7.2.3 and 7.2.6. Meanwhile, notice 
that none of the inequalities F* S* P* $ F* ESP and F* ESP $ F* S* P* seem to 
hold in general. 

There are absolutely no examples of interesting classes of structures defined 
without equality and closed under H, E, S and P; evcn the many well-known purely 
algebraic varieties (such as groups, rings, lattices and so on) are not closed under 
homomorphic images when they are defined using a language without equality, for 
in this case they become quasivarieties of the form KQ described in Section 3.3. 
We close this section by introducing what seems to be the natural counterpart of 
the concept of variety when we deal with such a kind of languages. This concept is 
central to the purpose of generalizing the theory of varieties to arbitrary structures. 
Let K be any class of C-structures. A subclass V of K is called a relative subvariety 
01 K if there exists a set of atomic C-formulas E such that 21. E V iff 21. E K and 
21. E M od E. In this case we say that the reduced class V* is a reduced relative 
subvariety 01 K*. As it was first noted by Blok and Pigozzi [11,12], this latter 
notion specializes to varieties in the usual universal algebraic sense when we take 
K to be the whole class Kco. 

The following is an easy consequence from the preceding results; H Q is the 
operator that gives all the homomorphic images belonging to the class Q and FQ 
denotes the operator that provides filter extensions that are members of Q. 

COROLLARY 4.5.3. Let Q be a quasivariety of C-structures and K a subclass ofQ. 
The relative subvariety ofQ generated by K is KV n Q = HQESP(K). Similarly, 
the reduced relative subvariety is KV n Q* = FQESP(K) .• 



5. The Leibniz Operator and sorne 
Well-behaved Classes 

As is well known, most of the results in universal algebra involve, in one way or 
another, lattices of congruences; let us mention, for instance, the profound influence 
that congruence identities have on the structure of varieties. For such a reason, the 
concept of congruence is central to the development of a model theory that tries 
to generalize as much as possible of universal algebra. But this concept splits 
into two different notions when dealing with arbitrary structures. The first one of 
this notions is the straightforward extension that we obtain when the compatibility 
with relations is required; it turns out to be the notion of congruence on a structure 
studied in detail all over Chapter 2. The motivation ofthe second extension is based 
upon the semantics of the theory rco defined in Section 3.3. Indeed, we have that 
the relational part of the members of Kco with underlying algebra A are just the 
congruences on A. So, in sorne sense, it is reasonable to think of the relational part 
of structures as another generalization of the concept of congruence when passing 
from algebras to arbitrary structures16• 

Such a splitting of the concept of congruence causes that the generalization of 
universal algebraic results could take place into two different directions. Thus, 
we have already seen in Section 2.2 that the Isomorphisms Theorems of universal 
algebra (we include here the classical Homomorphism Theorem and Correspondence 
Theorem) have an easy counterpart when we replace the notion of congruence on 
an algebra by that of congruence on a structure; for instance, we already know the 
close connection that exists between congruences on two structures 21 and !B when 
!B is a reduction of 21 (see Corollary 2.2.7). Now a similar problem emerges for the 
second extension of the concept of congruence, and this problem turns out to be in 
the very base of the solution to the main issue we posed at the end of Chapter 3. 

Indeed, one might expect the close link between properties of congruence lattices 
and properties of cIasses of algebras to carry over to a similar link between properties 
of the posets formed of the relational part of the structures of a cIass (on a given 
underlying algebra) and properties ofthis cIass. But, as it has already been observed 
in a restricted context (see, e.g., [7, p. 338]), the latter link does not exist without 
sorne restrictions. 

16Later it will become suitable to combine these two extensions of the concept of congruence 
into what we call congruence-Jilter pair on a structure (see Section 6.1 below). 
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Roughly speaking, the approach that guides this work and that fortunately works 
out beautifully is the following: the algebraic character of a cJass K and its reduced 
cJass K* reJies on the properties the posets of predicates (or relations) have in com
parison with the ones satisfied by lattices of congruences. So the main purpose of 
this Chapter is to introduce what we call Leibniz operator, a mapping that estab
Jishes a correspondence between the relational part of a structure and a congruence 
on the corresponding underlying algebra (it is going to be the Leibniz equality!). 
Then we use the properties of this operator as the primary criterion to describe a 
hierarchy of special classes for which we shall be able to derive here and subsequent 
chapters more general forms of sorne cJassical results of universal algebra, results 
that do not hold any longer for more arbitrary cJasses. On the top of this hierar
chy we shall find those cJasses for which the Leibniz operator is an isomorphism 
in a sense we make precise below (Definition 5.4.7); they constitute an important 
category of classes to which we come back in Chapter 10 for their relevance in 
algebraic logic. The starting point of the Chapter is to describe those full classes 
that are better arnenable of universal algebraic rnethods, and which turn out to be 
the quasivarieties of C-structures (Theorem 5.1.1 below). 

5.1. Lattices of Relative Filter Extensions 

Let K be a full class of C-structures, and consider any C-algebra A. We define 
the set of K-structures on A, denoted by KA, as the set of elernents of K whose 
underlying algebra is A; when A is the term algebra Te.c,o, we talk about the 
term-structures 01 K (with Q generators). In general, the set of K-structures on 
A is a partially ordered set with respect to the filter extension relation~. If, in 
addition, it is an algebraic cJosure system17 for all A, then we say that K satisfies 
the filter-Iattice condition (FL condition for short). In this case, IKA = ( KA, n, V) 
is an algebraic complete lattice, where 

V¡EI21¡ = n{21 E KA : 21¡ ~ 21 for each i E I}. 

The relevance of such a condition rests on the fact that rnost of the known proper
ties of algebras and varieties or quasivarieties of algebras strongly depends on this 
property of sets of congruences. So, the problem of characterizing the full classes 
that satisfy the filter-Iattice condition calls for an answer. The next theorem says 
that these cJasses are exactly the quasivarieties. A proof very different in nature to 
the one provided here was pointed out to the author by Czelakowski [37]. 

THEOREM 5.1.1. Let K be any iull cIass oi C-structures. Then K satisties the 
filetr-lattice condition iff K is a quasivariety. 

17We use indistinctly the tenns inductitle c108ure 81f8fem alld 41gebnic c108ure .1f8tem to mean 
a nonempty system oC subsets oC a set c10sed under arbitrary intersections and unians oC directed 
families. It was proved by Schmidt (see [26, Thm.III.1.1]) thllt they are exactly those nonempty 
systems c10sed under arbitrary intersectians and such that each member can be expressed as the 
union oC all its finjte 8ubsets. 
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Proof. The backward implication is easy to check: it suffices to show that implicative 
formulas are preserved under arbitrary intersections and unions of well ordered ~
chains (recall that closure under unions of directed families in a poset is equivalent 
to closure under unions of chains [26, Prop.1.5.9]. For this, consider any implicative 
.e-formula (T := A 4> -+<p and let A be a fixed .e-algebra. The intersection of the 
empty family of A-structures is the structure with all relations holding, i.e., where 
the interpretation of any relation symbol r is A*). So (T is true in n 0. Let now 
21i, i El, be a nonempty system of A-structures such that 21i F (T, for i El. Given 
an assignment 9 : Te.c -+A, we have 

nie¡21i F A 4> [g] iff 21i F <pj [g]' 1 $ j $ m, i E 1 

implies 21i F <P [g]' i E 1 

iff ne¡21i F <P [g]. 

Hence, nie¡ 21i F (T. 

Assume finally that a is an ordinal and 21>., A < a, are such that 21>. ~ 21,. when
ever A, J.l < a and A $ J.l. Also, suppose 21>. F (T for all A < a. Let 21 = U>.<a 21>.. 
Then, since r 21 = U>.<a r 21A for all r E R, 21F A 4> [g] implies 21>'oF A 4> [h] for 
sorne AO < a. Thus, the assumption says 21>'oF <p [g] and finally 21F <p [g]. Rence 
again we conclude 21F (T. 

For the converse, consider any member 21 from KQ and let a := max{w,IAI). 
Take h to be an algebra homomorphism from Te.c,a onto A. Since K satisfies the 
filter-lattice condition, the structure aO' := n KTec,o belongs to Kj in particular, 
h-121 is a filter extension of aa. Also, h- 121 E E(21) ~ KQ and 21 E R(h- 121). So 
the forward implication will be proved if we show that every filter extension of aO' 
that belongs to KQ is also a member of K, for K is closed under R by hypothesis. 

To this goal, let a be an arbitrary filter extension of aO'. We write 

Notice right off that FgKa E K, for K satisfies the filter-lattice condition. We are 
going to see that a E KQ implies FgKa = aj this will prove a E K and thus the 
theorem. Since K satisfies the filter-lattice condition, 

FgKa = U{FgK21: 21 E K, 21 ~ a and UR21 is finite}. 

Therefore, let us prove FgK21 ~ a for all21 satisfying the preceding three conditions. 
We may assume without loss of generality that a = w; if it did not, we use the 

same argument and apply the equality M od 1 mPa K = M od 1 mp K, which holds 
whenever a ~ w. Define the set 

4>[21]:= {tP E Atm.e: 21F'" [id]}, 

where id denotes the identity function on Te.c, and take an arbitrary atomic .e
formula <p. (Observe that the members of 4>[21] are exactly the atomic .e-formulas 
ri} ... t n such that (t1, ... ,tn ) E r21; so, in particular, 4>[21] is a finite set, for UR21 
is finite by assumption.). We claim: 

FgK21F <p [id] implies A 4>[21] -+<p E Imp K. 
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Ir this is true, then ~F 1{) [id], because we are assuming that ~ belongs to M od Imp K 
and 2l ~ ~. Therefore, FgK2l ~ ~ and the assertion will be proved. 

It only remains to show the claim. The proof runs as follows. Let ~ be any 
element of K and h : 're" -Te" any homomorphism, and suppose ~ F 1\ ~[2l] [h]. 
This assumption is clearly equivalent to 2l ~ h-1!l3 by the previous observation. 
Moreover, sin ce K is a full class, we must have h- 1!l3 E 1<. So, FgK2l ~ h- 1!l3. We 
now apply the hypothesis FgK2l F 1{) [id] and conclude h- 1!l3 F 1{) [id], Le., ~ F 1{) [h]. 
That is what we wanted. _ 

According to the preceding theorem, we shall be forced to restrict our attention to 
quasivarieties of C-structures whenever we want a class to exhibit certain algebraic 
properties, namely those that entirely depend on the filter-Iattice condition. This 
explains why the rest of the work will often be centered on the development of 
a model theory for the strict universal Rom fragment of first-order logic without 
equality. The next definition is a central one to this purpose. 

Let 2l any C-structure. We say 2.\ is a filter exiension 0/2l relaiive io K, or simply 
a K-filter extension 0/2l, if ~ E K and 2l ~!l3. The set of all such relative filter 
extensions is denoted by FeK21. Ir K is a quasivariety then it coincides with the 
principal sublattice of IKA generated by 21, and thus forms an algebraic complete 
lattice FeK21 = (FeK2l, n, V). Note that FeK(n KA) = KA. For convenience, we 
standarize a notation introduced in the proof of the last theorem; we write 

The structure FgK2l is called the K-filter exiension generaied by 2l. Obviously, if 
2l E K then FgK2l = 2l. 

Examples. Ir K = Kco and (A, O) is a member of K, then FeK (A, O) ::! CoA/O by 
the Correspondence Theorem of universal algebra. More generally, let Q be any 
class of C-algebras and A any C-algebra. Define the set of Q-congruences on A as 

COQA = {4> E CoA: A/4> E Q}. 

Then FeK
Q 

(A, O) ::! CoQA/O ror all (A, O) E KQ , whenever Q is a quasivariety. 
Another example ofthis kind will be provided in Section 5.3, using a more general 

formof the Corresponden ce Theorem. -1 

In the last part of this Section we look at the connection between the lattice of 
relative filter extensions of a structure and that ofits homomorphic images. For this, 
given a homomorphism h : 21-2.\ between two structures 2l, 2.\ of a quasivariety K, 
let hK : FeK2l-FeK!l3 be th(' rnapping defined by setting 

for all 2l' E FeK2l. Then th(' conllection is summarized in the next lemma. Sorne
thing more can be said by imposing sorne restrictions on the class of structures; 
see, e.g., Theorem 5.3.8 belo\\'. 
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LEMMA 5.1.2. Let K be a quasivariety of .e-structures. Let 2l, ~ be elements ofK 
and h : 21-~. The fo11owing statements hold. 

(i) h-l~' E Fe,,21, for a1123' E Fe,,23. 
(U) If~' E Fe"Qs then h"h- l 23' = hh- l 23' = ~'. 
(iii) If21' E Fe,,21 then h-1h,,21' = h- 1h2l' = 21' iffh-l23~2l' and Kerh E 

Co2l'. In particular, h- 1h,,2l = h- 1h21 = 2l iff h is a reductive horno
morphism. 

(iv) h-l(~' n 23") = h- l 23' n h- l23", for a11 ~', 23" E Fe,,~. 
(v) h"Fg"fE. = h"fE., for a11 fE. E Fe 2l. 

Proof. (i) It is a consequence of the fact that h is a reductive homomorphism from 
h-l~' onto~' and the assumption that K is a full class. 

(ii) The equality hh-l~' = ~' follows directly from the surjectivity of h, and 
implies that Fg,,(hh- l 23') = 23'. So, (ii) holds. 

(iii) Since h is surjective, h- 1h,,21' = h-1h2l' implies h,,21' = h21', so that 
~ ~ h21'. Hence, the equality h- 1h21' = 2l' gives h- l 23' ~ 21'. On tbe other hand, 
h- 1h21' = 21' entails h is a reductive homomorphism from 21' onto h2l', so by Lemma 
2.1.5, K er hE Co21'. This proves one implication. For the converse, we know that 
Kerh E Co21' implies h- 1h2l' = 21', and con sequen tI y h : 21'-,h21'. Therefore, 
h2l' E KB, for K is a full elass and 21' E KA. On the other band, h-l~ ~21', and 
so ~ ~ h2l'. Thus, h2l' E Fe,,~ and finally h21' = h,,21'. The case 21' = 21 bolds as 
a consequence of 2.1.5. 

(iv) It is obvious. 
(v) The inelusion h"fE. ~ h"Fg"fE. is elear. To see the opposite inelusion assume 

~, is any K-filter extension of ~ that ineludes hfE.. Then fE. ~ h-l~'. AIso, since 
h-l~' E Fe,,21, we have Fg"fE.~ h- l 23' and hence, by (ii), 

5.2. Leibniz Operator and Relative Congruences 

Following the terminology introduced by Blok and Pigozzi [8, p.IO], we call 
Leibniz operator the mapping O : 21 ..- 021 defined on the whole elass of .e
structures. Given a quasivariety K, this mapping can be restricted to KA, for each 
.e-algebra A, and then gives rise to a mapping between two algebraic complete 
lattices, namely IKA and Co A. An element of the image of KA under O is called 
a congruence on A re/atit'e to K, or simply a K-congruence on Aj we write Co"A 
to denote the set of all sucl~ congruences, i.e., 

Co"A := {B E CoA: () = 021 for sorne 21 E KA}· 

Examples. We already know lhal O restricted to Kco is the projection onto the 
second component. So we trivially have that CO"QA = COQA, for each .e-algebra 
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A and each quasivariety Q of algebras of type C. Likewise, since Kco S; Kqo , 
Coxqo,QA and Coxpo,QA also coincide with COQA. These three equalities are in 
fact trivial cases of a general result proved in Chaptcr 9, Proposition 9.1.1. -1 

Remar/.:. Observe that, although aH the preceding three c1asses determine the same 
set of K-congruences, the O operator restricted to (KQ)A is essentiaHy the identity 
function and thus an isomorphism onto CoQA, whereas it is not one-one, nor even 
a lattice homomorphism, when the domain is one of the broader c1asses (Kqo,Q)A or 
(Kpo,Q)A. This is the ultimate reason for KQ to exhibit a better algebraic character 
than Kqo,Q or Kpo,Q. -1 

The importance of the Leibniz operator just rests on the connection between its 
properties when restricted to a given c1ass K and the fulfilment of sorne properties 
by K itself and the associated reduced c1ass K-. Using the notion introduced aboye, 
the idea turns out to be quite simple: the more assumptions on O to guarantee that 
the relational part of members of K can be replaced by the K-congruences with "no 
loss of information", the nicer algebraic character of K and K-. The same idea can 
still be expressed in other words by noting that, in essence, congruences are weaker 
forms of equalitYi under this view, the restrictions on O are better thought of as 
restrictions to ensure that the set of aH predicates in the members of K is "c1ose" 
to an equality predicate. 

At this point, a key issue that arises naturaHy is to find out the properties 
that must be assumed on O. For the case we are interested in, i.e., when K is 
a quasivariety, the properties that seem to be of interest include the ones typical 
of mappings between two algebraic complete lattices (e.g. to be a meet or join 
homomorphism, to be monotone or injective, and so on), for O is just of this type 
when it is restricted to the posets of K-structures on the C-algebras. Apparently, 
however, on the base of sorne special cases investigated in detail in the context of 
algebraic logic (see, e.g., [12]), few of this properties seem to be enough to reflect 
the algebraic character of K and K-. But this is still an obscure point that asks for 
a systematic investigation. 

On the other hand, the behaviour of the O operator with respect to the different 
algebraic constructions described in Chapter 1 also seems to be relevant. For ins
tance, the property used in Definition 5.4.1 below to distinguish a special kind of 
quasivarieties turns out to be of this sort. In fact, aH of them are c10sely connected, 
and an open problem is to express them in terms of properties of a purely syntactical 
nature that describe the explicit connection between the Leibniz equality predicate 
and the predicates of the language. We come back to this point later in Chapter 7, 
after Theorem 7.1.4. 

The next result concerns the conditions under which the poset COKA can be 
endowed with a structure of complete lattice for every C-algebra A. 

PROPOSITION 5.2.1. Let K be a quasivariety of C-structures and A an C-algebra. 
If O is a complete meet-nomomorpnism between tne lattices IKA and Co A, tnen 
COKA = (CoKA, n, Vx) is a meet-complete subsemilattice of Co A, wnere 

O Vx rp:= n{9 E CoxA: O, rp S; e} .• 
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Notice that, as the previous result shows, the lattice structure of Co"A is the 
one inherited from KA by Oj in general, Co"A is not a sublattice of Co A, for 
O V" tP may strictly in elude every congruence on A that contains O and tP. Even 
more, the mapping O : IKA -Co"A rarely is a join-homomorphism, though the 
assumption O is a complete meet-homomorphism is enough to prove the inelusion 
om V" 023 ~ O(m V 23). We shall delay however further discussion on the lattice 
structure of Co"A until Chapter 9, for it is right there where the problem of finding 
out similar conditions to ensure Co"A has a structure of algebraic complete lattice 
is specially meaningful. 

5.3. Protoalgebraic Classes 

Let 21,23 two .e-structures such that 21 ~ 23. Clearly, for any atomic .e-formula cp 
and any assignment 9 : Te.c -A, the condition m 1= cp [g] entails 231= cp [g]. Never
theless, this does not mean that two elements a, b of the common universe of m and 
23 staisfy exactly the same first-order properties in the model 23 whenever they do 
in the model 21, i.e., a == b (Om) does not imply a == b (023). In spite of this fact, 
it seems up to sorne point reasonable to assume that this is the casej Le., the more 
positive information we gain about the common univers in passing from m to 23, the 
more denotations of its elements can be identified. In other words, this information 
can never be used to distinguish two elements that were formerly identified. This 
assumption is in the origin of one of the main notions in the paper, a notion due 
to Blok and Pigozzi [7]18. 

DEFINITION 5.3.1. A lull class K ol.e-structures js said to be protoalgebraic jlO js 
~-monotone in K, j.e., lor each .e-algebra A, and each m,23 E KA, m ~ 23 jmplies 
om ~ 023. 

Let us notice that in the previous definition we do not assume anything on the 
elass K except being full, and even this restriction is superflous. But we shall see 
that the best properties of protoalgebraic elasses hold when K is a quasivariety. 

PROPOSITION 5.3.2. For every ñrst-order language.e and every quasivariety Q of 
C-algebras, the classes Keq , Kqo,Q, Kpo,Q and KQ are protoalgebraic. 

Proo/. We saw in Section 2.1 that O is the function (A,O) 1--+ V{tP E CoA: tP ~ O} 
on Keq , the function (A, O) 1--+ O n O- I on Kqo and the projection onto the second 
component on Kco. Thus, the aboye four elasses are trivially protoalgebraic. -

In contrast to what happens for the preceding elasses, neither Kto nor Kto,Q 

are in general protoalgebraic. For instance, an easy counterexemple for Kto is the 
following. Consider the language .e with no function symbols and just one relation 

18 ActuaDy, Blok and Pigozzi consider sententiallogics whose class oC matrix models satisCy the 
above monotonicity oC the Leibniz operator. In [12], they prove that such logics are exactIy those 
that Czelakowski called non-p4thologie41Iogie. in earlier papen [33,36]. 
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syrnbol r, of arity 2, and let 2l, m the following .c-structures: 

2l := ({O, 1, 2}, r!ll}, 

!l3:= ({0,1,2},r2l ), 

r!ll := ~{O,l,2} U {(O, 1), (1, On; 

r 2l := ~{O,l,2} U {(O, 1), (1, O), (0,2), (2,On. 

Then 2l,!l3 E Kto and 2l ~!l3. On the other hand, we easily have that 02l = r!ll and 
0!l3 = ~{O,l,2} U {(l, 2), (2, In. Hence, 021 i. om. 

There are several alternative characterizations of protoalgebraicity that provide 
insight into the various aspects of the notion. It is irnportant however to realize 
that sorne of these characterizations hold in general, whereas sorne others only hold 
for classes satisfying more than the condition of fullness. The first two are just 
useful reformulations of the definition. 

PROPOSITION 5.3.3. A full class K is protoalgebraic iff for any.c-algebra A and 
any 2l,!l3 E KA such that 21 ~ m, we have Co21 ~ Co !l3, i.e., if o E CoA is 
compatible with the relations on 21, it is also compatible with the relations on any 
other K-filter extension of21. 

Proo/. It follows directly from 2.1.1. • 

PROPOSITION 5.3.4. Let K be a full class of .c-structures satisfying the following 
property (see Corollary 6.1.2 beJow for an equivalent formulation ofthis condition): 

(5.1) KA is a closure system for all .c-algebra A. 

Then K is protoalgebraic iff O is meet-continuous in K, i.e., for any .c-algebra A 
and any set {21¡ : i E I} ofK-structures on A, the equaJity O(nel 21¡) = nel 021¡ 
holds. 

Proo/. Suppose K is protoalgebraic and let A be any .c-algebra. Let 2l¡, i E 1, 
be a family of K-structures on A. We rnust show that 021 = n¡el021¡, where 
2l = n¡el 2l¡. The inclusion from left to right is a direct consequence of O being 
~-monotone. To see the opposite inclusion, we are going to show that n¡el02l; is 
a congruence on 21. Indeed, let r be any relation symbol and let 8, b E AP(r) be 
such that a E r!ll and a == b (n021¡). For all i, we have a == b (021¡) and hence 
b E r~. Therefore, b E r!ll. This proves the forward irnplication. 

The backward irnplication is easier: if 21 ~ m, then 21 = 21 n!l3 and consequently 
02l = 02l n 0!l3. • 

A third characterization that holds for classes satisfying condition (5.1) is the 
following. Let K be a full class of .c-structures such t,hat (5.1) is true for K. Given 
any relation symbol r of.c and a tuple 8 E AP(r), sel. 

Fg~ [r;8):= n{m E FeK21: 8 E r 2l }. 

Then we can prove the following. 

PROPOSITION 5.3.5. Let K be any full dass of .c-structures satisfying (5.1). Then 
K is protoalgebraic iff for all members 21 o( K, all relation symbols r E R and all 
tuples 8,b E AP(r), the condition 8 == b (021) implies Fg~ [r;a) = Fg~ [r;b). 
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Proo! Assume 1< is protoalgebraic. Fix a member 2l of 1< and a relation symbol r. 
Let n = p(r) and let a = (al, ... ,an),b = (b¡, ... ,bn ) be two arbitrary elements 
of An such that a == b (02l). For aH i::: n, define b¡ = (bl , ... ,b¡,a¡+l,'" ,an)j in 
particular, we have a = b o and b = b n . We claim that 

(5.2) Fg~ [rj b¡-d = Fg~ [rj b¡], for aH i > O. 

If this is true, then the forward implication foHows triviaHy. So let us prove (5.2). 
To this goal, we use 2.1.2 and the hypothesis that 1< is protoalgebraic. Then we 
obatin the foHowing chain of implications: 

a¡ == b¡ (02l) implies a¡ == b¡ (0!13) for all ~ E FeK2l 

implies ~ 1= 'TIzI ... 'TIzn_l(rzl ., . Z¡_l:r:Z¡ •.• Zn-l 

+-4 rZl ... Z¡_lYZ¡ ••• Zn-l) [a¡, b¡], for aH ~ E FeK21 

implies b¡-l E r!B iff b¡ E r!B, for aH ~ E Fe,,21 

implies Fg~ [rj b¡_l] = Fg~ [rj b¡]. 

To see the converse, let 21, ~ E 1< be such that 21 ~ ~. We are going to show 021 
is a congruence on ~. Consider any relation symbol r and let a, b be two tuples of 
length p(r) satisfying the conditions a E r!B and a == b (02l). Then we have that 
Fg~ [rjb] = Fg~ [rja] ~~. As a result, b E r!B. This finishes the proofofthe 
proposition. _ 

From Proposition 5.3.3 and Theorem 2.2.6 we easily obtain that protoalgebraic 
classes satisfy a generalized form of the Second Isomorphism Theorem of universal 
algebra. 

COROLLARY 5.3.6. For every protoalgebraic class 1< o[ C-structures, i[21,~ E K 
are such that 2l ~ ~ then 02l ~ 0!13 and (!13/02l)/(0!13/021) ~~ •. _ 

Related to the aboye coroIlary, we have the foHowing definition, which isolates 
the property that is mainly responsible for the distinctive algebraic character ofpro
toalgebraic quasivarieties; it consists precisely in satisfying a kind of "filter version" 
of the Correspondence Theorem of universal algebra. 

DEFINITION 5.3.7. A quasivariety 1< o[ C-structures is said to have the filter cor
respondence property (FCP for short) ir ror any 21, ~ E 1< and any reductive horno
rnorphisrn h: 21-,~, the rnapping~' t---- h- 1!l3' defines an isomorphism between 
Fex ~ and FeK2l with inverse 21' t---- h21'. 

The next theorem contains some different characterizations, very close in spirit, 
of protoalgebraic quasivarieties. Similar results are included in [7,12]. 

THEOREM 5.3.8. Let 1< be a quash'ariety ol C-structures. Then the following 
staternents are equivalent. 

(i) 1< is protoalgebraic. 
(ii) For all21,~ E 1< and all h: 2l-,!l3. h- 1h2l' =21' whenever21' E Fe,,21. 

(Hi) K has the FCP. 
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(iv) For all21, 23 E K and all h : 21-!B, h- 1hK21' = 21' V h- l 23 whenever 
21' E FeK21. 

Proo/. Assume K is protoalgebraic, and let 21,23 E k and h : 21-,23. Consider 
any 21' E FeK21. By Lemma 2.1.5, ](erh E Co21, so 5.3.3 gives ](erh E Co21'. 
Moreover, since h is strong, h-1!B = 21~21'. Hence, from Lemma 5.1.2(iii) we 
conclude that h- 1h21' = 21' and the implication from (i) to (ii) is proved. 

Suppose now (ii) and let us show (iii). Consider h : 21-,23, for 21,23 E K 
Clearly, the mapping 23' 1-+ h-1!B' from FeK23 into FeK21 is well defined and order
preserving. If 21' E FeK21 then (ii) says h-1h21' = 21', so that h21' E R(21') !; K 
Thus, 21' 1--+ h21' is also well defined and order-preserving, and consequently the 
cIass K has the FCP. 

Assume (iii) and let h : 21-!B for 21,!B E K Let 21' E FeK21. The incIusion 
21'Vh- l 23 ~ h- 1hK21' is clear, for 21' ~ h-1hK21' and 23 ~ hK21'. To show the reverse, 
we use that h is a reductive homomorphism from h-1!B onto 23. Then, 21'Vh- l 23 E 
FeKh- l 23, and so the FCP gives that h(21' V h-1!B) is a K-filter extension of !B 
such that h- 1h(21' V h-1!B) = 21' V h-1!l3. Therefore, since h21' ~ h(21' V h-1!B), we 
conclude h-1hK21' ~ h- 1h(21' V h-1!B) = 21' V h- l 23. So, the implication from (iii) 
to (iv) is proved. 

Let us finally see that (iv) entails (i). For this, assume 21,23 E K are such 
that 21~ 23. Consider the natural projection 1f' : 21-,21-. Since 23 E FeK21, (iv) 
implies that 1f'- l 1f'K23 = 23 V 1f'- 121-. Hence, as 1f' is a reductive homomorphism, 
23 ~ 1f'-11f'23 ~ 1f'- l 1f'K23 = 23, and consequently, 1f'- l 1f'K23 = 1f'-11f'23 = 23. We apply 
5.1.2(iii) and obtain ]( er 1f' = 021 E Co 23. As a result, 021 !; O!B. • 

Examples. The Correspondence Theorem of universal algebra is a particular case 
of the FCP obtained when K is taken to be the quasivariety 1<co; in this case, 
given {A, O} E 1<co, we have that FeK{A, O} ~ FeK{A, 0t. But, sin ce the Leibniz 
quotient of {A, O} is (AjO,ll.A/'), this means that [O, V' A] ~ Co AjO, where the 
isomorphism is given by the mapping f/J 1--+ f/JIO. 

A similar correspondence theorem can be obtained when we apply the preceding 
theorem to the protoalgebraic quasivariety 1<qo. For every .c-algebra A, define the 
set 

Qo A = {tP ~ A 2 
: tP is a quasi-order on A}. 

Then, if K = 1<qo and (A, O) is a member of K, the lattice FeK(A, O) is isomorphic 
to the sublattice [O, V' A] of Qo A, whereas FeK{A, 0t ~. Qo AIO nO-l. Thus the 
FCP says that 

[O, V' A] ~ Qo AjO n 0- 1 

by the mapping f/J 1--+ f/JjO nO-l. ; 

Certainly, the last characterization contributes significantIy to get sorne idea 
about the Dice properties that can be expected of protoalgebraic classes (quasiva
rieties) of structures. We are going to end this Section with sorne results which 
illustrate this point successfully. The first one expresses basically that, if K is a 
protoalgebraic cIass, then K- is a full reflective subcategory of K (this latter cat
egory with all surjective homomorphisms as arrows)19. An earlier version of this 

19For the notion of reftective nbcategory see, e.g., [80, p.8H]. 
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theorem can be found in [12, Thm.8.2]. 

THEOREM 5.3.9. Let K be any protoalgebraic class of C-structures, and let 21,!l3 
be members of K. Then every surjective homomorphism h : 21-!l3 induces a 
surjective homomorphism h* : 21* -93* of the respective Leibniz quotients, defined 
by a/o.2J. 1-+ ha/o.93. 

Proof. Certainly 21 ~ h-1!l3 and h maps strong homomorphically h-1!l3 onto !l3. 
Thus, by protoalgebraicity and 2.1.8(i), we have 0.21 ~ o.(h- 1!l3) = h-1mS. So h* 
is well defined and thus is an algebra homomorphism from A * onto B*. AIso, it is 
a hornomorphism of 21* onto !l3* since hr'J.° = (hr'J. )/0.93 ~ r!B /o.!l3 = r!B°, for all 
relation syrnbol r. _ 

The second one concerns the comrnutativity of the operators E and F and al
lows us to get a description, which holds in sorne cases, of the relative subvariety 
generated by a class. 

THEOREM 5.3.10. Let Q be a protoalgebraic class of C-structures, and let K be 
any subclass ofQ. Then EFQ(K) = FQE(K). 

Proof. The inclusion EFQ(K) ~ FQE(K) follows from 4.1.3(i). So, assume 21 E 
FQE(K). Let h : !l3 -,a: with a: E K and 21 E FeQ!l3. By 2.1.5, we know that 
K er h E Co!l3. Hence, as Q is protoalgebraic, K er h E Co 21. Thus we just need to 
apply the Homomorphism Theorem: a: ~ 93/ K er h ~ 21/ K er h. _ 

COROLLARY 5.3.11. Let Q be a protoalgebraic quasivariety of C-structures and K 
any subclass ofQ. Then KV n Q = ERFQSP(K). 

In particular, ifQ is itself a variety, then KV = ERFSP(K). _ 

The last corollary solves an open problem suggested in the preceding Chapter. 
Remember that in Section 4.5 we proved a generalized form of Birkhoff's Variety 
Theorem to describe the variety generated by a given class. From this result we 
derived immediately a characterization of the reduced variety generated by a class 
as the one that results by applying the operator F* ESP. The question was to 
find out sufficient conditions under which this operator is not distinct but coincides 
with F* S* P*. Now we are going to show that protoalgebraicity is enough¡ in 
other words, the assumption of protoalgebraicity guarantees a good behaviour of 
the operator F when passing from full to reduced semantics, as Proposition 4.1.5 
says that happens with the remaining operators. A special case of this result was 
proved in [12, Thm.11.1] following a different argumento Chapter 7 below contains 
improved forms of the Theorem (Corollaries 7.2.3 and 7.2.6). 

THEOREM 5.3.12. Let Q be a protoalgebraic quasivariety of C-structures, and Jet 
K be any subclass of Q. Then the reduced relative subvariety of Q* generated by 
K* is KV n Q* = FQS* P*(K*). 

In particular, ifQ isitselfa variety, then (KVr = F*S*P*(K*). 

Proof. By Corollary 4.5.3, we know that KV n Q* = LFQESP(K). So we must 
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prove 
LFQESP(K) = FQS· r(K·). 

It is easy to check that if <p is any atomic C-formulauniversally satisfied by all the 
members ofK, then <p is also satisfied by any structure in FQ(K), S·(K) and P"(K). 
Thus, using 4.1.5(i), FQS· P·(K·) ~ FQS· P·(K) ~ LFQESP(K). Let us see the 
opposite inclusion. By the preceding theorem, the operators E and FQ commute, 
and hence LFQESP(K) = FQSP(K). We claim that 

FQ(21) ~ FQL(21) 

holds for all 21 E Q. The proof is as follows. Let 21 be an element of Q, and let 
~ be any Q-filter extension of 21. Since Q is protoalgebraic, n21 E Co 93. Hence, 
21· ~ 93/021. Moreover, by 2.3.1, (93/021)" ::!! 23·. Thus, 23· E FQL(21) , as required. 

Now, using the claim, the desired inclusion foIlows immediately from Lemma 
4.1.5(i). _ 

The preceding theorem can be applied, for instance, to the quasivariety Kqo. 
Recall from Section 3.3 that, for any variety of C-algebras V, the reduced relative 
subvariety K;o,v of K~o is the class of all ordered V-algebras, so that in this case 
Theorem 5.3.12 amounts to a result of Bloom [14, Thm. 2.6] recently caIled Bloom's 
Order Variety Theorem [121, p. 271]. 

There are still other alternative characterizations of classes which are protoalge
braic. We shall give two more characterizations in subsequent chapters. 

5.4. Sorne Other Types oí Classes 

Another important property of the Leibniz operator that seems to provide a 
nice algebraic character of classes of structures, specialIy when passing to reduced 
semantics, concerns the connection between the Leibniz congruences of a structure 
and its substructures. Let 21, ~ be two C-structures such that 21 ~~. We are 
interested in those classes for which the expansion of the universe that occurs in 
passing from 21 to !l3 does not result into the distinction of two elements of the 
original universe A that were formerly identified. This carries us to introduce a 
second type of monotonicity of the n operator. 

DEFINITION 5.4.1. A {ulJ cJass K o{ C-structures is said to be semialgebraic i{ it is 
protoalgebraic and, in addition, O is ~-monotone in K, i.e, {or all21, 93 E K, 2! ~ ~ 
jmplies 021 ~ 023. 

PROPOSITION 5.4.2. For every first-order language C and every quasjvarjety Q o{ 
C-algebras, the classes Kqo,Q, Kpo, Q and KQ are semialgebraic. 

Proo/. Certainly, if21 = (A,O,t/J) E Kqo,Q then 021 = O and hence O is ~-monotone. 
The remaining cases are also immediate and their proof is omitted. _ 

Obviously, if C has no function symbol, Keq is semialgebraic, for it coincides 
with Kco. But in general, as it occurs with Kto but for different reasons, I<eq is 
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not ~-monotone. For a counterexample, consider once more the language of rings 
1:, = {+, ·,O} and let 

!B := ({~,+, ·,O}, Vz+ u Vz:). 

(~+ denotes the set of nonnegative integers and ~: the set of negative integers). 
Clearly 2l,!8 E 1<eq and n2l = Vz+. On the other hand, n!B = Az, for Az is the 
only congruence on B contained in V z+ U yo z:. Hence, 2l ~ !B but n2l i. n!8. 

It is still an open problem to obtain a characterization of the ~-monotonicity 
of the Leibniz operator in terms of a property of n as a mapping between (al
gebraic complete) lattices. The next result just ineludes an easy but interesting 
reformulation of the definition. 

PROPOSITION 5.4.3. A class K of I:,-structures is ~-monotone iff for all 2l, !8 E 1<, 
2l ~ !8 implies n2l = n!B n A 2 • 

Proof. Let 2l ~ !8 be two struct ures of 1<. By Lemma 2.1.6, n!8 nA 2 ~ n2l. Hence, 
if 1< is ~-monotone, n2l = n!B n A2. This proves the fOl"ward implication. The 
converse is elear. _ 

Recall from the preceding Section that protoalgebraic classes satisfy a general 
form of the Second Isomorphism Theorem of universal algebra (Corollary 5.3.6). 
Now, it is well worth noting that also a general form ofthe First Isomorphism The
orem holds for semialgebraic classes. So we can expect better algebraic properties 
of this type of classes, since most of the typical properties that set algebras apart 
from arbitrary structures derive from the Isomorphisms Theorems. 

PROPOSITION 5.4.4. Let 1< be a semialgebraic universal class of I:,-structures, and 
assume 2l,!B E K are such that 2l ~ 23. For every K-ñIter extension 23' of 23, if 
2l' = 23' r A then 

where A = {a : a == b (n!B') for some b E A} and 2i = !B' r A. 
Proof. The proof is an immediate consequence of 5.4.3 and 2.2.5. Note that the 
hypothesis of K being universal is required to ensure that 2l' and 2i are still members 
of 1<. _ 

We are not going to prove now other characterizations of semialgebraic classes 
as we did for protoalgebraic ones in the preceding Section. Let us observe however 
that Theorem 5.3.9 can be sharpened by assuming semialgebraicity, for we can take 
K to be the category with all homomorphisms as arrows (not only the surjective 
ones!) and then 1<* is still a full reflective subcategory of K. This easy property, 
which will be used later on (see the proof of Theorem 8.1.8), can be stated as 
follows. 

THEOREM 5.4.5. Let 1< be a semialgebraic universal dass of I:,-structures, and 
Jet 2l,!8 E 1<. Then every homomorphism h : 2l-23 induces a homomorphism 
h* : 2l* -23* of the respective Leibniz quotients, defined by a/nfJJ. ~ ha/n!B. 
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Proof. Let ct = ~ t hA. The structure ct is a member of the class K, for this is a 
universal class and thus closed under substructures. So, using Theorem 5.3.9, we 
have that h* : 21* -ct*. AIso, since K is S;;-monotone, Oct = O!B n C 2• Hence, we 
can apply the sublemma stated in the proof of 4.1.5. We conclude that cr- -~* by 
the natural embedding blOa:. 1--+ bIO!B. In conclusion, by composing appropiate 
maps, h* is a well defined homomorphism from 21* into !B* and thus the theorem 
is proved. _ 

Both kinds of monotonicity of the Leibniz operator considered so far can be ap
parently strengthened by a third property of O whose motivation is not so clear 
(that this is so follows from Theorem 7.2.3 below). The property is used to distin
guish a new category of well-behaved classes, this time quasivarieties. 

DEFINITION 5.4.6. A quasivariety K of C-structures is said to be algebraic ifO is 
join-continuous in K, i.e., ifO(UiE/!21¡) = UE/02l¡ for any C-algebra A and any 
~-directed system {21¡ : i E I} of K-structures on A. 

A last kind of quasivarieties that can be distinguished for the algebraic character 
they exhibit is obtained by assuming an additional property on the Leibniz operator, 
considered as a mapping between algebraic complete lattices. We take account of 
these quasivarieties again in Chapter 10 with the notion of algebraizable deductive 
system [8]. 

DEFINITION 5.4.7. A quasivariety K of C-structures is said to be purely algebraic 
ifO isjoin-continuous in K and, moreover, one-one when restricted to the set KA, 
for any C-algebra A 

The aboye distinction of several categories of classes of structures (without equal
ity) on the base of the Leibniz operator can be found explicit for the first time in 
a paper by Blok and Pigozzi [12] which works out an approach to the study of 
algebraic semantics for deductive systems. So not only the first examples of pro
toalgebraic classes were given in the context of general sententiallogic, as we already 
noted in Section 5.3, but also the first examples for the remaining special classes 
can be found in several papers on algebraic logic. For instance, when the language 
has just one relation symbol (of arity 1), semialgebraic classes correspond to the 
model classes of a special type of deductive systemsj see [12, Thm.13.13]. We shall 
come back to this point in the last Chapter20 • 

20We could have adopted the common tenninology in algebraic logic to reCer to the different 
types oC classes. But several reasons leads us not to Col1ow this option, the main one being that 
BUch a tenninology is inspired in certain Byntactical characterizations oC these classes that are not 
known to hold in our broader contexto Anyway, although the tenninology we have adopted here 
has no convincing justification, it has the advantage oC expressing the Cundamental idea that there 
exists a hlerarmy among classes oC structures relying on the exhibition or not oC sorne oC the nice 
Ceatures oC clasBes oC algebras. 



6. Subdirect Representation Theory 
for Structures 

The representation of algebras as direct or subdirect products was extensivély 
studied in the 1940's and 50's by many authors; see, e.g., [5,6,50,60]. Quite prob
ably, the main and more influential result on this decomposition problem was the 
result obtained by Birkhoff [5], which, concerning the cIass of all algebras of a 
fixed similarity type, fashioned the familiar subdirect representation theory so use
fuI in universal algebra. Not very later, this result was improved by Mal'cev [86]; 
he pointed out the interest of having an analogous result for narrower or broader 
classes, and established a relativized version of Birkhoff's theorem, this time avail
able not only for cIasses of algebras but for a wide range of cIasses of structures 
over arbitrary first-order languages with equality. 

The aim of this Chapter is to examine Mal'cev's result when we consider general 
languages without equality and state appropiate versions for both the full and 
the reduced semantics. The resulting theorem (Theorem 6.1.8) can be applied 
in the same way as one uses Birkhoff's Theorem to understand the structure of 
algebras in a given cIass, i.e., by identifying the (relatively) subdirectly irreducible 
members of the cIass. In this sense, we also investigate the characterization of 
relatively subdirectly irreducible members of certain cIasses of structures in the 
style of Jónsson's Theorem [67] on congruence-distributive varieties. 

6.1. Relative Subdirect Representations 

Let K be any cIass of .c-structures and consider an arbitrary .c-structure 21. A 
congruence-filter pair 0121 relative io K, or simply a K-congruence-filter pair 01 
21, is any pair (23, O) such that !B E Fel(21 and O E Co 2321 • The set of all K
congruence-filter pairs of 21 is denoted by CJ-,:.21; by virtue of Theorem 5.1.1, it 
forms an inductive cIosure system iff K is a quasivariety. In the case .c has equality, 
congruence-filter pairs of a structure 21 are of the form (!B, AB) for 23 E Fel(21, 
and hence they naturally identify with the K-filter extensions of 21. AIso, if .c has 
no other relation symbol except the equality, the notion of relative filter extension 

21 A non-relativized ronn or trus notion first appeared in Nelson [93. p.34] under the name or 
relation kernel. See also [56]. [120]. 
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becomes superflous and the preceding definition of congruence-filter pair can be 
conveniently replaced by the usual notion of congruence on an algebra. 

An .c-structure 21 i~ said to be subdirectly representable relative to K if 21 E 
P,d(K). One of the main results in the Chapter will state that under certain natural 
conditions each member of a class K is subdirectly representable relative to K. The 
following result is fundamental for this purpose; in particular, it shows that the role 
congruences on algebras play in the corresponding subdirect representation theory 
is now performed by congruence-filter pairs. 

PROPOSITION 6.1.1. Let K be any full class ol.c-structures and let !B¡ E K, for 
i El. Then 21 is isomorphic to a subdirect product ol {23¡ : i E l} iff there exists a 
corresponding system {(21¡,0¡) : i E I} olK-congruence-filter pairs ol21 such that 

(i) nel(21¡,O¡} = (21,~A); 
(ii) 21¡f0¡ ~!B¡ lor all i E l. 

Proof. Assume h : 21 -,d TI¡el!B¡ for 23¡ E K. Let 7r¡ denote the natural projection 
of TI¡el!B¡ onto !B¡ and let 21¡ = (7r¡ o h)-I23¡. Since 7r¡ is onto, 21¡ E E(23¡) ~ K, 
and thus 21¡ E Fe,,21 (we do not assume 21 E K!). Moreover, given an n-ary relation 
symbol r and arbitrary elements al, ... ,an E A, we have 

(al! ... , an) E n¡er r~i ift' (hal"'" han) E rniEl !Bi 

ift' (hal"'" han) E rh~ ift' (al,"" an) E r~, 

for by 2.1.5 h is strong. Rence neI 21¡ = 21. Let us take O¡ = K er(7r¡ oh), for i E l. 
We know that O¡ ECo 21¡, so the Homomorphism Theorem says 21¡fO¡ ~ !B¡ for all 
i. Finally nel O¡ = ~A, for h is an embedding by assumption. So the implication 
from left to right is proved. 

For the converse, consider the mapping h : A -,d TI¡el AjO¡ defined by ha = 
(ajO¡: i El), and suppose (i)-(ii) hold. By (i), h is a subdirect embedding of 
the algebra A into TI¡er AjO¡, so it is enough to see that h21 ~ TI¡el21¡fO¡. Let 
r be an n-ary relation symbol. Using (i) and the fact that h is injective, we have 
rh~ = n¡elhr~i. Hence, for all al, ... ,an E TI¡eIAjO¡, with aj:= (a¡jjO¡: i E l) 
for 1 ::::; j ::::; n, we have 

(al, ... ,an) E rh~ ift' (aH, .. " a¡n) E r~; for all i E l. 

But the last condition is equivalent to (al, ... ,an ) E rniEl ~;/(Ji. So h21 ~ TIiel21¡fO¡ 
and the proof is finished. _ 

From this proposition we can draw several interesting properties. The first one 
is a generalization of a result due to Mal'cev [86, Thm.2]. 

COROLLARY 6.1.2. An full class K ol.c-structures is closed under P.d iff KA is 
closed under arbitrary intersections, lor all .c-algebra A. _ 

The result analogue to 6.1.1 for reduced semantics is the following. 

COROLLARY 6.1.3. Given a full class K of .c-structures, a reduced .c-structure 2l 
and a system {!B¡: i E l} of reduced members of K, we have 2l -,d TI¡el!B¡ iff 
there exist 21¡ E Fe,,21, for i E 1, such that 
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(j) n¡EI21¡ = 21; 
(ji) 2l¡ ::! !S¡, for each i E l. 

Proof. Once more assume h : 21-,d TI¡EI!S¡ for !S¡ reduced structures of K, and 
let 21¡ = (1r¡Oh)-l!S¡. By the proaf of6.1.1, the necessity will be proved ifwe verify 
that K er (1r¡ oh) = f221¡. But this is an easy consequence of the assumption that 
!S¡ is reduced and 1r¡ oh: 2l¡ -,!S¡ for all i. Indeed, the Homomorphism Theorem 
says 21¡f K er (1r¡oh) ~ 23¡. This means that the quotient 2l¡f K er (1r¡oh) is reduced. 
So, by virtue of the Correspondence Theorem stated in 2.2.7, Ker (1r¡ oh) = f221¡, 
as required. 

For the converse, we have that the intersection n¡EI f221¡ is a congruence on 
21, for n¡EI21¡ = 21. Hence, since 21 is reduced, n¡EI f221¡ = ~A, and thus the 
implication follows trivially from 6.1.1. • 

Let us notice that in the proofs of the preceding Corollary and Proposition 6.1.1, 
the hypothesis of K being a full class is only used to show the forward implications. 
In fact, the hypothesis can be removed but then we obtain weaker results of the 
forecoming resultsj namely, we cannot guarantee that the filter extensions 2l¡ of 21 
are relative to K. This observation is going to be used in the proofs of Propositions 
6.1.4 and 6.1.5 below. 

Let K be any class of C-structures (not necessarily full). A nontrivial 21 E K 
is (complete/y) subdirectly irreducible relative to K ir h : 2l-,d TI¡EI21¡ with 21¡ E 
K for all i E 1 implies 1r¡ oh: 2l-,21¡ (1r¡ oh: 21 ::! 2l¡) for sorne i. The 
class of all relatively (completely) sudirectly irreducible members of K is denoted 
by KRSI (KRCSI), and their elements are called RSI (RCSI) for short, omitting 
any mention to the class K, which is always clear from contextj KMI and KRCSI 
are shortened notations to mean (KRSI)* and (KRcSI)* respectively. These classes 
must be distinguished from the one formed of the relatively subdirectly irreducible 
members of K*, i.e., (K*)RSI. By virtue of the Homomorphism Theorem, the latter 
class coincides with (K* )RCS¡' for a reduced structure is RSI iff it is RCSI. This 
equivalence does not hold any longer for arbitrary non-reduced structuresj we give 
an easy counterexample a few paragraphs below. The following lemma summarizes 
the relationship between all the forecoming classes without any assumption on K. 

LEMMA 6.1.4. For any class K of C-structures, the followjng holds: (K*)RSI = 
(K* )RCSI ~ KRCSI ~ KMI · 

Proof. The equality (K*)RSJ = (K*)RCSJ and the inclusion KRCSJ ~ KRSJ are clear. 
Let us see that the relatively subdirectly irreducible members of K* are also com
pletely subdirectly irreducible relative to K. For this, take 21 E (K·)RSI and let 
h : 2l-.d TI¡EI21¡, with 2li E K for all i E l. Consider the mapping k from TIiEI 21¡ 
onto TI¡EI 21; given by 

.(a¡ : i E l) 1-+ (a; : i El). 

We claim that k o h is a subdirect embedding from 21 into TI¡EI21¡. Indeed, the 
compositions of k oh with the natural projections are clearly surjective. Moreover, 
since k and h are strong homomorphisms (the latter for being a subdirect embed
ding!), k o h is strong, and thus h21 is a substructure of TI¡EI21¡, by virtue of 1.2.2. 
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AIso, ](er(koh) is a congruence on m, this time by 2.1.5. So the hypothesis that m 
is reduced entails ]( er (k oh) = ~A. In conclusion, k o h is one-one, and the clairn 
is proved. The situation is reflected in the next cornrnutative diagrarn, where the 
onto homomorphisrns are natural projections. 

11", 

-- mi 

Apply now that m is subdirectly cornpletely irreducible relative to K*. We obtain 
that, for sorne i E 1, the cornposition 1I'j o k o h is an isomorphisrn between m and 
21;. But 1I'j o k o h = p¡ o 11'¡ o h and hence 

](er (1I'i o h) ~ ](er('P¡ o 'Pi oh) = J(er(1I'~ o k o h) = ~A. 

So, 11'¡ oh is a bijective hornornorphisrn. It rernains to see that 11'¡ oh is strong. But 
this follows from the next chain of equivalen ces: for all r E R and all a E AP(r) , 

a E r'3 iff (11': o k o h)(a) E r'3¡ 

iff (p¡ o 11'¡ o h)(a) E r'3¡ iff (1I'i o h)(a) E r'3¡ .• 

The next proposition states a characterization of the relatively subdirectly irre
ducible mernbers of a given class of structures that extends trivially the one obtained 
by Birkhoff for subdirectly irreducible algebras; in this generalization, the role of 
congruences is perforrned by the relational part of structures. It is also an easy 
consequence of 6.1.1. 

PROPOSITION 6.1.5. Let K be any class of C-structures (not necessarily full) and 
let m E K be nontrivial. Then the following staternents are equivalent. 

(i) 2l is subdirectly irreducible relative to K. 
(ii) For any 21¡ E Fe,,21, i E J, the condition ne¡21¡ = m irnplies 21 = 21¡ for 

sorne i E l. 
(iii) There exist an r E R and an elernent a E AP(r) such that a fÍ. r'3 but 

a E r!B for a11 !.B E Fe,,21. 

Proof. Let m¡ E Fe,,21, i E l. be such that 21 = ne¡21¡. As ~A is a congruence 
on 21¡ for all i, the proof of6.1.1 says h: 21-,dI1¡E121¡, where ha = (a: i E J). 
Consequently, if m E KRSI then 11'¡ oh: 21-,21; for sorne i, and thus 21 = 21¡. This 
proves the implication frorn (i) to (ii). 

Suppose now that (ii) holds. Lel 210 = n{21 E Fe,,21 : !.B =F m}. Since 210 must 
be different from m, there exists an r E R such that r'3 ::f. r'30. Thus (iii) follows 
trivially from the fact that 210 ~!.B for all !.B E Fe ,,21 \ {m}. 

Let us prove finally thal (iii) enlails (i). If h : 21-,d I1¡e¡!.B¡ for !.B¡ E K, by 
6.1.1 again we have that 2l = n¡EI21¡, where 21¡ = (11'; o h)-l!.B¡ E Fe,,2l, for all 
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i E l. Thus (iii) implies 21 = 21; for sorne i, and therefore 11'; oh: 21-,23;. So 
21 E KRSI, as required. _ 

The preceding proposition and the fact that (K·) RSI = (K·)RCSI suggest the 
notion ofrelatively subdirectly irreducible structure, and not that ofrelatively com
pletely subdirectly irreducible structure, is the proper generalization of subdirectly 
irreducible algebras when we consider general first-order languages without equal
ity. The subdirect representation theorem available for fu11 semantics (see Theorem 
6.1.8 below) will convince us of that. Actua11y, in order to obtain a characterization 
of RCSI nonreduced structures, it is not enough to think of the relational part of 
sructures as playing the role of congruences, but we must use the forecoming no
tion of congruence-filter pairo The fo11owing is no more than a direct consequence 
of Proposition 6.1.1. 

COROLLARY 6.1.6. Let K be any class o[ C-structures (not necessarily full) and let 
21 E K be non trivial. Then 21 is subdirectly completely irreducible relative to K jff 
[or all (21;, O;) E C Jx.21 such that (\eI(21;, O;) = (21, AA), we have (21, AA) = (21;0;) 
for sorne i E l. _ 

As in Proposition 6.1.5, we do not require K to be a fu11 dass in the preceding 
Coro11ary, so both results may be applied to characterize subdirectly (completely) 
irreducible structures relative to reduced classes. AIso, observe that if we assume 
KA is dosed under arbitrary intersections, for a11 C-algebra A (for instance, if K is 
dosed under P,d, cf. Coro11ary 6.1.2), then we have the fo11owing equivalences: 21 
is RSI iff FeK21 \ {21} has a minimum element, whereas 21 is RCSI iff CJx.21 \ {21} 
has a minimum elemento 

The fo11owing necessary condition for a structure to be completely subdirectlY 
irreducible relative to a full class is interesting, for it involves the lattice of con
gruences instead of the lattice of congruence-filter pairs and must be added to the 
necessary condition that follows from 6.1.5. 

PROPOSITION 6.1.7. Given any [ull class K o[ C-structures and a non trivial 21 E K, 
if 21 is subdirectly completely irreducible relative to K then Co21 \ {AA} has a 
minimum element, i.e., [or all O¡ E Co21, i E 1, the condition n¡eI O¡ = AA jmplies 
O¡ = AA for sorne i El. 

Proo!. Assume Co21\ {AA} has no minimum elemento Then nCo21\ {AA} = AA' 
So, using 6.1.1, h : 21-,d TI'¡t!A ... 21/0, where ha = (a/O: O =1 AA)' But none of 
the projections 'Ir, : 21-,21/0 is injective if O #:- AA. Consequently, as K is full, 
21/0 E K and 21 is not completely subdirectly irreducible relative to K. -

We can apply 6.1.7 to gi\'t' an easy example that shows RSI non-reduced struc
tures are not in general ReSI; once more, the example is one in the type with sorne 
operations (maybe none) and jusl one relation, of arity 2. Concretely, consider the 
class Kco and let A be a non subdirectly irreducible algebra of the appropriate sim
ilarity type. Then (A, V' A) is non-reduced and, by 6.1.5, is subdirectly irreducible 
relative to Kco. On the other hand, 21 f/. (Kco)RCSI, since Co21 = CoA and A has 
been taken to be not subdirectly irreducible. 
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We are ready to establish the Subdirect Representation Theorem Cor Cull and 
reduced semantics. The minimal requirements on the class oC structures that are 
needed in order to have such a subdirect decomposition into relatively subdirectly 
irreducible members were discovered by Mal'cev [86, Thm.3]. 

THEOREM 6.1.8 (Subdirect Representation Theorem). Let K be any full class oE 
L',-structures satisfying that KA is closed under the union of ~-chains, Eor all A. 
Then the Eollowing holds: 

(i) K ~ P,d(KRSI), i.e., every structure of K is isomorphic to a subdirect 
product oE members of K that are subdirectly irreducible relative to K. 

(ii) K· ~ P'·d(KRs1 ), i.e., every structure of K· is isomorphic to the Leib
niz quotient of a subdirect product oE reduced members oE K that are 
subdirectly irreducible relative to K. 

Proo/. (i) Let 21 E K and define A := ((r,a): r E R,a E Aor(r) and a ~ r 21 }. 

For each (r, a) E A, choose an 2l(r, a) E Fe K21 that is maximal with respect to the 
property a ~ r21(r,a); since KA is closed under unioos of ~-chains, for all A, we can 
apply Zorn's lemma and such a filter extension exists. It is easy to veriCy that 

n(r,a)E~ 21(r,a) = 21. 

So, by 6.1.1, 2l >-+,d n(r,a)E~ 21(r, a). Moreover, the definition oC 21(r, a) and 6.1.5 
say that 21(r, a) is subdirectly irreducible relative to K. ThereCore 21 E P,d(KRS1 ). 

(ii) It Collows directly Crom part (i) and Proposition 4.1.5(ii) .• 

Remark. By the aboye, the Subdirect Representation Theorem holds whenever K 
is assumed to be a full class and to satisCy that 

(6.1) KA is closed under unions oC ~-chains, for all A. 

This is in accordance with Mal'cev's conditions for languages with equality (see the 
remark Collowing [86, Thm. 3]), Cor in this case we know that the full classes are the 
ones closed under isomorphisms. -l 

Certainly, by virtue oC 5.1.1, the Subdirect Representation Theorem stated aboye 
holds in particular for arbitrary quasivarieties. We shall see, however, that by im
posing sorne more restrictions on K, part (ii) can be slightly improved and conse
quently K· acquires a nicer structure theory (Theorem 6.2.2 below). On the other 
hand, it is not difficult to find examples of other full classes K that are not quasi
varieties but of where the Subdirect Representation Theorem holds, because they 
still satisCy (6.1). The Collowing result describes a sufficient condition Cor K to be 
oC this sort. 

PROPOSITION 6.1.9. lf K is an elementary class of L',-structures axiomatized by 
positive and/or universal sentences, then K satisfies condition (6.1). 

Proof. Remember that a sen ten ce is called positive iC it is oC the Corm 

QIXl ... Qk x k(ll(Xl, ... ,Xk), 
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where Q¡ are arbitrary quantifiers and 4>(Zl, ... ,Z1:) is a quantifier-free formula 
constructed from atomic expressions with the aid of the connectives V and 1\ only. 
Let us show that positivp. and universal &en ten ces are preserved under unions of ~
chains. The statement for positive sen ten ces follows trivially from the next claim: 
if ¡P is a positive formula, 21:;(~, 9 : Te" -A and 21 F ¡P [g], then ~ F ¡p [g]. The 
claim is proved by an obvious induction on ¡Pi we take the atomic case and the 
passage from ¡p to 3z¡p as examples. Suppose first that ¡p := nl ... in for some 
.c-terms tb ... ,tn. Since 21F¡p[g], we have (hil, ... ,htn) E r~. Hence, 21:;(~ 
implies (hi l , ... ,htn) E r2! and consequently ~ F ¡p [g]. Now assume the claim for 
¡p, and suppose that 21F3z¡p[g]. Let b be an element ofthe common universe of21 
and ~ for which 21F ¡p [g(z/b)]. By the induction hypothesis ~ F ¡p [g(z/b)] , so that 
~ F 3z¡p [g], as desired. 

The proof of the statement for universal &entences is in very much the same 
manner and so it is omitted. _ 

Ezamples. There is a big amount of interesting classes to which the aboye proposi
tion can be applied to conclude the validity of the Subdirect Representation The
ore m for them. Examples of such classes that arise in the algebra context are 
provided by Mal'cev [86], who was aware of the property contained in 6.1.9: rings 
without zero divisors, rings embeddable in skewfields, torsion free groups,... We 
know these cases are DOt immediately covered by Birkhoff's Theorem because ha
momorphic images of rings without zero divisors, e.g., may DOt be without zero 
divisors. Other exemples of where the Subdirect RepresentatioD Theorem holds 
and which also are not a consequence of Birkhoff's Theorem are the class "qo 

and, for instance, its subclasses of directed quasi-ordered algebras or totally quasi
ordered algebras, i.e., pairs (A,9) such that 9 is a quasi-order on A and satisfies 
respectively the conditions: (1) for all a, b E A there exists a e E A such that age 
and bOcj (2) for all o, b E A, oOb or bOo. -i 

To close this Section, it is worth noting that when applied to lattices as ordered 
sets (i.e., members of the class "~o in the case .c has no function symbol), our 
structure theory need not yield the usual Subdirect RepresentatioD Theory for 
lattices as algebras. ror example, the lattice N5 illustrated bellow is Dontrivially 
subdirectly representable relative to "~o' for it decomposes in the following way: 

a' a' b 

b = n 
a a b 

o O O 
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Besides, it is nontrivially subdirectly irreducible relative to the narrower class of 
aH rnernbers of K~o that are lattices, i.e., that satisfy the next additional axioms: 

VxVy3z(:-{x, z) 1\ rey, z) 1\ Vu(r(x, u) 1\ "(y, u) -r(z, u)), 

VxVy3z(r(z, x) 1\ r(z, y) 1\ Vu(r(u, x) 1\ r(u, y) -r(u, z)), 

However, as an algebra it is easy to see that Ns has no non trivial subdirect repre
sentation. This surprising fact sirnply shows that the structure theory we describe 
here strongly depends on the language; narnely, there exist two classes, defined over 
distinct languages, that exhibit the sarne logical properties but whose structure the
ories do not coincide (take K to be the subclass of K* rnentioned aboye and K' the 
class Kv, where Vis the variety of lattices as algebras)22. 

6.2. Structure Theory for Protoalgebraic Classes 

A rernarkable point in the development of a structure theory for a class K of 
structures defined without equality is that we can obtain better properties of the 
reduced class K* by irnposing sorne restrictions on K of the type considered in 
Chapter 5, i.e., restrictions on the Leibniz operator. Certainly, the rnonotonicity of 
the n operator with respect to ~ has not been a necessary requirrnent for the results 
stated so faro However, as we already suggested, this assurnption is needed when 
we try to obtain a generalization of sorne other universal algebraic results, as we 
want now to do. Partly, this is due to the fact that relative subdirect irreducibility 
is not in general preserved under expansions, though it really is under reductions. 
In this Section and the following we put our attention basically on quasivarieties of 
structures. To start with, the next proposition contains a property of fuH classes 
that is going to be used later and clarifies the preceding cornrnent. 

PROPOSITION 6.2.1. Let K be any fuJ/ class ol L;-structures. lf21,23 E K are such 
that 23 is a reduction of21, then 21 E KRSI irnplies 23 E KRSI. The converse is true 
if K is protoalgebraic. 

Proof. Suppose that h : 21-.23 and Jet {~¡ : i E I} be a farnily of rnernbers of KB 
such that 23 = n¡E¡23¡. Since K is full, 21; = h- 1!B; E FeK21. So the strongness of 
h says that 21 can be expressed as the intersection of sorne of its K-filter extensions: 

21 = h- 1!B = h- 1(n El 23¡) = ner21¡. 

Therefore, 21 E KRSI entails 21 = 21¡ for some i, and hence 23 = hh- l 21 = 23., for h 
is surjective. Thus the first irnplication follows frorn Proposition 6.1.5. 

To see the converse, assurne 21 = n.O 21¡ for 21¡ E FeK21. By 5.3.8, we have 
that h- 1h21; = 21; for aH i (for this, we do not need K to be a quasivariety). 
Consequen tly, 

22 An interesting structure theory Cor ord~~d aela distinct from the one provided here is devel
oped by Duffus and Rival [42]. It differs 5ubslanlially Crom Ourll, Cor it adds to the idea oC subdirect 
representation the concept oC retraction as a lIubslÍlute oC the common homomorphisms. 
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The surjectivity of h entails !l3 = niel h21¡. Thus, if!l3 E KRSI we have !l3 = h21¡ 
for sorne i. As a result, 21 = 21¡, and Proposition 6.1.5 finishes the proof. _ 

Theorern 6.1.8(ii) can be sharpened for full classes that are also protoalgebraic 
quasivarieties, in the sense that KnsJ can be replaced by the narrower subclass 
(K*) RCSJ; cf. Lernrna 6.1.4. 

THEOREM 6.2.2. lE K is a protoalgebraic quasivariety oE .c-structures, then K* ~ 
P.d«K*)RCSI), i.e., every structure oE K* is isomorphic to a subdirect product of 
relatively completely subdirectly irreducible members ofK*. 

Proof. Let 21 be an elernent of K*. By part (i) of 6.1.8, there exist a set 1 and 
an structure 21i E KRSI for i E 1 such that h : 21-.d TI¡el21¡ for sorne h. Thus, 
reasoning as in the proof of 6.1.4,21 can be subdirectly ernbedded into the product 
TIiel21¡. It suffices to show that 21¡ belongs to (K*)RSI. First of all observe that the 
lattice FeK21i has a srnallest proper elernent, by 6.1.5. AIso, as K is protoalgebraic, 
Theorern 5.3.8 entails that FeK21¡ is isornorphic to FeK21;. Hence, FeK21¡ also has 
a srnallest elernent. So the desired condition follows frorn 6.1.5. _ 

Given a quasivariety K, a structure 21 E K is said to be (finitely) meet prime 
in FeK!l3 if no mi ~ 21, where {21i : i E I} is a (finite) systern of K-filter exten
sions of !l3, irnplies 21i ~ 21 for sorne i E 1. Note that, by Proposition 6.1.5, 21 is 
(finitely) rneet prime in FeK21 iff 21 is (finitely) subdirectly irreducible relative to 
K. This equivalence, however, does not hold in general. Certainly, if 21 is (finitely) 
rneet prime in FeK!l3, for sorne !l3 such that !l3 ~21, then it is (finitely) subdirectly 
irreducible relative to K. But the converse is true only if the lattice FeK!l3 is dis
tributive; in this case, nel21i ~ 21 irnplies 21 = 21 V (niel21;) = n el(21 V 21i), and 
consequently the subdirect irreducibility of 21 relative to K entails 21 = 21 V mi, Le., 
mi ~ 21, for sorne i E 1. 

LEMMA 6.2.3. Assume K is a quasivariety oE .c-structures. Letel:¡ E K for i E 1, 
and !l3 ~ TIiel el:¡. Then, iE21 E FeK!l3 is finitely meet prime in FeK!l3, there exists 

an ultrafilter U on 1 such that ([}I r B ~ 21, where ([}I = TI~el el:¡. 

ProoJ. Suppose r~ #; B n for sorne n-ary relation syrnbol ro E R; otherwise, every 
ultrafilter U on 1 satisfies the desired condition ([}I r B ~ 21. For each J ~ 1, if 'lrJ 

denotes the natural projection frorn TIiel el:¡ onto TIjeJ Q:j , let 

Q:J := 1I'j'1(njeJ Q:j), 

!l3J := Q:J lB, 
U := {J E Sb(1) : !l3 J ~ 21}, 

where J rneans 1\ J. Note that!l3J E FfK!l3 for all J E Sb(I). We clairn that U 

is a proper filter. Indeed, we have that r~ i = en and hence r~ ¡ = B n i= r lll
. So 

1 E U. Assurne now J E U and J ~ 1\. Clearly.Q:J~Q:K' and thus !l3J~!l3K' 
Hence !l3 J ~ m irnplies !l3 K ~ 21, Le., I{ E U. Let us see U is closed under finite 
intersections. Consider J,]( E U. SinC'{' K is a quasivariety, , , 

!l3J E SEP(K) ~ K, 
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for aH J E Sb(l). So, as lB;¡ ~ 21, !l3 K ~ 21 and 21 is finitely meet prime in FeKlB, 
we have lB J n lB i( ~ 21. It suffices to verify that !l3 ¡ n lB i( = lB ¡ni(' But this is 
an easy consequence from the definitions involved: for each rE R, if p(r) = n, 

rl!.¡ n rl!.j( = {a E en : (ajl,'" ,ajn) E rl!.j for all i fI. J and 

(akl, ... , akn) E rl!.· for aH k fI. K} 

= {a E en: (ajl, ... ,ajn) E rl!.j for aH i EJU K} = rl!.JnK, 

wherea = (al,,,. ,an). This proves U is afilter. AIso, since!ti = TIiEll!¡, we 
have lBi = lB ~ 21 and consequently 0 fI. U, i.e., U is proper. So the proof of the 
claim is finished. 

Consider now an ultrafilter U containing U. Given an n-ary relation symbol r 
and elements al, ... , a n E TIiEl ei, 

(al, ... , a n) E r UJEU I!.J iff there is a J E U such that (aj1,"" ajn) E rl!.j for i E J 

iff {i El: (aH, ... ,ain) E rl!.,} E U 

iff (al,'" ,an) E ~l rl!:¡. 

Therefore, UJEU!tJ = rt'Ellt¡. On the other hand, if J E U then J fI. U and hence 
J ft U, Le., lBJ ~21. As a result, rtfI tB = UJEu !l3J ~21 .• 

The foHowing theorem can be viewed as an analogue for protoalgebraic qua
sivarieties of the weH known result of Jónsson [3,67] characterizing the finitely 
subdirectly irreducible algebras in the variety generated by a set K of algebras, 
provided the variety is congruence-distributive. Of course, in the present case the 
theorem splits into two parts, one concerning the full semantics and the other the 
reduced semantics. If K is any class of C-structures, KRFSI means the class of all 
finitely subdirectly irreducible structures relative to K, i.e., those members 21 of K 
for which 21 = r\<n 21i with 21i E K implies 21 = 21i for sorne i $ n (or equivalently, 
h : 21-,d TIi<n 2Ii implies 'l!'i oh: 21-,21i for sorne i). Note that KRSl ~ KRFSl 
for each K. -

THEOREM 6.2.4. Let Q be a protoalgebraic quasivariety oi C-structures. Tbe 
iolJowing bolds lor any subclass K ~ Q. 

(i) (KQ)RFSI ~ ERSPu(K). 
(ii) (KQ)itFSI ~ S· P:(K·). 

Proof. (i) Let 21 be finitely subdirectly irreducible relative to KQ. By 4.4.2 and 4.4.4, 
KQ = ERSPPu(K) ~ Q, so there exist a It¡ E Pu(K), with i E 1, a substructure 
lB ~ TIiEll!¡ and homomorphisms h : lB -,~, 9 : 21-,~. Now 21 is finitely 
subdirectly irreducible relative to KQ and therefore lB is also finitely subdirectly 
irreducible relative to KQ, by 6.2.1. Hence, as lB is the smaHest KQ-filter extension 
of lB, lB is finitely meet prime in FeKQ!l3. So we can apply Lemma 6.2.3 by taking 
21 as lB; we conclude that there is an ultrafilter U on 1 Buch that rtfI t B ~ lB. Thus, 
lB = rtfI t B. AIso we know that, by definition of rtfI, the natural projection from 
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([}' onto the ultraproduct TIiEI ~/U is a reductive homomorphism. As a result, 
4.1.1 and 4.1.2(i) say that 

Finally, 21 E ER(23) ~ ERESPu (1<) = ERSPu (1<), as desired. 
(ii) We apply part (i) and repeat the proof of 4.2.2(ii) .• 

The special case of this theorem for quasivarieties of algebras was first proved by 
Dziobiak [44], whereas earlier versions for classes of structures other than algebras 
can be found in [12, Thm. 9.6] and [34, Thm. m.S]. 

Notice that the assumption offilter-distributivity is not required in the previous 
resulto The aim in the next Section is precisely to give another analogue of J ónsson's 
Theorem, which does require filter-distributivity and is much closer in spirit to the 
original resulto 

6.3. Relative Filter-Distributivity and Generalized 
J ónsson '5 Theorem 

A quasivariety 1< of .c-structures is said to be relative filter-distributive (RFD for 
short) if Fe)(21 is a distributive lattice for all 21 E 1<; equivalently, IKA is distributive 
for all .c-algebra A. Actually, the assumption of 1< being a quasivariety entails a 
stronger condition on the lattices of relative filter extensions: if 23 E Fe)(21 and 
{2l¡ : i E I} E Fe)(21, then 

Relative filter-distributivity in the sense we have just defined was first considered 
by Dzik and Suszko [43], and it seems to be the most fruitfull generalization to 
classes of structures of the concept of congruence-distributivity in universal algebra 
(take 1< to be any subclass of 1<co and observe that RFD amounts to such concept!). 
There is, however, another feasible generalization, namely, the one we obtain by 
looking at the relative congruences on a structure defined in Section 5.2 as another 
extension of the notion of congruence on an algebra. But we shall not enter into 
this subject until Chapter 9 below. 

The following is an easy but interesting characterization of RFD protoalgebraic 
quasivarieties inspired in a result of Blok and Pigozzi [7]. 

THEOREM 6.3.1. Let 1< be a protoalgebraic quasivariety of .c-structures. Then the 
following statements are equivalent. 

(i) 1< is RFD. 
(ji) For all21, 23 E 1< and all h : 21-23, the mappjng h)( : Fe)(21-Fe)(23 is a 

surjective lattice homomorphism. 
(iii) For all 21,23 E 1< and all h : 21-23, the mapping h)( : Fe)(21-Fe)(23 is a 

meet-homomorphism. 
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Proof. Assume that J< is RFD, and let h : 21-23 for 21, ~ E J<. The mapping 
hlf. : Felf.21-Felf.23 is c1early surjective, for if~' E Felf.~ then hh-1~' = ~'. 
Consider two J<-filter extensions 210,211 of 21. By Theorem 5.3.8, we have 

h-1hlf.(210 n 2(1) = (210 n 2(1) V h-123 = (210 V h-123) n (211 V h-1~) 

= h-1hlf.210 n h-1hlf.211 = h-1(hlf.210 n hlf.21d. 

Thus, applying hlf. to both sides of the equality and using 5.1.2(ü), we get "1f.(210 n 
2(1) = hlf.21o n hlf.211 , which says that hlf. is a meet-homomorphism. AIso, 

h-1hlf.(210 V21d = (210 V h-123) V (211 V h-1~) 

= h-1hlf.210 V h-1hlf.211 ~ h-1(hlf.210 V hlf.211). 

So we repeat the preceding argument and obtain h,,(210 V2(1) ~ h,,210 V h,,211. Since 
the reverse inclusion holds trivially, we eonclude that h" is a join-homomorphism. 
Henee we have proved that (i) entails (ii). 

The implieation from (ii) to (iii) is trivial. Let us see that (iii) implies (i). For 
this, take an element 21 E 1< and let 210,211 and ~ be I<-filter extensions of 21. 
We want to show the equality (210 n 2(1) V ~ = (210 V~) n (211 V ~). Obviously, 
the identity funetion on A, eall it h, is a surjective homomorphism from 21 onto 
~. Moreover, by 5.3.8, we have h-1hlf.210 = 210 V h-123 = 210 V ~, and similarly, 
h-1 h)(.211 = 210 V ~ and h-1 h)(.(210 n2(1) = (210 n 2(1) V~. So, sinee by assumption 

h-1 h)(.(210 n 211) = h-1(hlf.210 n h)(.211) = h- 1 h)(.210 n h- 1h)(.2111 

we eonclude (210 n 2(1) V ~ = (210 V~) n (211 V ~) .• 

The next result is the natural generalization of Jónsson's Theorem. Earlier 
generalizations in more restricted eontexts ean be found in [7], [12], [31]. 

THEOREM 6.3.2. Let Q be a protoaJgebraic quasivariety and Jet 1< ~ Q. Let V 
denote the reJative subvariety ofQ generated by J<. IfV is RFD, then we have: 

(i) VRFS1 ~ ERFQSPu(I<); 
(H) VRFSI ~ FQS· P:(J<·). 

Proof. (i) Suppose 21 E VRFSI. By Corollary 5.3.11, V = ERFQSP(J<) , and so 
there exists a el:¡ E 1<, for i E J, a substrueture ct ~ niEI el:¡, a Q-fiIter extension 
~ of ct and homomorphisms h : ~ -.D, 9 : 21-.D. Sinee 21 is finitely subdireetly 
irreducible relative to V, 6.1.1 gives that ~ also belongs to VRFSI. Henee, ~ is 
finitely meet prime in Feyct, for the lattiee Feyct is distributive by hypothesis. We 
use now Lernma 6.2.3. There is an ultrafilter U on J sueh that rt!' t e ~~. Thus, 
reasoning as in the proof of 6.2.4(i), 

21 E ER('13) ~ ERFQSEPu(l<) 

~ ERFQESPu(l<) ~ ERFQSPu(I<). 

We have applied Theorem 5.3.10 in the last inclusioll. 
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(ii) Using part (i), the proof runs as in 5.3.12. • 

Remark. The assumption that V is RFD in the aboye theorem can be replaced by 
the condition that tht: whole cJass Q is RFD. Actually, for each 21 E V, we have 
that Fev21 = FeQ21, for Vis cJosed under FQ. Hence, Vis RFD whenever Q is. A 
trivial consequence of this property, it follows trivially that VRFSI = Vn QRFSI. -1 

COROLLARY 6.3.3. Under the BSsumptions of the preceding theorem, we have: 
(i) V= EP'dHQSPu(K); 
(ii) yo = P:dFQS· P~(K·) .• 



7. Reduced Quasivarieties 

As we already noticed in Section 4.4, reduced quasivarieties of C-structures are 
not in general elementary over the language C. Even, if C~ denotes the language 
that results from C by adding the equality symbol :::::: (not necessarily included 
in C), they also may not be elementary over C~ for they are not closed under 
ultraproducts. The sarne is true for any other type of reduced model class, but our 
interest is mainly centered on quasivarieties for the reasons adduced in Chapter 5. 

In this Chapter we propose to find out the relation between the properties of the 
O operator when restricted to a quasivariety K and the closure of the corresponding 
reduced class K* under certain algebraic constructions. Concretely, we shan provide 
new characterizations, purely algebraic in nature, of the classes defined in Sections 
5.3 and 5.4, and conclude stronger forms of previous results that hold for such 
classes by replacing operators of the sort 0* by O. Firstly, it becomes appropiate 
to introduce a new model-theoretic notion that leads to consider another type of 
fun model classes (and so quasivarieties); it is the concept of elementarily reducible 
c1ass, of which we investigate sorne useful aspects. 

7.1. Elementarily Reducible Classes 

Let K be a fun class of C-structures. We say that K is elementarily reducible if 
K* is an elementary class over the language with equality C~. By a classical result 
of Los, Suszko and Chang [24,75], the assumption of K being elementarily reducible 
entails in fact a stronger condition. Namely, we have the following proposition. 

PROPOSITION 7.1.1. IfK is an e1ernentarily reducible class of C-structures, then 
K* is a universal-existential class over C~, i.e., K* = Modr for sorne set r of 
universal-existen tia] sentences over C~. 

Proo/. Using [25, Thm.5.2.6], it suffices to see that K* is closed under unions of 
~-directed systems. So let {21¡ : i E 1} be a family of members of K* such that 
(1,~) is a directed poset and, for all i,j E 1, i ~ j iff 2l¡ ~ 2lj. Define the union 
of the system {2l¡ : i E 1} as usual, and denote it by 2l. We claim that 2l still 
belongs to K and it is reduced. To see this, consider a finite set <1> := <1>(ZlI' •• ,zn) 
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of atomic oC-formulas and a single atomic oC-formula cp := cp(xl. ... ,.ro) such that 
mi is a model of the implicative formula 

for all i E l. Take elements al, ... ,ao EA. If21F l\iP(.rl. ... ,.ro) [al. ... ,ao], 
then there exists io E 1 such that 

for all i ~ io. Therefore, 21i F CP(.rl,' .. ,xo) [al, ... ,ao] whenever i;::: io, and from 
here we condude that 21 F cp(xl. ... ,.ro) [al. ... ,ao]. This shows the first part of 
the daim, Le., that m E K. 

Suppose now a, b are distinct elements of A. We have that a, b E Aio for sorne 
io E l. Hence, as 21io is reduced by hypothesis, (a, b) rJ. 021io ' By Theorem 2.1.2, 
this implies that there is sorne Leibniz oC-formula, let us say ,p(x,y), such that 21io 
is not a model of ,p(x,y) when .r and y are interpreted as a and b respectively. So 
we just need to apply that 2l¡o ~ 21 and obtain 21~ .p(x, y) [a, b]. Once more 2.1.2 
says (a, b) rJ. 021, and consequent1y 021 must be equal to ~A. Thus the daim is 
proved. _ 

Recall from dassical model theory that a dass of structures over a language 
with equality is elementary iff it is dosed under ultraproducts of nonempty families, 
elementary substructures and isomorphisms (this also turns out to be a consequence 
of Theorem 4.2.1 aboye). So, using that reduced elementary dasses are in general 
dosed under Se (cf. Corollary 4.2.3), the previous result can be sharpenend as 
follows. 

PROPOSITION 7.1.2. Let" be an elementary class oI.e-structures. Then" is 
elementarily reducible iff"- is closed under ¡Su. 

Proof. The forward implication is well-known. To see the converse, we use Lemma 
4.1.5(ü)j we have that Se("-) = SeL(K) = LSe(K) = "-. Therefore, ,,- is dosed 
under Se and Theorem 4.2.1 completes the proof. _ 

COROLLARY 7.1.3. A quasivariety K oIoC-structures is elementarily reducible iff 
,,- is closed under Pu • 

Proof. It suffices to observe that K- contains the trivial structure, for K does. _ 

A question concerning elementary dasses of .e-structures arises naturally right 
now. It consists in finding out the condition that the Leibniz operator redricted 
to such a kind of dass must satisfy for this to be elementarily reducible. In a sense 
this is an open problem, for apparently such conditioll cannot be expressed in terms 
O when this is understood aS a mapping between two posets, even in the case that 
the dass is a quasivariety and so the mapping is between two algebraic complete 
lattices. On the contrary, a sufficient condition of purely syntactical nature is 
knownj it refers to the formal representability of the Leibniz equality by means of 
sorne .e-formula. To be precise, let K be any full dass of .e-structures, as usual. 
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We say that the Leibniz equality is (uniformly e1emeniarily) definible in K if there 
exists sorne .e-formula in two free variables, o(z, y), such that, for all m E K, 

om = ({a,b) E A2 : mF o(z,y) [a,b]}. 

Then we have the next theorem, a special case of which has been recently obtained 
by Rautenberg [100, Prop.2]. 

THEOREM 7.1.4. Let K be an elementary class of .e-structures. The following 
statements are equivalent. 

(i) K is elementarily reducible. 
(ii) There exists a ñnite set tP1, ... , tPm of Leibniz .e-formulas such that, for 

all ¡raleA E K, 021 = {(a, b) E A2 : m F 1\7':1 tPi(Z, y) [a, b]}. 
(iii) The Leibniz equality is deñnible in K. 

Proof. To show the implication from (i) to (ii), assume (ii) does not holdj we shall see 
that (i) is also falseo Let {tPk : le E w} be an enumeration of the Leibniz .e-formulas, 
and set 'lI'k:= Ni: i ~ le}. By 2.1.2, 021 S; ({a,b) E A2: 2lF'lI',,(Z,y) [a,b]} for 
each 21 E K. Thus, for every le E w, there exist an mk E K and elements ak,bk E Ak 
su eh that mk F 'l1k(Z,y) [ak, bk] and (al:, bk) fI. 021k. Using Proposition 3.1.1, this 
condition is equivalent to 

(7.1) 

So define 

U := {X E Sb(w) : X is finite }, 

m := TI"ew 21¡;¡U, 
a* fU := (ai : le E w), b* fU := (bi : le E w). 

Clearly 21 E Pu(K*). AIso, a* fU i= b* fU, for {le E w : a¡ = bi} = 0 fI. U. It suffices 
to show that 

(7.2) 21 F 'lI'm(z, y) [a* fU, b* fU], for each m E W. 

If so, Theorem 2.1.2 implies (a* fU, b* fU) E 021, and hence K* is not closed under 
ultraproductsj tbus, the negation of (i) fOllOWS from the preceding proposition. 

Let us verify (7.2). Fix m E W. By (7.1), the infinite set {m, m + 1, ... } is 
included in {le E w: 21¡ F'lI'm(Z,y) [a¡,b¡]}. Tberefore, tbis second set belongs to 
U. So we just need to apply Los Theorem to conclude the desired condition. 

The implication from (ii) to (iii) is trivial. Assume finally that (iii) holds. Let 
o(z,y) be an .e-formula that defines the Leibniz equality in K. Since K is a ele
mentary by hypothesis, K* is the class of models of the set of .e-formulas Th K and 
the single .e::::::-sentence 'v'zVy(o(z,y)-z ~ y). Hence, K* is elementary over the 
language .e:::::: and (i) holds. • 

The above theorem turns out to be a very interest ing onej it suggests the possi
bility of translating the various properties of the Leibniz operator (when restricted 
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to a given elementary class) into the uniform definibility of the Leibniz equality in 
the class by means of sorne set of .e-formulas. We do not deal with this problem 
here but invite the reader to look at the paper by Blok and Pigozzi [12, §13), whieh 
eontains sorne results in this direction. 

7.2. Characterizing sorne Reduced Quasivarieties 

It has already been established in Chapter 5 that the various properties of the 
Leibniz operator when restrieted to quasivarieties of structures derives into a good 
behaviour of the corresponding reduced classes. In essenee, the nature of these 
properties con cerned the handling of the operator O when dealing with certain 
methods of eonstruetion of new struetures from old ones, namely, filter extensions, 
substruetures and unions of directed systems of filter extensions. So, as there exists 
a close eonnection between these methods and the distinet produet construetions 
(ef. e.g. the proofs of 4.4.5, 5.2.3 and 6.1.2), one can also expeet to handle easily 
the Leibniz operator when dealing with them. This idea suggests the feasibility of 
attaining purely algebraie charaeterizations for the distinct types of classes intro
dueed sorne pages baek in Seetions 5.3 and 5.4. The next theorems summarize sueh 
charaeterizations. 

THEOREM 7.2.1. Let K be a iull dass oi .c-structures dosed under subdirect 
products. Then K is protoalgebraic iffK· is dosed under P,d. 

Proof. Consider the forward direetion. Suppose h : 2b-+,d TI¡EI23¡ with 23¡ E K·. 
The hypothesis that K is a full class closed under P,d says that 21 E K, so it is 
enough to see 21 is redueed. And this is easy to check. By the proof of 6.1.1, 
21 = nEI21¡ and n¡EI Ker(1r¡ oh) = ~A, where 21¡ = (1r¡ oh)-l23¡ for eaeh i. AIso, 
sinee 23¡ is redueed and 1r¡ oh: 21¡ -, 23¡ by definition, K er( 1r¡ oh) = 021¡. So, the 
monotonicity of O implies 

and thus 21 is redueed. 
To show the baekward direetion, eonsider 21,23 E K sueh that 21 ~ 23. Construet 

a map h : A -A/021 x A/OfJ3 by setting ha = (a/021, a/023). Sinee 23 is a filter 
extension of 21, h induces an algebra homomorphism from A into A/021 x A/023 
that satisfies the strongness condition: 

~ ~. ~. 
(al,' .. ,an ) E r iff (atl021, ... , an /021) E r and (atl023 , ... ,an /023) E r 

~·x~· iff (ha1,'" ,han) E r . 

Moreover, ]( er h = 021 n 023, and henee 21/021 n 023 -,d21· x 23· by the Horno
morphism Theorem. So, sinee K· is closed under P,d, we conclude that 21/021 n 023 
must belong to K· and eonsequently must be redueed. Therefore 021 n 023 is the 
largest eongruenee on 21, i.e., 021 n 023 = 021, and finally 021 S; 023. This proves 
K is protoalgebraic. _ 
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COROLLARY 7.2.2. Let" be any quasivariety of C-structures. Then the following 
statements are equivalent. 

(i) "is protoalgebraic. 
(ii) "* is dosed under P,d. 
(iii) "* = p.dS* P~("*). 

Proa!. We apply Lemma 4.4.5 and the aboye theorem. • 

The following is a trivial consequence of the preceding Corollary and Theorem 
5.3.12. Notice however that it can also be derived without using the Corollary; for 
this, we just need to apply 5.3.12 and Lemma 4.1.5(i). 

COROLLARY 7.2.3. Let Q be any protoalgebraic quasivariety o[ C-structures, and 
let " be a subclass of Q. Then the reduced relative subvariety o[ Q* generated by 
,,* is "v n Q* = FQS* P("*) .• 

THEOREM 7.2.4. Let" be a [ull class oi C-structures closed under substructures 
and direct products. Then " is semialgebraic ilf "* is closed under S and P. 

Proa!. By 7.2.1, if" is semialgebraic then "* is closed under P. So it is enough to 
prove that "* is closed under S*. Let lB E "* and 2l ~ lB. By assumption, " is 
full and dosed under substructures, so that 21, lB are both members of J<. Thus the 
monotonicity of O with respect to ~ entails that 02l ~ O!B = t:..B. Consequently, 
02l = t:..A and 21 is reduced. This proves the implication from left to rigbt. 

Assume now "* is dosed under S and P. In particular, "* is dosed under P,d' 
So, 7.2.1 again (this time the backward implication) implies ,,* is protoalgebraic. 
Let us show that O is ~-monotone. Take 2l, lB E " such tbat 2l ~ lB. The natural 
projection ""!l3 : lB -.lB* gives rise to a strong homomorphism from 21 into lB*. Let 
us call h this homomorphism; it sends an element a E A to the equivalen ce dass 
a/O!B. By 1.2.1, h2l ~ lB* and hence h21 is reduced, for "* is dosed under S. So, 
using 2.3.1, h21 must be isomOl:phic to 2l* by the mapping 

a/O!B 1--+ a/02l. 

On the other hand, the Homomorphism Theorem stated in 2.2.3 says that the 
correspondence a/ K er h 1--+ a/O!B establishes an isomorphism between 2l/ K er h 
and h21. So we actually have that 21/ K er h ~ 2l* by the mapping a/ K er h t--+ 

a/021, and therefore K er h = 02l. Hence, since ]( er h ~ O!B by the definition of 
h, the desired indusion 021 ~ O!B holds .• 

COROLLARY 7.2.5. Let" be any quasivariety oi C-structures. Then the iollowing 
statements are equivalent. 

(i) "is semialgebraic. 
(ii) "* is dosed under S and P. 

(iii) "* = SPP:("*). 

Proa!. We use again Lemma 4.4.5 and the preceding theorem .• 
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In contrast to what happened before, now it seems that the next result cannot 
be derived without using the aboye Corollary, for in general the reduction operator 
L does not commute with F in the sense of Lemma 4.1.5(i). 

COROLLARY 7.2.6. Let Q be any semiaJgebraic quasivariety Df .e-structures, and 
Jet K be a subclass Df Q. Then the reduced relative subvariety Df Q" generated by 
K" can be expressed as KV n Q" = FQSP(K") .• 

THEOREM 7.2.7. Assume K is a quasivariety Df .e-structures. Then K is aJgebraic 
iffK" is closed under S, P and Pu • 

Proof. Suppose first that K is an algebraic quasivariety and let us prove K" is closed 
under S, P and Pu • By 4.4.4 and 4.4.5, it is enough to see that K" is closed under 
filtered subdirect products. Consider first the case of filtered subdirect products 
modulo principal filters. Let {21i : i E I} be a family of members of K" and let :F 
be the principal filter of l generated by X E Sb(I). We just need to verify that 
if 2t ~.d TIiEI2ti, then 211:F is reduced, for clearly it belongs to K. Take elements 
al:F, bl:F E AI:F and let r.p := r.p(z, Zl, ... , ZI:) be any atomic .e-formula. Since 
211:F is isomorphic to a substructure of the filtered product TIiEl2t¡J:F, 

2t1:F'Fr.p(z,zl, ... ,ZI:) [g] iff TIiEr2t¡J:F'Fr.p(Z,Zl, ... ,ZI:) [g], 

for each assignment 9 : Tec -AI:F. Therefore, using 2.1.2 and 1.3.1, the condition 
(al:F, b/T) E O(2t/:F) is equivalent to the next one: for all atomic .e-formula 
r.p(z, Zl, ... , ZI:) and all Cl, ... ,CI: E A, 

X ~ {i E l :21i 'Fr.p(Z,Zl, ... ,ZI:) [a/:F),cl/:F, ... ,CI:/:F'] iff 

(7.3) X ~ {i El: 2li 'Fr.p(Z,Zl' ... ,ZI:) [b/:F),c¡f:F, ... ,CI:/:F']. 

We now apply the definition of direct productj (7.3) can be expressed as 

TIiEX 21i 'F VZl ... VZI:(r.p(x, Zl, ... , ZI:) +-+ r.p(y, %1, ••• , ZI:» [a t X, b t X], 

for all r.p E Atm.e. Hence, a new application of 2.1.2 leads us to conclude that 
(al:F, b/T) E O(21/:F) iff (a t X, b t X) E O(TIiEX 21i). Since O is ~-monotone, 
Theorem 7.2.1 says that K" is closed under P and consequently O(TIiix 21i) = 
Anx A¡· SO X ~ {i El: ai = bi } E :F, which implies that a/:F = b :F. This 
proves 21/:F is reduced and thus a member of K". 

Consider now the general case, i.e., let :F be an arbitrary (proper) filter on l. 
Keeping the notation introduced in the proof of Lemma 5.2.3, define the following 
K-filter extensions of 21: 

2tF := 1r-;1(21/:F), 

2lFx := 1r-;!(21/:Fx), for all X E:F. 

Clearly the family {21.1"x : X E :F} is a directed system of members of KA: for all 
X, Y E :F, the structure 2t.1"Xnl' is a filter extension of both 21.1"x and 21Fy

• AIso, if 
al, ... , a n E A and r is an n-ary relation symbol of .e, we have 

(al, ... ,an) Er21T iff{iEl: (a¡¡, ... ,ani) Er21;}E:F 

iff {i El: (a1i, ... ,ani) E r 21
.} E:Fx for sorne X E:F. 
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Thus, 21.1' = UXEF 21Fx . SO, applying Theorern 2.1.8(i) alld the join-continuity of 
O on K, we ean argue as follows to conclude that 21/:F is also reduced in the general 
ease: 

(a/:F, b/:F) E 0(21/:F) iff (a, b) E 0(21.1') = UXEF 021Fx 

iff (a, b) E 021Fx for sorne X E:F 

iff (a/:Fx, b/:Fx) E O(21/:Fx) for sorne X E:F 

iff a/:Fx = b/:Fx for sorne X E:F 

iff {i E I : ai = bi} E :F 
iff a/:F = b/:F. 

Suppose now K* is closed under S, P and Pu or, equivalently, under S and P" 
and let us show that the Leibniz operator is join-eontinuous on K. Choose any C
algebra A and eonsider an arbitrary directed systern {21i : i E I} of A-structures 
frorn K. Denote by 21 their union. Let :F be the filter on I generated by the farni1y 
([i) : i E I} of subsets of I, where [i) = {j E I : i $ j}. Then we define the 
rnapping h frorn A into IliE/ A¡ /:F by setting ha = (a/021¡ : i E I}/:F. We cIairn 
that so defined h is a strong hornomorphisrn frorn 21 into Ilier 21¡ /:F. Indeed, 
we ornit the proof that h is an algebra hornomorphisrn for it is a straightforward 
consequenee frorn the definitions involved. To verify the strongness condition, let 
r be an n-ary relation syrnbol of C and let al,." ,an be arbitrary elernents of A. 
The assurnption that {21i : i E I} is a directed systern and the definition of:F entail 
the following equivalen ces: 

(al,' .. ,an ) E r~ iff (al, ... ,an ) E r~; for sorne i E I 

iff (al/021j, ... ,an /021j) E r~i for all j E [i) and sorne i E I 

iff {j E I: (al/021j,"" an /021j) E r~i} E :F. 

Therefore h : 21-+, IliE/21¡ /:F. We now apply the Hornornorphisrn Theorern stated 
in 2.2.3 and concIude that 21/ K er h belongs to the cIass SP,(K*), which by hy
pothesis coincides with K*. Henee we have proved that 21/ K er h is a reduced 
structure. So, to show that 021 = UiE/021i we just need to verify the eondition 
Iúr h = Uer 021i' For this, we use again the faet that {21i : i E I} is a directed 
systern and the definition of:F. We have: 

ha = hb iff (a/021¡ : i E I)/:F = (b/021¡ : i E I)/:F 
iff {i E I : a/021¡ = b/021¡} E:F 

iff n~=l[ij) ~ {i E I: a/021¡ = b/021¡} for sorne i l , ... ,il: E I 

iff a/021j = b/021j for all j ~ i and sorne i E I 

iff (a, b) E U¡E/ 021¡ .• 

A special case of the aboye result can be found in [12]; however the proof there 
takes quite a different path, since it rests on the effective use of syntactical char
acterizations of the properties of the Leibniz operator that hardly extend to the 
general case. 
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COROLLARY 7.2.8. A quasivariety K of C-structures is algebraic ilf it is an elemen
tarjJy reducible semialgebraic class. 

Proof. lt is a direct consequence of Proposition 7.1.2 and Corollary 7.2.4 .• 

COROLLARY 7.2.9. A quasivariety K of C-structures is algebraic ilf K* is an C:;:
quasivariety, i.e., K* = SP Pu(K*) .• 



8. Free Structures 

In this Chapter we deal with the existence of free members in classes of structures, 
a problem that attracted the attention of several authors during the last decade for 
its applications to computer science [81,82], and more recently for its interest in 
algebraic logic. The origin of the problem can be traced back to the 1930's in the 
context of universal algebra when Birkhoff [4] stated a sufficient condition for the 
existence of free members in a class of abstract algebras (see also [6, Thm.13']); 
Birkhoff's result was improved a few years later by Mal'cev [85, Thm.l], who 
provided a sufficient as well as necessary condition. The investigation of the same 
problem for classes of structures over arbitrary first-order languages with equality 
was solved at the end of the 1960's [109]. 

Now, in the context of first-order logic without equality, we are obliged to in
vestigate what happens for both full and reduced classes. We go further specially 
in the context of reduced semantics obtaining a characterization of protoalgebraic 
and semialgebraic quasivarieties in terms of the existen ce of sorne sort of free struc
tures (Theorems 8.1.7 and 8.1.8 below). AIso, we examine the nature of the term
structures of the quasivariety generated by a class and use them to supply new 
proofs for Theorems 4.4.1 and 4.5.1. A final Section is devoted to study the cor
respondence of quasivarieties with sorne specific types of lattice structures; such a 
correspondence will generalize Neumann 's result [94] relating varieties of algebras 
with fully invariant congruences and offers the possibility of turning the logical 
methods used in the theory of varieties and quasivarieties into purely algebraic 
ones. 

8.1. Free Structures in Full and Reduced Classes 

Let K be a class of C-structures, 21 a single .c-structure and X a subset of elements 
of the universe of 21, which can be empty iff C contains sorne constant symbol. We 
say 21 is free1y generated over K by X if. for any !l3 E K and any 9 : X -B, there 
exists a unique homomorphism h : 21-C:S such that· h r X = g. 21 is free in K with 
Q generators if 21 E K and 21 is freel)' generated over K by sorne set of generators 
of cardinal Q. Clearly any two structures freely generated over K by sorne sets of 
generators of the same cardinality are isolllorphic. The first purpose of this Section 
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is to characterize those full model cIasses which contain free structures. 

Two basic notions for solving this problem turns out to be that of Herbrand 
structure of a cIass ov"~l' sorne set of variables, and that of relative {-subvariety of 
a cIass, where { is an arbitrary cardinal. Let us start with the notion of Herbrand 
structure. For this, fix a cardinal O' ~ O and an arbitrary cIass K of type e. We 
define the O'-Herbrand structure 01 K as the structure 

!J{aK = (Te.c,a, RK,a), 

where RK,a = {rK,a : r E R} is given by setting 

(8.1) rK,a = {{ti, ... ,tn} E Te~,a: KFrtl ... tn}, 

for each r E R. (As before, the case O' = O is allowed iff the set of constant symbols 
of e is nonempty).23 

Remark. If e has equality, then !J{aK as defined aboye may not be directly an 
e-structure, because the interpretation of two distinct cIosed terms may coincide 
in every element of K. So in this case the definition of Herbrand structure must 
be modified as follows. Let ~ denote the equality symbol in e, and assume ~K,a 
is given by (8.1). It is easy to see that ~K,a is a congruence on (Te.c,a, RK,a); in 
fact, it is the Leibniz congruence. Thus, the O'-Herbrand structure of K can now be 
defined as 

!J{aK = {Te.c,a/ ~K,a, RK,a/ ~K,a}. 

We must notice right now that with this new notion all the subsequents results 
remain true with no changes. .; 

Herbrand structures have several important properties whose proof is rather 
immediate. The first one is just a useful reformulation of their definition, which 
says that every O'-Herbrand structure of K can be obtained from !J{", K. 

LEMMA 8.1.1. Let K be any class of e-structures. For any cardinal Q and any 
n-ary relation symboJ r E R, 

rK,a = {(t1l ... ,tn ) E Tec,o : there exist tp E Atm e and 

u: Te.c-Te.c,a such that KFtp and utp = rtl ... tn}. 

Proof. The incIusion from right to left is cIear. Suppose ti, ... ,tn E Te.c,a are such 
that K F rt1 ... tn. Let X>'1I ••• ' x>.. be the distinct variables occurring among the 
terms ti, 1 $ i $ n. If tp := rtl ... tn, lel TI/' : Te.c,a -Te.c be such that 

Trp X>. , = Xi, 1 $ i $ n. 

23The reason oC naming lIuch structures in thi5 "·ay is that the ternúnology oC Herbrand "ruc
ture is presently quite extended among logicians and computer acientists to refer to our O-Herbrand 
structures, as Herbrand [64] used a closely relate<! concept in the prooC oChis Camous theorem (see, 
e.g., [63,71)). Neverthele!lS, to be historically accurate, we should call them Lindenbaum .truc
ture., because it was Lindenbaum who consickrt'd rOl' the first time, durlng the 20's, models built 
up out oC the llame language. On the other hand. according to Tarski'a contribution, the term 
Lindenhum- Tard:i matrir used by Blok and Pigozzi [12, p. 32] would appear to be more adequate 
to reCer to the Leibniz quotient oC our Herbrand Itructure .. 
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Since r", is locally one-one, there exists by the Axiom of Choice a homomorphism 
u'" : Te.c -Te.c,Q satisfying (u", o r",)(ti) = ti, for all i. So, for the reverse indusion 
it suffices to show that K 1= r",l{). But this is a dear consequence from the following 
equivalence: for any member 2( of K and any assignment 9 : Te.c -A, 2(1= r",1{) (g] 
iff 2(1= 1{) [g o r",]. _ 

The second property says that, for quasivarieties, Herbrand structures are mini
mal elements in the set of all term-structures of the dass. 

PROPOSITION 8.1.2. Let K be a quasivariety of .e-structures. Then, for all Q ~ O, 
~Q K = n KTec •o ' i.e., ~Q K is the minimal structure of K with underlying algebra 
Te.c,Q. _ 

The third property extends the well known peculiarity of freely generated alge
bras pointed out by Birkhoff, according to which the set of atomic formulas (over a 
fixed set of variables) satisfied by a dass of algebras coincide with the one satisfied 
by its corresponding free algebra. In the terminology of Makowsky [82, p.274], we 
should say that the Herbrand structures are generic relatively to atomic formulas. 
This third property has an interesting consequence that we shall analyze in detail 
in Section 8.3 below. 

LEMMA 8.1.3. Let K be any class of .e-structures. For all cardinals (3 ~ Q > O, if 
1{) is an atomic .e-formula over Q variables, then K 1= 1{) iff~11 K 1= I{). 

Proof. The "only if' part follows trivially from the definitions involved. For the 
converse, it suffices to observe that, if I{):= rt1 ... t n , where tb ... ,tn E Te.c,a, 
then ~11 K 1= 1{) entails (ti, ... ,tn ) E r lC,l1. For this, we use that (3 ~ Q. -

A fourth property can be derived from 8.1.3 and provides a sufficient condition 
for a dass K to contain almost all of its Herbrand structures. This property is going 
to be quite a lot improved in the next Section, Theorem 8.2.2. 

PROPOSITION 8.1.4. IfK is a quasivariety of .e-structures, then ~QK E K, for every 
cardinal Q. • 

Proof. Let us sketch the proof for Q = Wj the general case entails only sorne ad
ditional technical difficulties. Let 1{)1 " ••• " I{)m -1{) be any implicative .e-formula 
satisfied by K and let u : Te.c -Te.c. If!J{", K 1= I{)i [u], for 1 =:; i =:; m, then 
ul{)l, ... , Ul{)m E Atm Kj hence, UI{) E Atm K, which by 8.1.3 equals to Atm ~'" K. 
But this implies that ~",KI= IP [u]. Thus, since u was arbitrary, ~",K E Mod Imp K = 
K, for by hypothesis K is a quasivariety. _ 

Finally, the last property follows immediately from the definition and is mainly 
responsible for the usefulness of Herbrand structures. 

PROPOSITION 8.1.5. For each class K of .e-structures and each 2( E K, there exists 
a cardinal Q such that 2( E H(~QK). 

Proof. It suffices to take Q = IAI and consider any bijection between Xa and A. _ . 
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The other basic notion we mentioned a few paragraphs back is introduced to 
avoid the use of a more general concept of free structure that would correspond to 
what Mal'cev called algebras with defining relations [85]. Take an arbitrary cardinal 
e and let L,( mean the language obtained from L, by joining e new constant symbols 
{c>. : .\ < e}. Then a class V of L,(-structures is said to be a relative e-subvariety 
01 K, or simply a relative subvariety 01 K wben e = o, if tbere exists a set of atomic 
L,(-formulas E such that 21 E V iff 21 is a model of E and the L,-reduct of 21 belongs 
to K. 

Earlier versions of the next theorem can be found in several papers; e.g. [53], 
[81], [109]. Our proof closely resembles the one given in [109], as it is also based in 
the model-theoretic method of diagrams initiated by Henkin and Robinson in the 
50's; for a proof that takes a different path, see [53]. 

THEOREM 8.1.6. Assume K is an eJementary class oE L,-structures. Then the 
following statements are equivaJent. 

(i) K is a quasivariety. 
(ii) Every relative e-subvariety oE K has a free structure with Q generators, 

for alJ eardinals e, Q Bueh that e + Q > O. Coneretely,!Jía V is the free 
structure in V with Q generators, for each relative e-subvariety V oEK. 

Prool. Assume (i) and fue e, Q ;::: o such that e + Q > O; this condition is added to 
ensure that it has sense to consider Q-Herbrand structures on the language L,(. Let 
V be a relative e-subvariety of K and denote by E a set of atomic L,(-formulas that 
defines V. We are going to show the Herbrand structure !}Ca V is free in V with Q 
generators Xa = {z>. : .\ < Q}. Indeed, since K is a quasivariety, V coincides with 
the dass oímodels ofEUlmp K. Consequently, Proposition 8.1.4 ensures that!}Ca V 
belongs to V. AIso, given a structure !B E V and 9 : Xa -B, 9 extends uniquely to 
an algebra homomorphism h : Te.cc,a -B. So, since trivially h preserves relations, 
!}Ca V is free in V with set of generators Xa. This proves (i) implies (ii). 

Assume now (ii) and Jet us see that M od 1 mp K ~ K; the opposite inclusion is 
dear. Let 2l be an L,-structure such that 211= 1 mp K. Take E to be the positive 
diagram oí 21, Le., the set of atomic L,IAI-sentences that hold in (21, a)aEA, and 
denote the relative IAI-subvariety of K determined by E by V. Then, using (ii), 
!}Co K is a member of V and hence :Xo V t L, E K. We claim that 21 is a reduction 
oí !}Co V t L,. To establish a precise reductive homomorphism, consider the aJgebra 
homomorphism h which sends the constant Ca to a, for all a E A, and each one of 
the original constants oí L, to their interpretations in 21. We must show that for all 
n-ary r E R and a11 terms tl, . .. , t n E Te.cIAI,O, 

(8.2) (tl, ... ,tn) E rV'o iff (htl' ... ,htn) E r 21
• 

Notice right off that (htl, ... ,htn) E r21 implies rtl ... tn E E, and consequently 
the backward direction of (8.2) is obvious. So assume the left-hand si de condi
tion. Since K is elementary by hypothesis, we have that V = M od(E U Th K), and 
consequently 

EUThK F rtl···tn. 
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Thus, by the Compactness Theorem, there exists a finite subset {0'1. ... ,O'd of I; 
such that 

Th K F 0'1" ... " 0'1 -rt1 ... tn. 

We now use a weH known property of first-order logic and obtain that the formula 
that results by simultaneously substituting the distinct constants Ca of 0'1 " ... " 

0'1 -rt 1 ••• t n by distinct variables is included in 1 mp 1<. Therefore, as 211= 1 mp K, 
we conclude {ht1,'" ,htn } E r 21 • 

This finishes the proof of the claim, so it suffices to apply once more that K is 
elementary¡ using 4.2.1, we get 21 E R(~o Vr.c) ~ R(K) = 1<. • 

Remark. The difference between the above proof and the one for the case .c has 
equality rests on the fact that the mapping defined from ~o V r .c into 21 is di
rectly one-one and thus an isomorphism in this case (see the remark following the 
definition of Herbrand structure). -l 

Observe that (ii) can be replaced in the previous theorem by the following weaker 
condition: "every relative {-subvariety of K has a free structure over O generators, 
for aH cardinals { > O". This foHows from the proof of (ii) implies (i). On the 
contrary, (ii) cannot be replaced by the statement "every relative subvariety of K 
has a free structure with a generators, for all cardinals a". The next one is an 
easy counterexample that shows the equivalence would not hold any longer in this 
case. Consider the language .c with exactly one function symbol O and one relation 
symbol ~, of arities O and 2 respectively, together with the equality symbol~. Let 
K be the cIass of .c-structures axiomatized by the set of formulas 

O~z 

z~z 

z~Y"y~z-z~y 

z ~ y" y ~ z -z ~ z 
z~yVy~z 

(the members of K are just totally ordered sets with a mínimum element). The 
only relative subvarieties of K are K itself and the cIass that in addition satisfies the 
axiom z ~ y and whose members are structures with all relations holding. Thus 
the weaker condition above is clearly satisfied in this case¡ the free structures are 
respectively (Te.c,cr,~) and (Te.c,cr, V). But obviously K is not a quasivariety. 

Let us turn now our attention into the existen ce of free structures in reduced 
cIasses. To start with, we introduce two distinct notions offreeness. Let K be a cIass 
of .c-structures, as usual. Then we say that a reduced .c-structure 21 is (weakly) 
freely generated over K· by a subset X of A if, for aH !B E K· and aH 9 : X -B (such 
that gX generates B), there exists a unique (surjective) homomorphism h : 21-!B 
such that h r X = g. 21 is (weakly) free in K· with a generators if 21 E K· and 
21 is (weakly) freely generated over K· by sorne set of generators of cardinality a. 
Once more, any two structures (weakly) freely generated over K· by sorne sets of 
generators of the same cardinality are isomorphic. 
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Notice that, in general, an arbitrary nontrivial reduced quasivariety need not 
have free structures, nor even weakly free structures, over a generators, for all 
cardinals a. The point is that, if ~ is free in a class K with a generators, let us 
say X = {x>. : A < a}, then the set X* = {x¡ : A < a} in the quotient ~ may 
not be of cardinal a, or even ~ may not be freely generated. A simple example 
of the first situation is provided by the whole class of structures over the language 
with no function symbols and just one relation symbol, of arity 1. Indeed, the 
non trivial reduced members of such class are of the form ({a, b}, {a}), for distinct 
elements a, b (if 21 = (A, D) is a member of this class, then 021 is the equivalence 
relation whose equivalence classes are D and A \ D!). Even when we restrict our 
attention to protoalgebraic quasivarieties, the admission of free structures with an 
arbitrary number of generators is not inherited, strictly speaking, in passing to 
reduced semantics. Nevertheless, protoalgebraicity is enough to ensure tbat tbe 
reduced class of a quasivariety admit at least free structures in the weak sense for 
almost all cardinals a. Concretely, let us denote by !J{~K the Leibniz quotient of 
!J{a K, for any class K, and call Va reduced relative {-subvariety ofK* if V is obtained 
from a relative {-subvariety of K by applying the reduction operator. Tben we have 
the next tbeorem. 

THEOREM 8.1.7. Let K be a quasivarietyofC-structures. Thefollowingstatements 
are equivalent. 

(i) K is protoalgebraic. 
(ii) Every nontriviaJ reduced relative e-subvariety of K* has a weakly free 

structure witb a generators, for all cardinals {, a sucb tbat { + a > O and, 
eitber a is inñnite or a ::; 1. Concretely, !J{~ Vis the weakly free structure 
in V" with a generators, for eacb reJative e-subvariety V oi K sucb that 
V" is non trivial. 

Proof. Consider the implication from (i) to (ii). Let e, a be two arbitrary cardinals 
satisfying tbe conditions required in (ii), and let V be a relative {-subvariety of K 
determined by sorne set :E of atomic C{-formulas such that V" is nontrivial (recall 
that 21 E V' iff 21 E M od E and 21 r C E K*). If K is protoalgebraic so is Vj to get 
this conclusion, we just need to apply 2.1.4 and obtain that 

021 = 0(21 r C) ~ O(!B r C) = O!B 

for all 21,!B E V such that 21 ~!B. On the other hand, by Proposition 8.1.4, 
!J{a V is contained in V and hence its Leibniz quotient belongs to V". Let us show 
that this reduced Herbrand structure is weakly freely generated over V' by the set 
X~ = {x¡ : .>. < a}. For this, consider a structure !B E V' and a map g* : X~-+B 
such that g* X~ generates B. Define 9 : Xa -+B by setting gx).. = g* xl for each 
A < a. Tbe proof of Theorem 8.1.6 says in this case that g extends to a surjective 
homomorphism h from !J{aV onto !B. So, by 5.3.9, we have h* : !J{~V-!B* ~!B, 
as required. 

It remains to see that X~ is still a set of cardinal a. If a ::; 1 the statement is 
trivial. So let us consider the case a ~ w. Take two distinct elements A,I-' < a and 
suppose x¡ = X;j we shall derive a contradictioo:_ To simplify the notation, put 
u := x>. and v := x,.., so that our assumption is u == v (O!J{a V). We claim that 
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tl == V (Ol{'p V) for aU f3 > a. Indeed, consider an arbitrary, fixed atomic .e-formula 
cp := cp(x, Zl,'" ,Zk). Using 2.1.2, it suffices to show that the following equivalence 
holds for all tl. ... ,tk E Tecc,P: 

l{'pKI=CP(X,Zl'''' ,Zk) [u,t!, ... ,tk] iff 
(8.3) l{'pKl=cp(X,Zl"" ,Zk) [V,tl,'" ,tk]. 

To this end, we reason as follows. Since Tecc,P is obtained by adding to the 
generating set of Tec, ,a as many variables as necessary, we can assume that the free 
variables of the terms ti are among X>'II'" ,X>." X>',+II' .. ,X>',+., where x>.¡ E Xa 
whenever 1 =:;; i =:;; p, and x>.,+; E X p \ Xa whenever 1 =:;; j =:;; q. Choose q new 
variables X"I'''''X", of Xa distinct from u,v,x>'p''''x>,,; we can do that for 
a ~ w by hypothesis. Then tbe new terms 

are elements of Tecc ,a' So tbe definition of Herbrand structure and tbe assumption 
that tl == V (Ol{'a V) entail the following chain of equivalences, which ineludes the 
required condition (8.3): 

l{'pVI=CP(X,Zl,'" ,Zk) [tl,tl,'" ,tk] iff l{'pVI=CP(X,Zl,'" ,Zk) [U,t'l,'" ,t'k] 
iff l{'aVI=CP(X,Zl,'" ,Zk) [u,t'!, ... ,t'k] 

iff l{'aVI=CP(X,Zl,'" ,Zk) [V,t'l'''' ,t'k] 
iff l{'pVI=CP(X,Zl,'" ,Zk) [V,t'l,'" ,t'k] 
iff l{'p VI= cp(x, Z1I ... ,Zk) [v, t¡, ... ,tk]. 

Once the elaim is proved, let 21 E V and let a, b be two arbitrary elements of 
A. We are going to see that a == b (021). For this, let us distinguish two cases. 
If IAI =:;; a, there exists a surjective bomomorphism from l{'a V onto 21 such that 
tl 1--+ a and v 1--+ b, for we already know l{'a V is freely generated over V by 
Xa. Let us call h tbis bomomorpbism. Tben, since Vis protoalgebraic, we can 
apply Theorem 5.3.9 and obtain that h* is a well defined homomorphism from 
1{': V onto 21*. So, as u == v (Ol{'a V) by bypotbesis, we conclude tbat a == b (021). 
For tbe second case, IAI > a, we reason in very mucb tbe same manner¡ tbis 
time we use the c1aim proved previously and the fact that there exists a surjective 
homomorphism from 1{'IAI V onto 21 sending u 1--+ a and v 1--+ b. Therefore, the 
condition a == b (021) always bolds. In conclusion, we bave proved tbe following: 

u == v (Ol{'a V) implies 021 = V A for all 21 E V. 

But this contradicts tbe assumption that V' is a nontrivial reduced class. Tbus, 
tl Ft v (Ol{'a V), and bence we bave IX~I = a, as desired. 

To see tbat (ii) implies (i), let 21,!.B E K be sucb tbat 21 ~ 23. If 023 = V A, tben 
the inelusion 021 ~ 023 holds trivially. So suppose that O!.B :F VA. Consider the 
relative IAI-subvariety V of K determined by the positive diagram of 21. Since 23 is 
a filter extension of 21, we bave (!.B, a )aEA E V and consequently V' is nontrivial. 
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Thus, using (ii), !J{~V is weakly free in V". Consider the only homomorphism 
that applies !J{~V onto (!S*, a/n!B)aEA; it must send c: to a/n!S, so that Ca == 
Ch (n!J{o V) implies a == b (n!B). On the other hand, the unique homomorphism from 
!J{o V into the expanded structure (21, a)aEA is clearly a reductive one and such that 
Ca .......... a. Bence, if h denotes this homomorphism, Theorem 2.1.8 and Proposition 
2.1.4 say n!J{o V = h-1n21. In conclusion, we have the following implications: 

a == b (n21) implies Ca == Ch (n!J{o V) implies a == b (n!B). 

So, n21 ~ n!S and 1< is protoalgebraic. _ 

Once more, observe that the condition that every nontrivial reduced relative e
subvariety of 1<* has a weakly free structure with O generators, for all e > O, suffices 
to guarantee the protoalgebraicity of 1<. 

For languages withjust one relation symbol, it has been proved in [12, Thm.10.1] 
that reduced protoalgebraic quasivarieties do admit weakly free structures with an 
arbitrary number of generators; the proof relies on the effective use of a syntactic 
characterization of protoalgebraicity that is not known to have a simple extension 
for more generallanguages. The necessary and sufficient requirement for any quasi
variety to keep admitting free structures (this time with any number of generators!) 
is semialgebraicity. Concretely, we have the next resulto 

THEOREM 8.1.8. For any quasivariety 1< of .c-structures, the following statements 
are equivalent. 

(i) 1< is semialgebraic. 
(ii) Every nontrivial reduced relative e-subvariety of1<- has a free structure 

with O' generators, for all cardinals e, O' such that e + O' > O. Concretely, 
!J{~ V is the free structure in V" with O' generators, for each relative e
subvariety V of 1< such that V" is nontrivial. 

Proo/. The argument that proves the first part of (i) implies (ii) is the same as in 
8.1.7, except this time we use Theorem 5.4.5 instead of 5.3.9. Moreover, to see that 
IX~ I = O' for any cardinal 0', infinite or not, we reason as follows. If {3 > O' then 
!J{Q V ~ !J{p V and hence, by semialgebraicity, n!J{Q V ~ n!J{p V. So this time the 
implication 

u == v (n!J{Q V) implies u == v (n!J{p V), for all {3 > 0', 

holds no matter the value of O' is. Therefore, we can repeat the argument of 8.1.7 
to obtain again that u == v (n!J{Q V) implies V" is trivial. 

For the reverse implication, it suffices to see that the Leibniz operator restricted 
to 1< is ~-monotone, by virtue of 8.1.7. So take 21,!S E 1< such that 21 ~ !S. As 
before, we obtain that the Leibniz quotient of the Berbrand structure of V, where V 
is the relative IAI-subvariety of 1< determined by the positive diagram of 21, applies 
into (!S*, a/n!S)aEA, maybe not surjectively. Therefore, followwing the steps of the 
proof of 8.1.7, we also conclude that n21 ~ n!B. -

. Remark. We can also prove the last theorem using 7.2.3 and Fujiwara's :rheorem 
[53, Thm. 2]. Bowever, anything similar happens in the case of 8.1.7, for we already 
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know that protoalgebraic reduced quasivarieties are not in general c10sed under 
substructures. -l 

The preceding rest:lt can be applied, Cor instan ce, to the c1ass Kqo oC quasi
ordered algebras of a given similarity type. In this case, Theorem 8.1.8 specializes 
to a well known result of Bloom [14, Thm.2.2]. 

8.2. Further Properties of Herbrand Structures 

So Car we know that, given any c1ass K oC C-structures, its Herbrand structures 
belong to the quasivariety generated by K, which can be expressed as ERSPPu(K); 
this is just a consequence oC Proposition 8.1.4. The next result sharpens this by 
showing that, in fact, all the Herbrand structures oC K are in the smaller c1ass 
EP.dS(K); furthermore, we shall see that their filter extensions relative to KQ are 
included in EP.dSPu(K). Of course, the proof now runs quite differently. To start 
with we need a lemma. 

LEMMA 8.2.1. Let K be any class o{ C-structures closed under ultraproducts. Let 
41 U {t/I} ~ AtmC be such that, {or all21 E K and all assignment 9 : Te.c -A, i{ 
211=41 (g] then 211=t/I [g]. Then there exists afinite subset {ct'l' ..• ,ct'm} 0{4I such 
that ct'l /\ ••. /\ ct'm -ct' E Imp K. 

Prool· Suppose ct'l /\ ... /\ ct'm -t/I f/. Imp K for all {ct'1I .•• , ct'm} ~ ~ and let us 
get a contradiction. For eaeh q, E Sb",(~), there exist an 21", E K and an algebra 
homomorphism g", : Te.c -A", su eh that 

Consider an ultrafilter U of Sb",(~) that includes all the sets U", = {2 E Sb",(~) : 
q, ~ 2}, for q, E Sb",(4I), and let 

21 := TI",esb ... (<<» 21"" 
9 : Te.c -A, gZ¡ = (g'lZ¡ : q, E Sb",(~)}, for i < w. 

Sinee U{Ip} ~ {q, E Sb",(~) : 21",1= ct' /\ -,tP [g",]} and U{Ip} E U, the set {q, E 
Sb", (~) : 21", 1= ct' /\ -,tP [g'i]} belongs to U, for all ct' E ~. Thus, Los Theorem says 

21/U 1= ct' /\ -,tP [1I'U o g], 

for eaeh ct' E ~, Le., 21/U 1= ~ [1I'U o g] whereas 21/U'F- tP [1I'U o g]. But this contradiets 
the assumption K is dosed under ultraproduets. _ 

The following result can be viewed as a characterization, in the style of Jónsson's 
Theorem on finitely subdirectly irreducible algebras, of the term-structures of the 
quasivariety generated by a given cIass. 

THEOREM 8.2.2. The {ollowing holds {or any quasivariety K o{ C-structures. 
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(i) !J{Q1< E EP.dS(1<), for every cardinal a. 
(U) For every cardinal a, ifij is a ñIter extension o[!J{Q1< relative to 1<Q, then 

ij E EP.dSPu(1<). 

Proo/. (i) Fix a cardinal a and define 

By definition, t.p E A Q implies there exist 21.., E 1< and h.., : Te.c,Q -A.., such that 
21.., 11' t.p [h..,]. Let 

3.., := (Te.c,Q, h;1 R~). 

Clearly h.., : 3.., -,21..,. So, by 1.2.2 and tbe Homomorpbism Tbeorem, we bave tbat 
3.., E ES(1<). AIso K er h.., E Co3.." by virtue of 2.1.5. We are going to show tbat a 
quotient of!J{Q1< is isomorphic to a subdirect product of {3'f' : t.p E A}; ifthis is true, 
tben wejust need to apply 4.1.2(i) to obtain tbat !J{Q1< E EP.dES(1<) ~ EP.dS(1<), 
and tbus part (i) of tbe tbeorem will be proved. 

Take an n-ary r E R and let t1, . .. ,tn E Te.c,Q. Since 2l'f' is a member of 1< for 
all t.p E AQ, tbe condition (t1, ... ,tn) E rK,Q implies tbat 21'f' F rt1 ... t n [h'f'] for aH 
t.p E A Q; so, (t1, ... , tn) E rJ ... for aIl t.p E AQ. Conversely, if (t1, ... , tn) ft rK,Q then 
t.p := rt1, ..• ,tn E AQ, so tbat (h'f't1, ... ,h'f'tn) ft r~; thus (t1' ... ,tn) ft rJ .... In 
conclusion, we bave tbat !J{Q1< = n'f'EA 3'f'. We now apply Proposition 6.1.1. Define 

Tben 6.1.1 says tbat tbe quotient !J{Q1</OQ(1<) is isomorpbic to a subdirect product 
of {3\P : t.p E A}, as required. 

(ii) Tbe idea for tbe proof is quite tbe same as in part (i). Now, given a filter 
extension ij of !J{Q 1< relative to 1<Q, we must consider the index set 

If AQ,j = 0 tben ij is tbe structure on Te.c,Q witb aIl relations bolding, so tbat 
Oij = "Tec. ... and bence ij is an expansion oftbe empty direct producto If AQ,j::J 0, 
we claim tbat, for all t.p E AQ,j, tbere is an 211" E Pu (1<) and a bomomorpbism 
h\P : Te.c,Q -Al" sucb tbat 

The proof of tbe claim is based on Lemma 8.2.1. Take t.p E AQ,j. Certainly, if 
A Q denotes tbe same set as in (i), tben AQ,j ~ AQ. Tbus tbere exist 21 E 1< and 
h : Te.c,Q -A satisfying 211z! t.p [h]. If, in addition, 21 and h are sucb tbat ij ~ h-121 
tbe claim is proved. So, suppose otberwise. We sbaIl bave tbat, for aH 21 E 1< and 
aH h : Te.c,Q -A, if ij ~ h-121 tben 21F t.p [h]. Let us see we can find a structure 
in Pu (1<) satisfying tbe condition asserted in the claim. For this, we proceed again 
by "reductio ad absurdum". Assume ij ~ h-121 implies 21 F t.p [h], not only for aH 
21 E 1< but also for any otber element of Pu (1<) and any bomomorpbism h. Observe 
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that, given any C-structure 21, if 211= tP [h] for aH tP ~ ~o,;J then \j ~ h- l 21. So,our 
assumption says that, for every 21 E Pu(K) and every h : Te.c,o -+A, 

2lFt/J [h] for all t/J ~ ~",;} implies 2lFtp [h]. 

We can now use the lemma, since 4.1.1 ensures Pu(K) is dosed under unltraprod
ucts. We concIude that there exists a finite set {t/Jl,' .. ,,pm} of atomic C-formulas 
over O' variables, not in ~o,;J, such that 

,pi A ... A tPm -+<p E 1 mp Pu(K) = 1 mp K. 

But \jl= Imp K, since by assumption \j is incIuded in KQ. Therefore, <p ~ ~o,;J, and 
this contradicts that <p had been choosen from ~o,;J. So the claim is proved. 

For the rest of the proof we just repeat the argument of part (i) and obtain the 
desired condition, Le., \j E EP'dSPu(K) .• 

Remark. The proof of 8.2.2(i) can be technicaHy simplified by considering, instead 
of the set {hrp : <p E ~o}, the whole class of homomorphisms with domain Te.c,o 
and range the algebra reduct of sorne member of Kj concretely, we have that 

!}CoK = n{h- l 21: 21 E K and h: Te.c,o-+A}, 

Oo(K) = n{Ker h : h : Te.c,o -+A for sorne 21 E K}. 

The same is true for 8.2.2(ii)j in this case, for example, we have 

Nevertheless, we believe the given proofs eventually provide sorne additional insight 
into the concepts we deal with, and for this reason we have chosen them. 

On the other hand, it is cIear that in our proof we are actually constructing, 
by a method different from the one discovered by Birkhoff [4], a structure which 
is in general distinct from !}CoK but which is also freely generated over K by O' 

generatorsj it is the structure !}C.,.K/Oo(K). This does not contradict the uniqueness 
of free structures, because none of !}CoK and !}CoK/Oo(K) must necessarily belong 
to K. In fact, if !}CoK E K then both structures coincide, since the identity function 
is included in the class of homomorphism from Te.c,o into the algebra reduct of a 
member of K (Le., 21rp can be chosen to be !J!oK for a11 <p E ~o). -t 

It is worth noting that the preceding proof can be slight1y modified to obtain 
that the Herbrand structures with a sufficiently large number of generators are in 
fact in the smaller class EP,d(K). Rather, we have the following. 

THEOREM 8.2.3. Let K be an arbitrary cJass af C-structures. There exists a 
cardinal 0'0 such that !}CoK E EP,d(K), for all O' ~ 0'0. 

Proof. Once more, define the set 
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For each IP E ~w there are 2l", E K and h", : Te.c -A", such that 21.p~ IP [h.p]. Set 

0'0 := w + sup{IA",1 : IP E ~w}, 

and take O' ~ 0'0. We are going to show that ~QK E EP'd(K). Let ~Q be defined as 
in the proof of8.2.2(i). For eaeh,p E ~Q, ,p := ,p(Z>'lI"" z>..), let Tt/J : Te.c,Q -Te.c 
be sueh that T",Z>.; = Z¡, where 1 ~ i ~ k. By Proposition 8.1.1, there are 2l", E K 
and gt/J : Te.c -A", satisfying 

We rnay assurne that the structure 2lt/J is one frorn the set {2l", : IP E ~w}, because 
. in fact Tt/J,p E ~w. So, consider a surjeetive algebra hornomorphisrn ht/J frorn Te.c,Q 
onto At/J su eh that ht/Jz>,; = g",Zi, whenever 1 ~ i ~ k. For sueh a hornomorphisrn, 
we have ~ ~,p [ht/J], and henee we can follow the preeeding argurnent to obtain 
~QK E EP'd(K) (now using that the inverse irnage of21.p under ht/J belongs directly 
to E(K), for aH ,p in ~Q)' • 

We can infer sorne interesting consequences frorn the aboye theorern. The first 
one eoneerns the Leibniz quotient ofHerbrand struetures and part ofit can be found 
in [12], proved under the assurnption that the cIass K generates a protoalgebraie 
quasivariety. 

COROLLARY 8.2.4. The lollowing holds lor any class K ol C-structures. 
(i) ~~K E p'·dS·(K·), lor every cardinal 0'. 

(ii) There exists a cardinal 0'0 sucb tbat ~K E P'·d(K·), lor all O' ~ 0'0. 

Proof. We apply Theorems 8.2.2 and 8.2.3, and Lernma 4.1.5(ii) .• 

The second one is another eharacterization of the variety (relative subvariety) 
generated by a given cIass of structures (incIuded in a quasivariety), different frorn 
the one given in Chapter 4. It generalizes to arbitrary first-order languages, with 
or without equality, a result of Kogalovskiij see [19], [69]. 

COROLLARY 8.2.5. (i) For any class K ol C-structures, KV = H EP'd(K). 
(ii) HQ is a quasivariety and K is any subclass contained in Q, tben KV nQ = 

HQEP'd(K). 

Proof. (i) Let 21 be a rnernber of KV. Proposition 8.1.3 (see also Lernma 8.3.2(ii) 
below) irnplies ~QK = ~QKv; so there exists O' ~ O sueh that 21 E H(~QK), by 
virtue of 8.1.5. Also, 8.2.3 says that for sorne 00, ~Q K E EP'd(K) whenever o ~ 00, 

so that we actuaHy have 21 E HEP'd(K). Therefore the incIusion KV ~ HEP,d(K) 
is proved. The reverse inclusion foHows irnmediately frorn the characterization of 
varieties stated in 4.5.1. 

(ii) It is a trivial eonsequence of part (i). • 

In addition to the aboye consequences, free struetures have sorne other worth
noting applications. For instance, we can use thern to get a proof of 4.5.1 doser 
in spirit to the original proof of Birkhoff's Theorern that charaeterizes varieties of 
algebras as dasses cIosed under H, S and P. This new proof uses 8.2.2(i) to see 
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the hard implication, Le., that any cIass of structures cIosed under H, E, S and P 
is a variety. The idea of the proof is as follows. If 21 E M od Atm K then any atomic 
.e-formula satisfied by !}CIAIK is also satisfied by 21, and thus 21 E H(!}CIAI K); hence, 
if K is cIosed under H, E, S and P, the condition 21 E K must hold. 

Also, using the characterization of term-structures stated in Theorem 8.2.2(ü), 
we can provide another proof that ERSP Pu(K) is the least quasivariety containing 
K, and in this case we run cIose to an argument of Czelakowski [29, Thm.5.1], 
successfully generalized in [38]. Again, we surnmarize the main steps for proving 
the difficult implication. Suppose 21 E ModlmpK, and let a = max{IAI,w}. 
Clearly, there exists a surjective homomorphism h from!}Co K onto 21, since Atm K = 
Atm !}CoK by 8.1.3. Let ~ be the inverse image of 21 under this homomorphism h. 
Then ~ E EP,dSPu(K) and consequently 21 E REP'dSPu(K) S; ERSPPu(K). So, 
KQ S; ERSPPu(K). The last argument also sketches an alternative proof of a 
further result, namely, that KQ = ERP'dSPu(K)¡ cf. Corollary 4.4.6 aboye. 

8.3. Fully Invariance and (Quasi)Varieties 

A well known result in universal algebra, due to Neumann [94], says that those 
algebras which are free in sorne cIass are the ones that can be obtained by factorizing 
the absolutely free algebra by a fully invariant congruence. And from this property 
it is easy to concIude that the lattice of varieties of algebras of a given similarity 
type is isomorphic to the lattice of fully invariant congruences of the absolutely 
free algebra. More recently, Hoehnke [65] have also proved that an analoguous 
correspondence can be established between lattices of quasivarieties of algebras 
and certain systems of congruences on the absolutely free algebra~ In this Section 
we propose to extend these results to structures over arbitrary first-order languages, 
with or without equality. For this purpose, the natural generalization of the notion 
of congruence on an algebra is the relational part of structures. We introduce 
the following definition: an .e-structure 21 is called fully invariant iff every algebra 
homomorphism h from A into itself is also a homomorphism from 21 into 21, Le., h 
satisfies that hR'J. S; R'J.. Then we have the next resulto 

PROPOSITION 8.3.1. For any c1ass K oi .e-structures, the structure !}C ... K is iully 
invariant. Conversely, ii 21 is a fully invariant structure with underlying algebra 
Te.c, then 21 = !}C ... V(21). 

Proof It is a straightforward excercise to verify that !}C ... K is always fully invari
ant, so the proof of the forward implication is omitted. Assume conversely that 
21 = (Te.c, R'J.) is fully invariant. Consider an n-ary relation symbol r E R 
and terms tI, ... ,tn E Te.c such that (tI, ... ,tn ) E r'J.. Since 21 is fully invari
ant, for all h : Te.c -Te.c we have (htl"" ,htn) E r'J., and hence 211= rtl ... tn. 
Thus V(21) 1= rtl ... t n and finally (tI,'" ,tn) E rV('J.)' .... This proves the incIusion 
R'J. S; Rv('J.),.... The argument for the reverse indusion is easier and it is also 
omitted. In concIusion, R'J. = Rv('J.), ... and consequently 21 = !}C ... V(21) .• 

It is an easy matter to check that the set of fully invariant structures on a 
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given under1ying algebra is closed under arbitrary intersections; tbus, tbe preceding 
proposition says tbat tbe set of w-Herbrand structures forms a complete lattice. 
We are going to sbow tbis lattice is actually isomorpbic to tbe lattice of varieties 
of structures of type 1:,. To this goal, tbe next lemma, a consequence of 8.1.3, 
establishes the existence of a one-one correspondence between both lattices. 

LEMMA 8.3.2. The following properties hold for any class K of I:,-structures and 
any cardinal a. 

(i) V(!}CaK) = V(K). 
(ii) !}CaK = !}CaK' whenever K ~ K' ~ KV. 

Proof. Certainly (i) is a direct consequence of 8.1.3. To see (ii) we must use tbat 
Atm KV = Atm K, equality that is irnmediate from tbe definition of KV .• 

The desired generalization of Neumann 's result is the following. A similar iso
morpbism was already pointed out by Mal'cev [87], wbo calls totally characteristic 
the structures tbat we name fully invariant. 

THEOREM 8.3.3. Let V(I:,) = (V(I:,),~) denote the lattice of varieties of 1:,
structures, and !}c(I:,) = (!}c(I:,),~) the lattice of w-Herbrand structures of type 
1:,. Then V(I:,) and !}c(I:,) are dually isomorphic by the mapping V 1--+ !}CW V. 

Proof. Indeed, tbe previous lernma guarantees tbat tbe mapping V 1--+ !}CW V is a 
bijection. Tbus tbe theorem follows from tbe next easy equivalence: V ~ V' iir 
AtmV2 AtmV' .• 

Tbe problem of establisbing a similar corresponden ce between quasivarieties of 
structures of type 1:, and sorne otber kind of objects related to Herbrand struct ures 
seems to be a little bit more intricate. For instance, notice tbat 8.1.3 does not bold 
any longer for quasivarieties, since Q(!JíwK) may be strictly included in Q(K); in 
otber words, there can be an implicative formula wbich is true in ~ K but not in 
1<. However, we do bave tbe next equivalence. 

PROPOSITION 8.3.4. Let K be any class of I:,-structures and let a, {3 be two arbitrary 
cardinals such that {3 ~ a > O. Then, if tp E Impal:" we have that 1'1= tp iff ~I= tp 
for every KQ-filter extension of!Jíp1<. 

Proof. Fix an arbitrary implicative .e-formula t.p over a variables. Clearly, if 1'1= t.p 
then KQl=tp and hence ~I=tp for all ~ E FeKQ!Jíp1<. So the forward implication 
holds. Assume conversely that 3'1= t{> ror every KQ-filter extension 3' of !JípK, and 
let 21 E K and 9 : Te.c,a -A. We must show 211= t{> [g]. Indeed, consider a horno
morphism h from Te.c,tJ into A such tbat h r Te.c,a = g, and define ~ = h- l 21. 
Then ~ applies strong bomomorpbically into 21, so once more we use 1.2.2 and the 
Homomorpbism Theorem to conclude that ~ E ES(21). But tbis says ~ E KQ, since 
obviously ES(21) ~ KQ. So, by virtue of 8.1.2, ~ is a KQ-filter extension of tbe 
Herbrand structure !}Cp 1<. We can now apply the bypotbesis and obtain ~ 1= tp. In 
particular, tbis means tbat, if k is the canonical embedding from Te.c,a into Te.c,p, 
then we have ~ 1= tp [k] (recall that {3 ~ a by assumption). But using tbe definition 
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of~, the equivalence 
~ 1= tP [k] iff !2( 1= tP (g] 

holds whenever tP E Atm.e. Hence, the condition ~I= <p [k] implies 2( 1= <p (g], as 
required. _ 

The preceding result suggests the right way to obtain the desired correspondence. 
Indeed, it will turn out that a special sort of closure systems determined by the 
Herbrand structures are the algebraic counterpart of quasivarieties of structures. 
With this goal, let us follow Hoehnke [65] in defining a fully invariant system on 
an algebra A as any set S of structures with underlying algebra A satisfying the 
next two conditions: (i) S is an algebraic closure system; (ii) for all !2( E S and all 
h : A -A, h-1!2( E S. Then we have the following result, which looks like 8.3.1. 

THEOREM 8.3.5. For any quasivariety K oi .e-structures, the set FeK:J{wK is a 
iully invariant system. Conversely, if S is a fully invariant system on Te.c, then 
S = FesQ:J{wSQ •. 

Proof. By 5.1.1, FeK:J{wK is an algebraic dosure system for any quasivariety K. 
Moreover, if ~ is a K-filter extension of :J{w K and h : Te.c -Te.c is an algebra 
homomorphism, then we have 

and consequently h-l~ E FeK:J{wK. So the first implication holds. 
Suppose now S is a fully invariant system on the algebra of .e-terms. Let ~o 

be the least element of S, i.e., ~o = n S E S. For each algebra homomorphism 
h : Te.c -Te.c, we have h-l~O E S and hence ~o ~ h-l~O. Therefore ~o is a fully 
invariant structure on Te.c. Using 8.3.1, we obtain that ~o = :J{wV(~o) or, which 
is equivalent by 8.3.2(ii), ~o = :J{wQ(3"o). AIso, ~oF<p iff SF<p for any atomic 
formula <p. So we apply once more 8.3.2 to get that Q(~o) and SQ have the same 
w-Herbrand structure. All this says the converse will be proved if we show that 
S = FesQ~o. Indeed, the indusion from Jeft to right is trivial. For the reverse, Jet 
2( be an element of FeSQ~o. We extend the notation introduced in Chapter 5 and 
write Fgs!2( to mean the least element of S that is a filter extension of2(, i.e., 

Fgs2( := n{!:a E S : !2( ~ !:a}. 

Then Fgs!2( E S, for S is a closure system by hypothesis. So, by repeating the 
argument that proves the "only-if' part of 5.1.1, we obtain that Fgs!2( = 2(. This 
completes the proof. _ 

Again, it is easy to see that the set of fully invariant systems on a given algebra 
is dosed under arbitrary intersections. \Ve use this fact in the next theorem, whose 
universal algebraic version is the main result in Hoehnke [65, Thm.2.3]. 

THEOREM 8.3.6. Let D(.e) = (O(.e),~) denote the lattice of quasivarieties oi 
.e-structures, and Jet !f:}{(.e) = (:nf(.e) , ~) the lattice associated to the set oi all 
Jattices oi the form FeK:J{w K, for K a quash'ariety oftype.e. Then D(.e) and !f:}{(.e) 
are isomorphic by the map K 1--+ FeK1!....K. 
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Proof. Clearly, the mapping is a bijection, whose inverse is Fex~",K 1---+ K. AIso, 
if K and K' are quasivarieties of the same type, K ~ K' implies ~'" K' ~ ~'" K 
and consequently Fex~wK ~ Fex,~",K'. So, the map K 1---+ Fex~wK is order
preserving. Finally, Fex~",K ~ Fex'~wK' entails that any K-filter extension of 
~w K is a member of K' and thus a model of Imp K'. Hence, by Proposition 8.3.4, 
K 1= 1 mp K', and from here it irnmediately follows that K ~ K'. Therefore, the 
function Fex~wK 1---+ K is an order-preserving inverse of the preceding map. In 
conclusion, Sl(C) and !nC(C) are isomorphic lattices .• 

We close this section noting that the varieties of Sl(C) correspond exactly to the 
elements Fex~w K of !nC(C) that are principal ideals in Fe ~w K; see [65, Thm. 5.2]. 



9. Sorne Mal'cev-Type Theorerns 

It has already been established in earlier chapters that in passing frorn the study 
of classes of algebras to classes of structures, the very central notion of congruence 
on an algebra need to be replaced, depending on the purpose, by that of congruence 
on a structure or by that of filter extension (or even by the concept of congruence
filter pair, as it happens when we want to develop a Subdirect Representation 
Theory). Besides, as our real interest is in languages without equality, the usual 
notion of congruence on an algebra is still susceptible of another generalization, 
viz. the concept of relative congruence introduced in Section 5.2 by rneans of the 
Leibniz operator. Our opinion is that it rnay be of interest to know if sorne of 
the Mal'cev conditions proved for (relative) congruence identities also generalize in 
sorne of the forecorning senses, and if so, how the extensions look like. In view of 
the Generalized Jónsson's Theorern (Theorern 6.3.2), this is specially true in the 
case of identities concerning lattices of relative filter extensions; one really would 
like to have sornething like a Mal'cev condition for relative filter distributivity of a 
quasivariety of structures. 

In this Chapter we provide an answer to a very few qUeStions that are inside the 
scope of this general problern, and that they concern the characterization of sorne 
properties of lattices of relative congruences. 

9.1. Relatively Congruence Permutable Classes 

Let K be any class of .c-structures. An .c-algebra A is said to be congruence 
permutable relative to K if every pair ofK-congruences on A permute, i.e., e·<p = <p·e 
for all e, <p E COKA. The class K is called relatively congruence permutable (RCP 
for short) if every .c-algebra A is congruence permutable relative to K. The first 
result provides an interesting reformulation of the concept of relative congruence 
introduced in Section 5.2 which is going to play quite an irnportant role in the 
present Chapter. Let 

i.e., Alg(K·) is the whole class of .c-algebras A such that KA contains sorne reduced 
structure. Then we have the following. 

98 
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PROPOSITION 9.1.1. For any full class K of .c-structures and any .c-algebra A, 
COKA = COA1g(KO)A. 

Proof. By definition, ir o is a K-congruence on A, there exists a structure 21 E KA 
such that 0=021. Rence, 2110 E K- and consequently AIO belongs to Alg(K-). 

Conversely, suppose O E COAIg(KO)A. Then we have that 021 = AAI9 for sorne 
member 21 of K with underlying algebra AIO. Define!B := 11';121, where 11'9 denotes 
the natural projection from the algebra A onto the quotient AIO. Then !B is an 
element of K, for this is a fuIl class by hypothesis. Moreover, by Theorem 2.1.8, 
O!B = 11';1021 = 11';1 AAI9 = Ker 11';1 = O. In conclusion, O E COKA .• 

An obvious consequence from the aboye proposition is that relative congruence 
permutability has an easy universal algebraic interpretation as follows. 

COROLLARY 9.1.2. Let K be any full class of .c-structures. Then the following 
statements are equivalent. 

(i) K is Rep. 
(ii) Every pair of Alg(K-)-congruences on A permute, for all .c-algebra A. 

lE, in addition, K is protoalgebraic and satisfies condition (5.1), then both prop
erties aboye are equivalent to the following one: 

(iii) Every pair of Alg(K-)-congruences on A permute, for all A E Alg(K-). 

Proo!. The equivalence between (i) and (ii) and the implication form (ii) to (iii) are 
cIear. So let us prove that (iii) implies (ii). For this, consider any .c-algebra A. We 
must show that every pair of Alg(K-)-congruences on A permute. Let 

Since K is protoalgebraic and satisfies condition (5.1) by hypothesis, OK,A is also 
a K-congruence on A by virtue of 5.3.4; actually, we have that OK,A = O(n KA). 
Rence the quotient algebra AIOK,A is a member of Alg(K-). Moreover, the Corre
spondence Theorem entails that 

(9.1) 

by the map t/J 1--+ t/JIOK,A. SO, since (019)· (t/J/9) = o· t/J/9 for aIl O,t/J, 9 E CoA 
such that 9 ~ O, t/J, we apply (iii) and conclude the desired conditon .• 

COROLLARY 9.1.3. For any quasivariety Q of .c-algebras, the cJass KQ is RCP iff 
every pair of Q-congruences on A permute, for all A E Q. • 

The following is the main result of the Sectionj it states a Mal'cev-like condition 
for relative congruence permutability in semialgebraic quasivarieties of structures. 

THEOREM 9.1.4. Assume 1:, contains some function symbol and let K be a semi
algebraic quasivariety of .c-structures. Then K is RCP iff there exists a ternary 
.c-term t(x, y, z) such that for all21 E K and all a, b E A, 

tA(a,b,b) == a (021) and tA(a,a,b) == b (021). 
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Proof. Consider first the backward direction. Let A be any C-algebra and let 
O, fjJ be two K-congruences on A. Take two arbitrary elements a, b E A such that 
(a, b) E O • fjJ. By definition of the product " there exists a e E A satisfying aOe and 
efjJb. Hence, by (ii), we have 

a fjJ tA(a, e, e) fjJ tA(a, e, b) O tA(a, b, b) O b, 

and so (a, b) E fjJ . O. This proves the inclusion O • ~ ~ fjJ • O, and so the required 
condition. 

To show the converse, let Te.c,3 denote the algebra of C-terms over the three 
variables x, y and z, and define the class 

Hz,,, := {(h,21) : 21 E K, h : Te.c,3 -A and hx == hy (021)}. 

For every pair (h,21) of Hz,,,, the structure ~lh,~ = h- l 21 belongs to ES(K), which 
is included in K for this class is a quasivariety by hypothesis. On the other hand, 
Proposition 6.1.1 says that the structure 

3z,,, := n(h,~)EH~.w 3h,~ 

is isomorphic to a subdirect product of the system {3h,~ : (h,21) E Hz,,,} (observe 
this system is in fact a set, though Hz,,, may be a proper class). Consequently, 
once more the assumption K is a quasivariety entails that 3z,,, E K. We can define 
exactly in the same way the class H",% and the structure 3",%, this time y and z 
playing the role of x and y respectively, and again we can prove that 3",% E K. 
Hence, using (i), we obtain 

(9.2) 

Now let us see that x == y (03z,,,). Indeed, for each (h,21) E Hz,,,, the relation 
h- 1021 is a congruence on 3h,~, by Lemma 2.1.7. M oreover , x == y (h-1021). 
Therefore, we have 

n(h,~)EH~.w h-1021 E Co3z,,, and x == y (n(h,~)EH~.w h- 1021). 

So we just need to apply the definition of Leibniz congruence; n(h,~)EH~.w h-1021 
must be included in 03z,,, and consequently x == y (03z,,,). The same argument 
proves that y == z (03",%). Therefore, using (9.2), we obtain (x,z) E 03",% .03z,,,. 
This means there exists an element t(x,y,z) E Te.c,3 such that 

(9.3) x == t(x, y, z) (03",%), z == t(x, v, z) (03z,,,). 

It suffices to show that t(x, y, z) satisfies (ii). To this end, consider an 21 E K and 
choose arbitrary elements a, b E A. Let h be an algebra homomorphism from Te.c,3 
into A such that hx = a and hy = hz = b. Clearly (h,21) E H",%, and hence 
3",% ~3h,~. We now apply that K is semialgebraic. Since h : 3h,~ -,h3h,~ and 
h3h,~ ~ 21, we have 

03",% ~ 03h,~, by ~-monotonicity of O, 

= h-lOh3h,~, by Theorem 2.1.8(i), 

by ~-monotonicity of O. 
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Consequently, the first part of (9.3) irnplies a = tA(a, b, b) (021). 
The conclusion b = tA(a,a,b) (021) is proven sirnilarly .• 

Observe that, if we use as usual the syrnbol ~ to forrnally represent the common 
identity relation, then condition (ii) in Theorern 9.1.4 can be expressed as follows: 

Alg(K·)Ft(z,y,y) ~ z" t(z,z,y) ~ y. 

Hence, by Corollary 9.1.2, the equivalence of (i) with (ii) in the preceding theorem 
amounts to Mal'cev's Theorern on congruence permutability whenever Alg(K·) is 
a variety (e.g., if K = Kv for sorne variety V of .e-algebras). But in general this is 
not the case; Alg(K·) may not be a variety nor even a quasivariety. 

Using the previous theorem, we can still prove a further characterization of rela
tive congruence permutability that sharpens the universal algebraic reformulation 
stated in Corollary 9.1.2. 

COROLLARY 9.1.5. Assume.e contains sorne lunction symbol and let K be an 
arbitrary semiaIgebraic quasivariety of l,-structures. Then the following statements 
are equivalent. 

(i) K is RCP. 
(ji) Alg(K·) is congruence permutable in tbe usual universal algebraic sense, 

i.e., every pair ol congruences on A permute, lor all A E Alg(K·). 
(iii) Every pair ol congruences on A containing (}K,A permute, lor all.e-algebra 

A. 

Proo!. Assurne K is RCP and let us prove (ii). Take A E Alg(K·) and consider two 
arbitrary congruences {}, tP on A. The definition of Alg(K·) says that there exists 
an 21 E KA such that 021 = AA' So, by Theorem 9.1.4, aOctPb implies 

for all a, b, e E A. As a result, {} . tP ~ tP . {} and consequently {} and tP permute, as 
required. 

Suppose now that (ii) holds and fix any .e-algebra A. Define 21 = n KA. Since 
K is a protoalgebraic quasivariety, we have 21 E KA and 021 = (}K,A, and hence 
A/{}K,A E Alg(K·). So, every pair of COA/{}K,A permute by hypotbesis. The rest 
of the proof runs as in 9.1.2, using the Correspondence Property. 

Finally, the irnplication from (iii) to (i) is clear, for {}K,A is contained in every 
K-congruences of A, for all .e-algebra A .• 

COROLLARY 9.1.6. Assurne.e contains sorne lunction symbol. Then the lollowing 
are equivalent lor each quasivariety Q ol.e-algebras. 

(i) Every pair ol Q-congruences on A permute, (or all A E Q. 
(ii) Q is congruence permutable in the usual universal algebraic sense. 
(iii) Tbere exists a ternary .e-term t(z,y,z) such that 

QFt(z,y,y) ~ z "t(z,z,y) ~ y. 
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Proo! It follows immediately from 9.1.3, 9.1.4 and 9.1.5 .• 

It is natural to ask about the consequences and the interest of taking as notion 
of congruence permutb.bility of a cIass the following: K is congruence permutable iff 
every pair of congruences on 2l permute, for all 2l E K. The íact is that it becomes 
hard to find in this case a congruence permutable cIass; actually, we can argue there 
is no way in our context of proving a Mal'cev-like result characterizing congruence 
permutability in this sen se and that specializes to Mal'cev's Theorem. Indeed, if 
Q is any cIass of C-algebras, then we have K" is congruence permutable (in the 
aboye sense) iff for each C-algebra A and each Q-congruence O on A, every pair of 
[D.A, O] permute, and this condition is far from the common notion of congruence 
permutability of Q. 

In spite oí this, a proper generalization oí M al'cev 's Theorem that points towards 
this direction is proved by Weaver [120], certainly in a different context24• But it is 
not cIear Weaver's result really strengthens Mal'cev's one, for no example of a cIass 
oí structures satisfying the stated notion of congruence permutability is provided in 
his paper, aside from the cases already covered by Mal'cev's Theorem. Something 
similar occurs with other properties of lattices of congruences, like distributivity, 
arithmeticity and so on. 

9.2. Study oí Other Mal'cev Conditions 

In light oí the results of the preceding Section, we can think oí two feasible 
extensions of the usual concept of congruence identity in universal algebra, both 
reíering to our notion oí relative congruence. For the sake of simplicity, let us 
center our attention on the property of congruence distributivity; the situation is 
very much the same for sorne other properties (none of them the one considered 
previously!). Let K be any cIass of C-structures. Then K is said to be congruence 
distributive (CD for short) if the cIass Alg(K*) is congruence distributive in the 
usual sense, Le., if Co A is a distributive lattice for all A E Alg(K*). If, moreover, 
K is protoalgebraic and satisfies condition (5.1), K is caBed relatively congruence 
distributive (RCD for short) ií COICA is a distributive lattice íor all C-algebra A. 
(Recall that assuming protoalgebraicity and (5.1) on K is enough to guarantee that 
COJ(.A has a lattice structure, inherited by that ofKA through the Leibniz operator). 

The first two results are easy reformulations of CD and RCD, respectively; com
pare them with the contents oí Corollaries 9.1.2 and 9.1.5 aboye. 

PROPOSITION 9.2.1. Let K be any class o{ C-structures. Then K is CD in the aboye 
sense iffthe sublattice [OIC,A, \7 A] ofCoA is distributive {or eacp C-algebra A. 

24 The main difference oC Weaver's context compared with OUJ'll relies on the Cact that he 
assumes the existence of an equality symbol ::::: in the language and consider as a generalization 
oC varieties those classes oC IItructures axiomatized by implications of the fonn " 4} -'fJ. where 4} 

is an arbitrary set of atomic fonnulas (maybe infinite). none of them of the fonn IJ ::::: t. and 'fJ is 
any atomic formula. 
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Proof. Clearly, if A E Alg(K*) then OK,A = ~A; so the backward implication is 
trivial. To see the reverse implication, assume K is CD. We already know that for 
each C-algebra A, the quotient A/OK,A belongs to Alg(K*). Hence Co A/OK,A is 
a distributive lattice by hypothesis. Thus it suffices to apply the Correspondence 
Theorem of universal algebra and we complete the proof. _ 

PROPOSITION 9.2.2. Let K be any protoalgebraic class oE C-structures satisfying 
condition (5.1). Then K is ReD iffCOAlg(Ko)A is distributive Eor aIl A E Alg(K*). 

Proof. The implication from left to right is trivial. For the converse, we apply 
(9.1). Then COA1g(KO)A is distributive iff COAlg(KO)A/OK,A is. So the backward 
implication also holds. _ 

In contrast to what happened for congruence permutability, this time CD and 
RCD are not equivalent assumptions on a class K, except of course in the trivial 
case that Alg(K*) is a variety; clearly, in this case the lattice COA1g(KO)A coincides 
with the lattice of aH congruence relations on A. The point is that, as we already 
noticed in Section 5.2, COKA is not in general a sublattice of Co A. Besides, it is 
still an open problem to obtain a manageable description of the lattice operation 
VK, which eventually could be helpful to get a Mal'cev-like condition for relative 
congruence distributivity. Recently, it has been proved such a kind of result for 
quasivarieties of algebras; in our context, this result says the foHowing. 

THEOREM 9.2.3. (Dziobiak [45], Nurakunov [95]) Let Q be any quasivariety oE 
C-algebras. Then the loIlowing statements are equivalent. 

(i) KQ is RCD. 
(ii) (K'Q)RFSI = (K'Q)FSI and there exists a finite nonempty sequence 

(t¡(.:r, y, z), U¡(.:r, y, z), V¡(.:r, y, z»), i $ n, 

oE triples of ternary C-terms such that the next conditions hold lor aH 
21 E KQ and aIl a,b,c E A: 

tf"(a,a,b) == uf"(a,a,b) (021), i $ n; 

uf"(a,b,b) == vf"(a,b,b) (021), i $ n; 

tf"(a,b,a) == uf"(a,b,a) == vf"(a,b,a) (021), i $ n; 

tf"(a, b, e) == vf"(a, b, v) (021), Eor al1 i $ n implies a == e (021) .• 

The proof of the preceding theorem largely rests on the fad that COKe¡ A (or 
equivalently CoQA) is an algebraic complete lattice. We are going to see, however, 
that this is in general quite a strong assumption. For this, we first need a purely 
universal algebraic lemma. The proof of the necessity was suggested to the author 
by Czelakowski; for the sufficiency, see [105]. 

LEMMA 9.2.4. Let Q be any class ol C-algebras closed under isomorphisms. Then 
the set COQA is an inductive closure system iff Q is a quasivariety. 
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Proof. Suppose COQA is an inductive closure systern and let us see that Q is a 
quasivariety. Using 4.4.1 and 4.4.5, it suffices to show that Q is closed under PI'. 
So, let A¡ E Q, ¡El, and assurne A ~,d TI¡EI A¡. If 'Tr¡ denotes the natural 
projection frorn A onto A¡, tben A/ J( er 'Tr¡ =:: A¡, so that J( er 'Tr¡ E COQA for all 
i E l. Moreover, nEI l<er 'Tr¡ = ¿lA for A is by hypothesis a subdirect product of 
the systern {A¡ : i E I}. Hence, since CoQA is a closure system, ¿lA E COQA, i.e., 
A E Q. Tbis proves that Q is closed under P,. 

Take now X E 8b(l) and let :Fx be the principal filter on 1 generated by X. 
Define the set 

Ax := TI¡EX A¡ t A. 

It follows immediately from A ~,d TI¡EI A¡ that A t X ~,d TI¡EX A¡. AIso, A/:Fx 
is isomorpbic to Ax. To see this, consider the surjective mapping h from A/eFx ,A 
onto Ax defined by setting h( a/:F x) = a t X. So given h is clearly well defined and 
one-one, for if a/:Fx, b/:Fx E A/eFx,A, 

Tbus, since 

a/:Fx = b/:Fx iff {i El: a¡ = b¡} ;2 X 

iff a t X = b t X. 

h(fA/Fxal/:FX ... an/:Fx) = h(fAal ... an/:Fx) 

= fAal ... a n t X = f~x h(al/:Fx) ... h(an/:Fx), 

h is the desired isornorphism. This proves Q is closed under filtered subdirect 
products modulo principal filters. The closure of Q under arbitrary filtered subdi
rect products follows from the fact that :F = UXEF:FX. The set of congruences 
{eFx,A : X E :F} is a directed system of COQA whose union is eF,A. There
fore, since COQA is an inductive closure system by hypothesis, eF,A E CoQA, i.e., 
A/:F E Q. This completes the proof of the necessity. 

For the converse, suppose Q is a quasivariety and let {Oí : i E 1} any family of 
Q-congruences on A. The quotient algebra A/ níEI Oí is subdirectly embeddable 
into the direct product TIíEI A/Oí. Hence, as by assumption A/Oí E Q for all i El, 
we have A/ nEI Oí E P,d(Q) = Q. This shows that COQA is closed under arbitrary 
intersections. Assurne now {8í : i E 1} is a nonernpty cbain of Q-congruences on 
A. The family ([i) : i E 1} of subsets of 1 ([i) = ti El: i :5 j}) satisfies the finite 
intersection property and thus it is included in sorne ultrafilter of 8b(I). Denote it 
by U and let B := TIíEI A/Oí. It is an easy matter to check that the kernel of the 
function h : a 1--+ (a/Oí : i E 1) cornposed with the natural projection 'Tru from B 
onto B/U coincides with the union UEIOí; actually, using that {Oí : i E I} is a 
chain, we have the following equivalences: 

(a,b) E I<er ('TrU o h) iff {i El: a/Oí = b/Oí } E U 

iff a/Oí = b/Oí ror sorne ¡El 

iff (a, b) E UEI Oí. 

In conclusion, the quotient A/ UíEI Oí is isornorpbic to a subalgebra of B/U, and 
thus, as Q is a quasivariety, A/ UíEI O¡ E Q. This means UEIO¡ E COQA and 
finishes the proof of the lemma. _ 
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THEOREM 9.2.5. Let K be any fuIl class of C-structures and A any C-algebra. The 
set COKA is an inductive closure system iff the class of C-algebras Alg(K·) is a 
quasivariety. 

Proof. It follows trivially from Proposition 9.1.1 and the previous lemma. _ 

It is still an open problem to find out a necessary and sufficient condition, ex
pressed in terms of the Leibniz operator or by other means, for the elass Alg(K·) 
to be a quasivariety. But in any case the aboye theorem has a negative conelu
sion: it seems hard to strengthen the content of Theorem 9.2.3 by considering more 
arbitrary quasivarieties of C-structures. 



10. Connections with AIgebraic Logic 

It is generally understood that three distinct traditions can be traced back in 
the bistory of algebraic logic25 ; see, e.g., [9] or [91]. The first one of tbese traditions 
originated with the work of Boole and De Morgan [16,39], and it is characterized 
by the fact tbat algebra is viewed as the embodiment of logic ratber tban merely 
a representation of it. At the present time this tradition is partIy overshadowed 
by other algebraic approaches to logic, mainly because of tbe buge influence of tbe 
so-called logicist method of Frege, Whitehead and Russell. It remains alive however 
in the modern theory of relation algebras. 

The second tradition largely started with Tarski [114]. He established the bases of 
a method for the algebraization of various logical or deductive systems that arised 
from the formalism of the preceding three authors26 • The main fact on which 
this second tradition rests on is that the whole deductive apparatus of a logical 
system, as well as many of its higher-order metalogical properties (e.g., deduction 
and interpolation theorems), can be interpreted algebraically in many cases. So, 
according to this tradition, algebra plays an auxiliary role as just a useful way 
of representing logic. The very precise investigation of the connection between 
deductive systems and c1asses of algebras is the main purpose of tbis algebraic 
approach to logic and it has be en carried on by several authors under different views; 
e.g., [1], [2], [15), [17), [47), [98), [99]. A culminating point in this investigation was 
the abstract analysis of the notion of algebraization worked out by Blok and Pigozzi 
[8]. They developed a theory 01 algebraizable logics that have deeply influenced most 
of the subsequent contributions to the subject. 

Tbe tbird tradition concerns the investigation of algebraic semantics of deductive 
systems on a more general level; instead of looking for a c1ass of algebras whose 
quasi-equational theory fairly describes the entire deductive apparatus of the sys-

2SThe phrAl!e "algebraic logic'- originated with Halmos [59]. He in tended "algebraic logic" to 
refer specifically to the algebrai~aljon or first-order prediacte logic, but it has come to mean the 
whole body oC work in logic in whid. alg~raic methods are dominant. 

26The definition 01 deductivt .,.ttm was carried out in several atages by Tarski during the 
1930's [111,112,114,116]; nowadaya. il uaually means a particular purely algebraic language to
gether with a consequence reIation attac:hed to it (see, e.g., [8, p.5]). Thls notion is general 
enough to inelude not only all the cllWlical and non-cIassical systems oC sentetiallogics but also oC 
first-order logics. For instance, a Comialization oC elassical first-order logic as a deductive system 
in the aboye sense is provided in [8, Appendix e]. 
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tem, as it happens when it is algebraizable in the sense of Blok and Pigozzi [8], 
now the "algebraic" properties of its elass of matrix models are examined27• So 
this time the role algebra plays in logic need to be understood in a more abstract 
sense. The roots of thls last tradition can be found not only in the development 
of matrix semantics for propositional logic by Lukasiewicz and Tarski and their 
collaborators in the 1920's, but also in the model theory worked out by Birkhoff 
and, a bit later, by Mal'cev for equationallogic and first-order logic with equality, 
respectively. Roughly speaking, it relies on the fact that by imposing sorne restric
tions on a deductive system, much weaker than the system to be algebraizable in 
the sense of [8], the matrix semantics begins to show many of the characteristics of 
a purely algebraic semantics, and thus a good part of the theory of varieties and 
quasivarieties carries over to elasses of matrices28 • 

The whole of our work can be seen as a contribution to this third tradition in 
algebraic logic, which can be traced back to model theory and that now we intend 
to develop into a new trend in this area. The primary motivation of our shift from 
the investigation of matrix semantics of deductive systems to the study of elasses 
of arbitrary first-order structures defined without equality was the emerge n ce of 
sorne more general kinds of logical systems, viz. the k-dimensional deductive sys
tems of [11] and the Gentzen systems of [101], and the much attention they have 
attracted recently. Since Bloom [13], it is well known that any deductive system 
in the sense defined aboye can be formalized as an (elementary) strict universal 
Rom theory without equality and with a single, unary relation symbol. A simi
lar interpretation, however, can be carried out for a rather general sort of logical 
systems that inelude the preceding ones and even sorne other consequences nat
urally associated to elasses of algebras, like the quasiequational consequences [46]. 
Although the obtained theories need to be defined this time over languages with 
maybe more than just one relation symbol, the truth of the matter is that the strict 
universal Rom fragment of first-order logic is still enough to get such an elementary 
characterization for this broader elass of logical systems. 

This is a fundamental fact that, together with Theorem 5.1.1 ofChapter 5, brings 
us to what in our opinion is the core of the connection between the work developed 
previously and algebraic logic: strict universal Rom theories (without equality) 
seem to be the elementary notion that better retains the main features of Tarski's 
deductive systems. Just because of this conviction, a great deal of the theory of 
deductive systems, ineluding their matrix semantics, is extended in the previous 
chapters to the formalism of UHL without equality. The ultimate purpose is to 
lay the foundations for a theory general enough to encompass the investigation of 
algebraic semantics of particular types of loginl systems. 

Many examples ofthe well-behaved elasses introduced in Chapter 5 are fumished 
in the literature on algebraic logic, a small part of which have been cited before and 
can be found in the bibliography. In fact, we already pointed out that the concept 
of Leibniz opemtor and the hierarchy 

27 See, e.g., [8, p.9] for a definilion or m4lrir model or a deductive lIystem. 
28We mentioned this point in the lntroduction. So llee there in for IIOme rererences . 

. ( 
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Purely Algebraic Quasivarieties 

Algebmic Quasivarieties 

Semialgebraic Quasivarieties 

Protoalgebraic Quasivarieties 

Quasivarieties 

comes from this research area. Thus, for instan ce, the protoalgebraic deductive 
systems introduced in [7] are exactly those systems whose class of matrix models 
form a protoalgebraic quasivariety in our sense. To better illustrate this influence, 
it is appropriate to mention sorne examples, borrowed from sententiallogic, of well
behaved quasivarieties of structures. For instance, the classes of matrix models of 
the following sententiallogics are of the type indicated below: 

1. Purely algebraic quasivarieties: classical logic, intuitionistic logic, nor
mal modallogics, the relevan ce logics R and RM, many-valued logics of 
Lukasiewicz; see [8], [98]. 

2. AIgebraic quasivarieties that are not purely algebraic ones: quasi-normal 
modallogics S4MP and S5MP [66]. 

3. Semialgebraic quasivarieties but not algebraic ones: quasi-normal modal 
logics KM P and T M P [66]. 

4. Protoalgebraic quasivarieties that are not sernialgebraic: the sentential 
logics defined by the Gentzen calculi (;1 arrd (;1 of [48] . 

5. Quasivarieties that are not even protoalgebraic: the {V, A }-fragment of 
classical logic and the {V, 1\, -. }-fragment of intuitionistic logic are not 
protoalgebraicj see [8], [49], [101]. 

The property of a quasivariety of structures to be purely algebraic deserves a 
special consideration for it is closely related to the notion of algebraizable deductive 
system introduced by Blok and Pigozzi. In [8] they showed that the algebraizable 
deductive systems are just those systems whose class of matrix models form a 
purely algebraic quasivariety. Their result has been recently extended to general 
strict universal Horn theories in [41], and by virtue of this generalization we can 
find sorne other examples of purely algebraic quasivarieties that are not matrix 
semantics but come from particular Gentzen systems; see [101]. A remarkable 
fact is that purely algebraic quasivarieties of C-structures are, roughly speaking, 
the quasivarieties elernentary definitionally equivalent to sorne quasivariety of C
algebras, where the possible definitions are required to be of a very special form; 
see [8, Appendix A]. That is way they exhibit so nice algebraic properties. 
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Special Notation 

Numbers refer to the page on which the notation is defined or first used. 

e, 7 

F'J., R'J., 7 

21 te, 7 

Tec,a, Tec, 7 

Str e, 7 

Forae, Por e, 7 

Atmae, Atm e, 7 

Impae, Impe, 8 

9 : Tec.a -A, 8 
21F<p[g],8 
21F<p, 8 

21F <p(X1,'" ,XI:) [al,'" ,al:], 8 

21 F <p [g(x/a)]' 8 

ThaK, 8 

UnaK, 8 

AtmaK, 8 
ImpaK, 8 

AA, 8 
21 ~!B, 8 

21~!B, 8 

nE/21i, 8 
UiEl21i, 9 

21tX, 9 
h : 21-!B, 9 
h : 21-+,!B, 9 

h21, 9 
h- 1!B, 9 

TIiE/21i, 10 

TI¡E/ R'J.jI 10 
9.r-, 11 

TIre¡ R'J.¡, 11 

TIiE/21;/:F, 11 

TIiE/ R'J.J:F, 11 
a/:F, 11 

TIre¡21¡, 11 

21 ~,d TIiEl21i, 12 

h : 21 >-+,d TIiE/ 21i , 12 

9.r-.A, 12 
21/:F, 12 
R{, 12 

21.r-, 13 

a/0.r-,A, 13 

a == b (O), 15 

a == b (O), 15 
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Co21, Co A, 15 

021, 15 

V' A, 15 
Kerh, 18 

()E, 18 

21/(), 19 

7r9, 19 

!B9 , 20 
21*, A*, a*, 21 

h* : 21* -!B*, 21 

21 ==!B, 23 

21 ~.!B, 23 
h : 21-.!B, 23 

CA, 24 

(21, a)/JEA, 24 

D21, 24 

D¡21, 24 

D.21, 24 

Modr, 26 
Mod*r, 26 
L, 26 
K*, 26 

Str* C, 26 
EF<p, 27 
EF*<p, 27 

req,.c, rto,Q, ... , 28 

Keq,.c, Kto,Q, ... , 28 

S, 30 
S., 30 
F, 30 
H,30 
R, 30 
E, 30 
P, 30 

P" 31 
Pu , 31 

P'd, 31 
P,,, 31 

O ~ O', 31 
0*, 31 

6, 31 

KE 37 , 
KU ,40 
KQ 42 , 
Q, 42 

KV 45 , 
V, 45 

HQ, 46 

FQ, 46 

KA, 48 

Fex21, Fex21" 50 

Fgx21, 50 

CoQ , 50 

hx : Fe,,21-Fe,,!B, 50 

h,,21', 50 

CoxA, Co"A, 51 

Fg~[r;a], 54 

QoA, QoA, 56 

C!K21, 61 

KRSI, KRCSI, 63 

KitsI' KitCSI' 63 
KRFSI, 70 
C::::, 74 

!xaK, 83 

R r X,a 83 K,o, , 

V(C), 95 

!X(C), 95 

Q(C), 96 

!T!H(C) , 96 
Alg(K*), 98 

()",A, 99 
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FuHy invariant structure, 94 
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__ Theorem, 20 
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Image structure, 10 
Implicative formula, 7 
Inductive closure system, 48-
Inverse image structure, 10 
Isomorphism, 9 
Join-continuous class, 60 
Jónsson's Theorem, 70,72 
Kernel, 18 
K-congruence, 51 
K-congruence-fil ter pair, 61 
K-filter extension, 50 

__ generated by a class, 50 
K-structure, 48 
.c-algebra, 7 
.c-reduct, 7 
.c-structure, 7 
Language,7 

__ with equality, 8 
__ without equality, 8 
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operator, 51 
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Los Theorem, 12 
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relative <e)-subvariety, 46,87 
structure, 15 
universal class, 40 
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Reduction, 9 
__ operator, 26 

Reductive homomorphism, 9 
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__ __ distributive class, 102 
__ __ permutable class, 98 
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Second Isomorphism Theorem, 21 
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Structure, 7 
Subdirect embedding, 12 
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__ product, 12 
__ Representation Theorem, 66 
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